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ABSTRACT 

Engineering materials are generally non-homogeneous, yet standard continua for the 

description of such materials are admissible, provided that the size of the non-

homogeneities is much smaller than the characteristic length of the deformation pattern. 

If this is not the case, the classical continuum approach has to be abandoned in favour of 

explicit description of individual non-homogeneities. Alternatively, one can extend the 

range of applicability of the continuum concept by including additional variables or 

degrees of freedom, or one applies non-local theories in which the constitutive 

equations are expressed by integral operators. The development, application and 

discussion of such theories are the subject of this thesis. The theories are applied to two 

classes of materials, namely granular and layer materials. 

The strategy for developing the theories is as follows. The discrete nature of granular 

materials is reflected in finite-difference equations that can be homogenised in two 

ways. The simplest approach is to replace the finite differences by the corresponding 

Taylor expansions. This will lead to Cosserat continuum theories. A more sophisticated 

strategy is to homogenise the equations by the discrete Fourier transform. The result is a 

Kunin-type non-local theory. Both Cosserat and Kunin theories have been around for 

quite a while. What have not been provided so far are significant applications for these 

theories. This is where the main contribution of this thesis lies. It is demonstrated in a 

systematic way that granular and layer materials are manifestations of Cosserat theories 

on different level of sophistication. 

Analysis of these theories was conducted by considering a model system consisting 

of independent periodic ID chains of solid spheres connected by shear translational and 

rotational springs. It was found that the Cosserat theory offers a healthy balance 

between accuracy and simplicity. Kunin's theory offers a non-local Cosserat continuum 

description that yields an exact solution, but fails to bring about any simplification. The 

rotational degree of freedom considerably affects the wave propagation. W h e n the 

rotation is suppressed, only one type of wave, viz. a shear wave, exists. W h e n the 

restriction on particle rotation is relaxed, the velocity of this wave decreases and 

another, high velocity wave arises. 

Homogenisation by differential expansion was generalised to model macrocsopic 

behaviour of 3 D granular materials with particles interacting through contact forces and 

moments. This was accomplished by homogenising equations of motion of a 

statistically representative particle. Constitutive relationships were obtained for an 
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isotropic, position-independent distribution of contacts. This m o d e l w a s also generalised 

to the case of large deformations producing the Cosserat c o n t i n u u m theory with six 

degrees of freedom, viz. the velocities a n d the Cosserat rotation rates. 

After demonstrating that the Cosserat continuum provides a reasonable compromise 

between the accuracy and simplicity in modelling granular materials, w e turned to 

another case with clear presence of rotational degrees of freedom - layered materials 

with sliding layers. The layer bending provides a rotational degree of freedom while the 

bending moment per unit area plays the role of moment stress. Excessive bending of 

layers leads to their fracture. Sequences of fractured layers can be viewed in the 

continuum description as cracks or, in special cases, as dislocations and disclinations 

(constant jumps in the Cosserat rotation). A disclination produces moment stresses with 

an inverse square root singularity. They may give rise to a progressive rupture of layers 

in a narrow zone propagating as a "bending crack". This crack being a distribution of 

discontinuities in Cosserat rotation presents a new fracture mode that is independent and 

can be distinguished from the classical ones. The bending moments at the crack tip are 

singular increasing as the power -1/4 of the distance from the tip. Closed form solution 

for the problem of semi-infinite bending crack was obtained using the Wiener-Hopf 

technique. The criteria of growth were formulated by generalising the concept of path 

independent integral for the Cosserat continuum. 

Analysis of wave propagation in a Cosserat continuum that models a layered material 

with sliding layers shows that three types of waves exist: longitudinal, shear and 

rotational, the latter being associated with the Cosserat rotation. Only longitudinal 

waves occur in the directions perpendicular and parallel to the layers. Thus, under 

impact loading energy efficiently transfers from layer to layer and can cause extensive 

fracture propagation. 
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Introduction I 

INTRODUCTION 

It has long been recognised that internal degrees of freedom play an important role in 

the continuum mechanical modelling of material behaviour. What perhaps has been less 

widely appreciated is that these degrees of freedom, and in particular, the 

microstructural rotation or spin, may need to be included explicitly in the kinematical 

description of deformation and fracture processes. T w o questions arise in this regard. 

First, how many additional degrees of freedom are necessary and what are the methods 

for constructing the corresponding generalised continua? Second, what new effects can 

one expect when the additional degrees of freedom are included and are these effects 

observed in real materials? 

The inclusion of the rotational degrees of freedom in the continuum description leads 

to Cosserat type theories (eg, Cosserat, 1909; Nowacki, 1970) with 6 degrees of 

freedom. Mindlin (1964) went further introducing microdistorsions leading to 

micromorphic elastic continuum characterised by 12 degrees of freedom. Non-local 

theories (eg, Kroner, 1970; Kunin, 1983; Eringen, 1987) can, in some respect, be 

interpreted as local theories with infinite number of degrees of freedom. Defining the 

generalised continua to model materials with given types of microstructure requires a 

proper homogenisation technique. There exist a number of homogenisation procedures 

and in the following these are analysed and compared with each other. 

The aim of the thesis is (1) to undertake a comparative analysis of different 

homogenisation methods and generalised continua in order to determine the most 

suitable ones and (2) to identify the effects caused by the additional degrees of 

freedom on deformation and fracture. To that end, two relatively simple types of 

microstructure will be considered: materials consisting of ID chains of spheres 

connected by translational and rotational springs and layered materials with sliding 

interfaces. Both these structures are sufficiently complex to possess rotational degrees 

of freedom while being simple enough to allow closed form solutions. 

The thesis is structured as follows. 

Chapter 1 contains a literature review including a comparison between different 

generalised continuum theories and a brief overview of the existing work on fractures 

and defects in such continua. 

In Chapter 2 w e investigate different homogenisation procedures using the simplest 

possible nontrivial microstructure - ID decoupled chains of spheres connected by 
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translational and rotational springs. It is demonstrated how the additional rotational 

degrees of freedom arise naturally by mathematical homogenisation of the originally 

discrete system. T w o homogenisation procedures are analysed: the first one is based on 

differential expansion of the difference expressions of the discrete system and the 

second one involves homogenisation by means of discrete Fourier transformation. The 

approximations by Cosserat and non-local Cosserat continua are investigated and the 

types of waves associated with the presence of the rotational degrees of freedom are 

identified. 

Chapter 3 generalises the homogenisation procedure based on differential expansion 

to 3 D packings of mono-size spheres. Infinitesimal deformations are considered first 

and subsequently the effect of large deformations is included as well. 

In Chapters 4 and 5 w e investigate the influence of the rotational degrees of freedom 

on fracture processes. In preparation for the treatment of fracture phenomena, Chapter 4 

introduces analogues ofthe path-independent integrals (eg, Rice's famous J-integral) for 

the Cosserat continuum as the means to determine the critical fracture energy. 

Subsequently, in Chapter 5 w e consider a 2 D Cosserat continuum model for a layered 

material with sliding interfaces. Every additional degree of freedom allows a new 

additional type of discontinuity. Accordingly, in the 2 D Cosserat continuum considered 

the rotational degree of freedom permits the introduction of a disclination (discontinuity 

in the Cosserat rotation) in addition to the conventional translational dislocations. 

Associated with the disclination, a new fracture mode - the bending crack - is 

introduced, fracture criteria are formulated and particular solutions for semi-infinite and 

finite bending cracks are derived. 

In Chapter 6 w e analyse the waves existing in 2 D Cosserat continuum models of 

layered materials with sliding interfaces. 

Conclusions and directions for further research are presented in Chapters 7 and 8. 

Technical details related to particular calculations are presented in the Appendices. 



Chapter I 1.1 Comparative analysis of non-standard continua 

1. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF NON-STANDARD CONTINUA 

APPROACH TO MODELLING MATERIALS WITH MICROSTRUCTURE 

1.1. Non-standard continua 

There are cases when the classical continuum mechanics approach is insufficient to 

model adequately materials with microstructure. In particular, microstructure cannot be 

ignored when one considers layered material, especially when the layers can slide, 

blocky structures, granular media, cracked media. The consideration of microstructure 

is necessary when the size of redistribution of an external load is comparable with the 

microstructure size or the stress gradients caused by contact points of grains must be 

taken into account. 

Naturally, there are different approaches (or their combinations) to take into account 

the microstructure of the material. It results in different types of standard or non

standard continua (or combinations of thereof). 

In the first column in Figure 1.1 continua are introduced in which in addition to the 

conventional translational degrees of freedom, rotational degrees of freedom are 

introduced (if for instance the spin of particles is important). This leads to gradient or 

higher-order gradient theories (when further degrees of freedom have to be included as 

well), resulting in the introduction of additional strain measures and the correspondent 

stress tensors. 

In order to answer the question how many degrees of freedom (DOF) a continuum 

can have, let us make it clear why and from where they could come out. The reason for 

their introduction becomes obvious if one thinks of the additional D O F as reflecting 

independent rotations (representing the relative rotations between the adjacent particles) 

or more generally, micro-distortions and higher order deformation measures (reflecting 

relative movements like densification-rarefaction of the material particles within a 

micro-volume). This concept is a generalization of the conventional continuum 

mechanics where the stress and strain fields are homogeneous within the elementary 

volume (strains are supposed to be constant, while the displacements are linear). 

While the need for independent rotational DOF's (Cosserat type theories, eg 

Cosserat, 1909; Nowacki, 1970) is quite easy to understand in the context of granular 

and layered materials, further increase of D O F requires more explanations. Mindlin 
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(1964) based his reasoning on the simultaneous consideration of macro- and micro-

displacements within a volume element. Inspired by his approach w e will present some 

heuristic arguments supporting this concept. 

Non-standard continua 

DOF 

Theory 
of 
elasticity 
3 DOF 

Generalizations of 
Hooke's law 

Non-locality 

Non-locality 

Non-locality 

Non-locality 

Figure 1.1. Principles of generalization of non-standard continua. 

Let us consider a macro-volume, the whole volume occupied by a body, and choose 

a Cartesian coordinate system JC-JC^ (see Figure 1.2). Let P be an arbitrary point of a 

body, the position of the point in the macro-volume being determined by the macro-

coordinates xi. The macro-motion of this point can be described by the macro-

displacement vector u{xt) and macro-rotation vector (p=l/2rotw. According to the 

conventional continuum mechanics, the deformation measures at this point are the 

components of the macro-distortion tensor UQ, the symmetric part of which gives usual 

components of a macro-strain tensor Eij=l/2(uij+Ujti). The antisymmetric part of the 

macro-distortion tensor q>i=-U2ZkiiUk,i, where e,^ is the alternating tensor. It is seen that 

the macro-rotation vector and the distortion tensor are fully determined by the 

components of the displacement vector M(JC,-). 
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Micro-volume Macro-volume 

Figure 1.2. Macro- and micro-volumes and the relationship between the macro- and 

micro-displacements. 

Next, let us consider the material point P as a centroid of a micro-volume of the 

originally inhomogeneous medium. This volume element defines the scale of resolution 

of the envisaged continuum theory. Effects below this characteristic scale are ignored. 

This volume element could not be constricted to the point because of the microstructure 

of the material. A particular choice of the micro-volume size is not important here. It 

suffices to mention that in general, the micro-volume size is supposed to be (a) much 

larger than the microstructure size to asymptotically satisfy the requirement for the 

micro-volume to be representative, ie contain sufficient number of elements of the 

microstructure and; (b) much smaller than the external size such as the dimension of the 

problem or a characteristic length of the load redistribution (eg, wave length), to 

asymptotically satisfy the requirement for the micro-volume to be infinitesimal. 

Next w e introduce another local Cartesian coordinate system with the origin at P. A n 

arbitrary point F of the micro-volume has the micro-coordinates x\x'-$•>,. The vector 

connecting P and F will be called the micro-displacement vector and denoted as u'(x'i). 

The micro-displacement vector characterizes the displacement of the point F within the 

micro-particle (micro-volume element). The micro-distortion tensor \|/y- = U'Q ' can be 

1 Differentiation is performed with respect to the corresponding components of the micro-coordinates but 

for the sake of simplicity denoted by the same letters i and j as for the macro-coordinates; both cases are 

easily distinguished from the context. 
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introduced and used for describing internal (micro-) rotations and micro-strains which 

the micro-volume undergoes. Similarly to the macro-motion, the symmetric part of the 

micro-distortion tensor \|/v- gives components of micro-strain tensor \|%. The 

antisymmetric part of the micro-distortion tensor \|f[W is expressed through the product 

of the components of the alternating tensor and the components of the macro-rotation 

vector. The Figure 1.3 summarizes the micro- and macro- state variables that reflect the 

micro- and macro-motions. 

Macro-motion Micro-motion 

x'i (P-the origin) 

«'(*'.•) 
def 

v« = <J 

V[jj]=-EijkQk 

(p={(p,,(p2, cp3} 

m 
Figure 1.3. Macro- and micro- state variables and additional degrees of freedom. 

The displacement of the point F being a point of the macro-volume is given by the 

sum of the macro-displacement vector M(JC,) and the micro-displacement vector u'(x'i). 

Expanding the components of the micro-displacement vector into the Taylor series at 

the vicinity of the point P one gets the correspondent coordinates of the displacement 

vector of the point F in the following form: 

u, (x) + w'(x') = K. (x) + M'(0) + u'itJ (0)x'j +-uijk (fyx^ +..., (1.1) 

def def 
where w'(0) = 0, x =(xl,x2,x3), x = (x[,x2,x'3). 

The underlying assumption behind the equation (1.1) is that the displacements within 

the representative volume are analytic and can be represented by Taylor expansions 

round point P. As discussed above (conditions (a) and (b)), the size of the volume 

element h must be much smaller than the macro-volume characteristic dimension L and 

much bigger than the microstructure size a in a sense that the continuum approximation 

is a double asymptotics as h/L-^0 and a/h—*0 (eg Dyskin et al, 1992; Germanovich and 

^ 

U{Xj) 

U>.J 

(p=l/2rotu 

ev = %-J) 

coordinates (3) 

displacement (3) 

distortion (9) 

rotation (3) 

strain (6) 
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Dyskin, 1994; Muhlhaus et al, 1999). As a result of this asymptotic transition, we have 

a continuum that permits the usual description based on the established rules of 

differential geometry. The only difference from a conventional continuum is that each 

point may have additional D O F namely the higher order polynomial coefficients in (1.1) 

enabling the consideration of deviations of the deformation from the mean values within 

a representative volume element. 

W e are now in a position to answer the question about the required number of D O F 

for the continuum. By keeping just the first term in the expansion, we obtain the 

kinematics of a standard continuum possessing three D O F (see Figure 1.4). They are 

macro-displacements w„ conventional translational D O F , with which the conventional 

continuum mechanics operates. It means that elementary volume or micro-volume 

experiences a homogeneous deformation. Both the rotation and deformation of the 

micro-volume are described through the gradients of the components of a macro-

displacement vector called just displacement vector. 

Mj (JC) + u'i(x') = ut {x) + u; j{0)x'j + -u\\jk {0)x)x'k +. 

3 macro-displacements 

Examples: 

Regular elasticity 

(3DOF ) 

Tientsj I 9 micro-distortions J I 27 n 

3 micro-rotations 

6 micro-strains 

Cosserat continuum 
(Micropolar elasticity) 

J 

Mindlin continuum 
(Micromorphic elasticity) 

( 6 DOF ) (12 D O F ) ...etc 

Figure 1.4. H o w many D O F can a continuum have? 

The first step towards a generalised theory is to keep the next leading term in (1.1) 

(the third one, since the second one is zero). The term u'ij provide us with nine micro-

distortion components: three micro-rotations and six micro-strains (see Figure 1.4). 

Taking into consideration only its antisymmetric part which gives us three independent 

components \|/[y- = -e^cp*, the micro-rotations cp,-, and assuming \|/(y)=0 one arrives at a 

continuum with 6 D O F (three translational D O F , the macro-displacements w„ and three 

rotational ones, micro-rotations cp,). This is the Cosserat theory or the theory of micro-
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polar elasticity (eg, Mindlin and Tiersten, 1962; Nowacki, 1970; Eringen, 1966; Eringen 

and Kafadar, 1976). These rotational degrees of freedom are very often referred to as 

the Cosserat rotations giving tribute to the brothers Cosserat (1909) w h o were the first 

to propose such a theory. 

Going further and keeping all the micro-distortion components u'ij one has a 

continuum with 12 D O F : three macro-displacements w„ three micro-rotations cp„ and six 

micro-strains y{j = \|/((/) (see Figure 1.4). This type of continuum can be called Mindlin 

continuum (after Mindlin, 1964) or micro-morphic (eg, Eringen, 1967; Eringen and 

Kafadar, 1976). 

Further generalizations can be performed according to Figure 1.4 by keeping the next 

term u'ijk which, being a tensor of the third order, adds 27 new D O F . 

The main idea behind all of this is: once micro- and macro- displacements are 

distinguished, the way for new D O F is open. One is now in a position to build a higher-

order gradient continuum with as many D O F as required. 

According to (1.1), new D O F come from the inclusion of higher-order derivatives or 

gradients of the micro-displacement at the point P. It should be emphasized that all 

these gradients are independent being independent coefficients in the Taylor series. 

They represent the additional D O F of different parts of the micro-heterogeneous 

material contained within the corresponding micro-volume. 

The higher-order gradient theories necessitate the introduction of additional stress 

tensors which are conjugate to the additional deformation measures (eg, couple or 

moment stresses in the Cosserat type theories; double forces tensor in the Mindlin 

continuum, etc). In the elasticity theories, these new stress tensors can normally be 

obtained by differentiating the variation of an elastic potential (the elastic energy 

density) with respect to the variation of the deformation measures. The equations of 

equilibrium or motion also have to be obtained for additional stress factors in the 

higher-order gradient theories. It should also be mentioned that the formulation of 

boundary value problems maybe in terms of displacements complemented by the 

additional DOF's (for instance, rotations in the Cosserat theory) or in terms of the stress 

tensors complemented by the conjugates of the additional DOF's (for instance, 

couple/moment stresses in the Cosserat theory) or in a mixed form. 

It is well known that the governing equations of the continuum have to be 

translational and rotational invariant. This requirement yields exactly 2X3 balance 
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equations. Translational invariance requires the consideration of linear momentum; 

rotational invariance requires the consideration of angular momentum. The equations of 

motion in the standard theories result from the moment balance, while the moment of 

momentum balance gives the symmetry of stress tensor. In the Cosserat theories both 

momentum balance and moment of momentum balance are used, each contributing 

three equations. A n interesting question for higher-order theories would be where to get 

the additional equations of motion/equilibrium from. At present, this question is still 

open1, as no other fundamental hypotheses similar to the hypotheses of the isotropy and 

homogeneity of space and time have been formulated yet. That is why gradient 

enhanced theories become increasingly popular and used. They do not require additional 

motion/equilibrium equations but at the same time allow one to include the strain 

gradients into the formulation. This in reality does not add new D O F , but increases the 

order of Lame equations. 

The only way of obtaining extra equations of motion/equilibrium is known to be 

envisaged by R.D. Mindlin himself. Naturally, he was the first who had to address the 

issue of number of equations since it was his idea to formulate a continuum with twelve 

D O F . Mindlin (1964) used the Hamilton's principle for independent variation, which 

were his 12 D O F , and obtained twelve equations of motion from the variational 

equation of motion. Unfortunately, this approach is applicable only in elastic materials. 

The application of non-standard theories was mainly directed towards developing the 

Cosserat type theories. Thus, macroscopic modelling of layered materials was 

conducted by Muhlhaus (1993a), Zvolinskii and Shkhinek (1984), Adhikary and Dyskin 

(1997). In this 2 D modelling the role of the Cosserat rotation (only one rotation in this 

case) was played by the rotation of the neutral axis of the layer (the deflection gradient), 

while the moment stresses were the bending moment per unit area in the cross-sections 

of the layer. Muhlhaus (1995) and MUhlhaus and Hornby (1998a, b) modified the model 

of layered materials by introducing a different rotation measure, which is the relative 

deformation gradient. Muhlhaus (1993a) and Sulem and Muhlhaus (1997) developed a 

1 A possible remedy to obtain an extra set of equilibrium/motion equations in situations when the 

representative volume element is made up of homogeneous but materially distinct sub-volumes is to 

divide the volume element into smaller ones and write down the corresponding equations of 

motion/equilibrium for each of them. At least in this way the lever-arm (the subdivision size) can be 
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model for a blocky material (the material broken into rectangular blocks). Cosserat type 

theories for random packing of granulates were also developed, for instance, by 

Muhlhaus and Vardoulakis (1987), Muhlhaus et al (1991), Chang and M a (1992). A 

combination of a Cosserat continuum and a higher-order gradient continuum for 

granular materials has been derived by Muhlhaus and Oka (1996) and Muhlhaus and 

Hornby (1997). W e give an overview of non-standard theories for granular materials in 

Section 1.3. 

Additional DOF's also appear in a new numerical fracture mechanics method (Wells 

and Sluys, 2001). In this method the additional DOF's are associated with the 

distribution of displacement discontinuity introduced to model crack evolution. 

The second approach involves the introduction of a non-local (integral) constitutive 

law (when the long-range interactions between the particles need to be accounted for, 

eg, Kunin, 1982). This in general means that the stress factors depend not only on the 

strains at the point of the continuum, but also on the strains of a certain vicinity. In 

essence, this approach shifts the procedure of homogenisation from the definition of 

deformation measures (by introducing the volume element) to the constitutive 

relationships. Both approaches can be combined leading to non-local theories with 

additional degrees of freedom. This is shown in the right column of Figure 1.1. 

Non-local homogenisation strategies of the discrete materials were introduced by 

Kroner (1970), Kroner and Datta (1970), Kunin and Waisman (1970), Kunin (1982, 

1983) and Eringen (1987) for periodical microstructures. The homogenisation was 

performed by trigonometric interpolation of the discrete field of displacements and 

rotations of the particles. In those theories the particle centres are assumed to be situated 

at the nodes of a regular grid. This leads to non-local stress-deformation relationships 

reflecting the fact that the values of interpolating polynomial at a point are sensitive to 

the values at the other points. The kernels of the non-local relationship are expressed 

through the Kunin's analog of the Dirac-delta function which "remembers" the 

microstructure size. 

Specifically, in the case of a three-DOF continuum this homogenisation procedure 

leads to a non-local continuum (with the same three D O F ) , the non-local stress-strain 

relationship and the non-local stresses satisfying the conventional equations of 

brought into the formulation in order to get the third order double forces tensor with the balance equation 

for its components. 
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equilibrium or motion. In the following it will be demonstrated that in a continuum with 

six D O F , the Cosserat continuum, this homogenisation strategy leads to a non-local 

Cosserat continuum (Chapter 2). Subsequently, in this continuum one comes up with 

the non-local constitutive equations in which stresses and moment stresses are 

expressed through the deformation measures (strains and curvatures). Non-local stresses 

and moment stresses satisfy exactly the same equations of equilibrium or motion as in 

the case of a "local" or "conventional" Cosserat theory. W e would like to mention here 

that Kunin (1983) also considered a quasi six-DOF continuum, in which the three 

rotational DOF's are equal to the three rotations of the standard continuum. In Chapter 2 

w e represent a generalisation of Kunin's method to the case of independent rotations. 

The major difference between local and non-local continua is that in the latter the 

stresses and couple or moment stresses become pseudo- ones as they no longer refer to 

an elementary area, but to a finite volume. It is their nature because of the non-locality: 

the stress state of a volume element is no longer determined by tractions and moments 

acting on its boundary, but also depend on the stress state of the neighbouring volume 

elements. This obviously contradicts the Cauchy-Euler principle. The question arises 

why the equations of equilibrium should necessarily hold in their "conventional", local 

form when the interaction between the parts of the body is not of the surface nature; it is 

transmitted not only through the surface, but through the volume. 

For the considered periodic case, a justification of the conventional form of the 

equations of equilibrium/motion will be offered in Chapter 2 of this study when a non

local orthotropic Cosserat continuum model will be build for non-interacting identical 

chains of granulates. Starting from the discrete medium consisting of, for example, 

particles having translational and rotational DOF's, it is possible to obtain the Lagrange 

equation of motion. It turns out that the Lagrange equations are formally identical to the 

equations of a local Cosserat continuum with non-local constitutive relations. This 

finding supports the adoption of the "usual" local conservation laws in connection with 

non-local continua. 

In general, the choice of the kernels is based on purely mechanistic or 

phenomenological considerations (eg, Eringen, 1976, 1978a), material symmetry 

combined with a choice of the size of the domain of influence. Unfortunately and in 

particular in 3 D these requirements do not constrain the possible variety of kernel forms 

significantly. This "inconvenience" is rather difficult to overcome, as the kernel is a 
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function in principle of all variables of the continuum model. This poses considerable 

difficulties in determining possible kernel forms from experiments. 

The phenomenological approach does not address the question of the validity of local 

conservation laws and the physical significance of Cauchy stresses in the presence of 

non-local constitutive laws. These issues can only be answered and follow naturally if 

the model equations are derived from a micro-mechanical model by means of a suitable 

homogenisation procedure. 

Alternatively, non-local operators on strains are used in their own right as substitutes 

for local strains in damage loading function (de Borst et al., 1997) leading to non-local 

damage models (eg, Pijaudier-Cabot and Bazant, 1987; Bazant and Pijaudier-Cabot, 

1988; Pijaudier-Cabot, 1995). 

The elastic gradient-dependent or gradient-enhanced theories in which gradients of 

strains (in the direct meaning of the word) are included in the Hooke's law (eg, 

Vardoulakis and Exadaktylos, 1999; de Borst et al, 1997) represent another class of 

generalised models. The theories of this type can be considered as approximations of the 

non-local theory since the constitutive relationships of the elastic gradient theories can 

be obtained from the non-local representation of the elastic energy after expanding into 

the Taylor series (de Borst et al, 1997). However, this approach does not add new D O F 

differing in principle from the higher-order gradient theories described above. Double 

forces tensor and other tensors of higher order which are counterparts to the strain 

gradient tensors of the corresponding order can be expressed through the stress tensor of 

the second order. It also leads to an increase in the order of the Lame equations. 

1.2. Homogenisation methods 

Homogenisation as the main method of constructing continuum descriptions of a 

discrete material has always been the corner stone of continuum mechanics. It was the 

main simplifying factor and for centuries provided a powerful means to model solid 

bodies as a mathematical continuum rather than a collection of elements the solids are 

composed of. The first and simplest approach was not to consider the scale of the 

microstructure at all, but to smear it, so to speak. The introduction of the concept of the 

representative volume element served this purpose perfectly. M a n y significant problems 

were and are formulated and solved within the framework of classical elasticity and 

plasticity theories. However, restrictions of smearing the microstructure were felt 
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mainly where the microstructure was essential to model and thus could not be ignored. 

As a result, more sophisticated continuum theories became high in demand around the 

late 1980's and so were adequate homogenisation strategies. The following is a 

sampling of the most important homogenisation procedures: 

1. Averaging over volume element adopted in the theory of effective characteristics (eg, 

Hill, 1963; Mori and Tanaka, 1973; Christensen 1979; Hashin, 1988; Kachanov, 

1992; Nemat-Nasser and Horii, 1993; Germanovich and Dyskin, 1994; Krajcinovic, 

1996; Cambou, 1998). Homogenisation produces a set of macroscopic elastic 

moduli based on the properties of the microstructure. These micro-structural 

constants are called effective characteristics, from which the name of the method 

derives. 

2. Homogenisation method applied to materials with randomly varying elastic 

properties based on averaging over realizations (ensemble averaging), (Savin and 

Khoroshun, 1972; Khoroshun, 1978). 

3. A group of methods based on modelling of periodically regular microstructure such 

as periodical system of defects/inclusions, layers, regular granular packing (eg, 

Duffy and Mindlin, 1957; Deresiewicz, 1958; Meguid and Kalamkarov, 1994). This 

group of methods exploits the fact that the microstructure is positioned in periodical 

cells and the problem is solved for a representative defect. Then by using the 

periodicity, the solution for the whole domain is sought by looking for suitable 

periodic functions accompanied by corresponding periodic boundary conditions at 

the cell boundaries (eg, Vanin, 1985; Nemat-Nasser and Horii, 1993; Cambou, 

1998). 

4. Homogenisation by integral transformations (Kunin, 1982, 1983). This is a special 

method of homogenisation applied to periodical structures only. The method is 

based on the trigonometrical interpolation. The discrete medium is replaced with a 

continuous one such that the continuous values of field variables coincide with the 

discrete ones at the nodes and give some values in between by using the above 

trigonometrical interpolation. 

5. Homogenisation by differential expansions (eg, Muhlhaus and Oka, 1996; Maugin, 

1999; Suiker et al, 2000). The method is based on expanding the field variables into 

the Taylor series once a strategy to relate the discrete variables to continuum 

variables is established. This method allows for higher-order theories derivations if a 
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way to identify correspondent derivatives of the field variables in the Taylor 

expansions as higher-order terms can be found. 

A particular attention will be given to the last two homogenisation procedures in 

Chapters 2 and 3 of the thesis. 

1.3. Continuum modelling of granular materials. An overview 
i 

Depending on the packing density, granular materials can behave like solids or like 

fluids. If the packing is dense, granular material behaves solid-like. Large (finite) 

deformations are not ruled out. For loose packings, granular material may behave fluid

like. Here w e concentrate on the first type. For a discussion of the fluid-like regime see 

eg, Muhlhaus and Hornby (1997). W e concentrate on elastic models for simplicity since 

the emphasis is on the homogenisation procedure and not on constitutive details. 

Discrete and continuum models represent two main streams of modelling of 

mechanical behaviour of granular materials. In the former approach granular materials 

are modelled as a discrete system using, for example, the discrete element method. 

Many models are developed in the framework of this approach (eg, Satake, 1997; Tttzttn 

and Heyes, 1997; Thornton, 2000; Muhlhaus et al, 2000). Equations of motion are 

solved for each particle in the assembly: the particle is subjected to momentum or even 

mass transfer from neighbouring particles. The number of equations to solve is naturally 

quite large requiring powerful computers. O n top of that, direct computer simulations 

would require detailed information (geometrical and mechanical) of all grains in the 

assembly. This kind of information is usually hard to obtain or not available. In other 

words, the computational accuracy achievable in principle by this method much exceeds 

the accuracy of the input data available - hardly an efficient way of modelling. 

In the continuum approach the equations of motion are derived for a volume element, 

governing equations describing constitutive behaviour are formulated by using the 

continuum stress-strain concepts. Continuum models can be classified as 

phenomenological and microstructural. Phenomenological modelling (eg, Gudehus, 

1996) is based on postulating the constitutive equations, which necessitates a 

considerable amount of testing and model calibration. 

Microstructural continuum modelling was extensively developed over the past few 

years as an alternative or a strategy to provide constrains for phenomenological 
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constitutive models. The benefit of the microstructural approach is that it results into 

rational estimates of the model parameters. 

For applications of microstructural approach see the papers by Duffy and Mindlin 

(1957), Deresiewicz (1958), Digby (1981), Walton (1987), Bathurst and Rothenberg 

(1988), Chang (1988), Jenkins (1988), Muhlhaus and Oka (1996). The principles of 

microstructural modelling have been revisited recently by Suiker et al (2000), Cambou 

et al (2000). The main elements required in the framework of the microstructural 

approach can be outlined as follows: 

1. The conservation laws for a representative particle. 

2. Relative kinematics of particles in contact in terms of the displacements and rotations 

of a pair of neighbouring particles (discrete particle kinematics). 

3. Contact interaction modelling, ie contact force and moment defined at contact points 

of neighbouring particles expressed in terms of the relative kinematics established in 

2. The mode of interaction established here may influence the nature of the 

macroscopic constitutive relationship; specifically if particle rearrangements are not 

dominant. 

4. Transition from the micro level to macro level, ie to continuum description, 

involving: 

• introduction of stress and moment stress tensors (by expressing the particle contact 

force and moment in terms of the particle assembly stress and moment stress tensors 

of a volume element of the continuum), 

• identification of deformation measures (kinematic field variables) as a result of the 

homogenisation of discrete particles kinematics, 

• continuum equations of motion/equilibrium kinematics, and 

• identification of constitutive relationship. 

Numerous theories have been developed, covering different aspects of the behaviour 

of granular materials (eg, the volumes by Fleck and Cocks, eds., 1997; Herrmann et al, 

eds., 1998; Cambou, ed., 1998; Kolymbas, ed., 2000; the introductory textbook by Oda 

and Iwashita, eds., 1999). Examples for most actively researched modelling strategies 

may be found in the volume by Fleck and Cocks (eds., 1997). For discrete models in the 

context of computer simulation of fast granular flows see Herrmann et al (eds., 1998). 

Cambou (1998) derives micromechanics based macroscopic models and as example for 

a purely phenomenological development w e mention Kolymbas and Herle (1998), 
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Kolymbas (2000) and W u and Kolymbas (2000) hypoplasticity model. Below we 

classify models for granular materials in standard models (three translational DOF's, 

irrespective of the order of the derivatives in the constitutive equations) and non

standard models (additional DOF's, eg independent particle rotations). 

Standard continuum models. 

They are characterised by the presence of only translational degrees of freedom in 

the formulation, while the effect of the particle rotations itself was ignored. Models of 

regular granular packing by Duffy and Mindlin (1957), Deresiewicz (1958), and models 

of random granular packing by Digby (1981), Walton (1987), Bathurst and Rothenberg 

(1988), Chang (1988), Jenkins (1988, 1997) resulted in developing standard, in terms of 

D O F , continua. The assumptions under which these continua were built were justified 

for homogeneous or nearly homogeneous deformation fields. 

For highly non-homogeneous deformations a "second gradient" model was 

developed by Chang and Gao (1995, 1997), while a "fourth gradient" model was 

proposed by Suiker et al (2000). The terms "second gradient" and "fourth gradient" 

reflect the inclusion of the second and fourth gradients of strain respectively into the 

stress-strain relationship in order to capture highly non-uniform displacement or strain 

fields. In these models the micro-mechanical description is enhanced by the inclusion of 

higher order displacement gradients. The gradients usually follow from Taylor 

expansion in the context of each homogenisation procedure (see Chapter 2). Higher-

order continuum models which do not include the additional rotational degrees of 

freedom, but try to take into account the effect of the micro-kinematical features by 

incorporating the gradients of strain into the model, emerge. These models can be 

classified as gradient enhanced standard models. 

Non-standard continuum models are obtained by incorporating the effects of particle 

rotations into the model by introducing directly new additional rotational D O F into the 

continuum formulation. 

The first simple micro-polar (Cosserat) type theories for random packing granulates 

were developed by Muhlhaus and Vardoulakis (1987), Muhlhaus et al (1991), Chang 

and M a (1992). Both stresses and moment stresses were introduced, but the contact 

particle interaction was less sophisticated than in the more recently developed theories 

(Fleck and Cocks, eds., 1997). For example, moment stresses were attributed to the 

tangential component of the contact force and only resistance to the relative particle 

displacements was introduced into the contact relations (eg, Muhlhaus et al, 1991). 
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Further development of pure Cosserat type theories for randomly packed assemblies 

went in the direction of more sophisticated and refined particle interaction modelling. 

This includes both contact force and moment exerted onto a reference particle, as well 

as the resistance of the particles to both their relative displacements and relative 

rotations at the contact points. These refinements were implemented by Pasternak and 

Muhlhaus (2001a, b), Pasternak and Muhlhaus (2002), see details in Chapter 3. 

Orthotropic Cosserat and non-local Cosserat continuum models for non-interacting 

chains of granulates were developed by Muhlhaus et al (1999), Pasternak and Muhlhaus 

(2000), see details in Chapter 2. 

Higher-order continuum models {gradient enhanced non-standard models) are 

obtained by both incorporating the effects of particle rotations into the model by 

introducing new additional rotational D O F and including higher-order terms into the 

continuum formulation. 

A hybrid of a Cosserat continuum and a higher-order gradient continuum was 

proposed by Muhlhaus and Oka (1996). In addition, a proper Cosserat type gradient 

enhanced theory is proposed by Suiker et al (2000), a "second gradient micro-polar 

continuum" in the authors' definition. In both theories, the constitutive relationships for 

the stresses are enhanced by higher-order terms, second gradients of strains, while the 

constitutive relationships for the moment stresses are left unaltered, ie depend only on 

the curvature tensor. 

Vardoulakis (2000) proposed "a Mindlin-type second gradient linear elasticity". 

"Second gradient" meant the inclusion of the second gradient of the macroscopic strain 

into the linear-elastic stress-strain relationship. However, no independent rotational 

degrees of freedom were introduced, while curvatures were introduced as direct 

gradients of the macroscopic strains. These strain gradients were set to play a role of the 

Mindlin's (1964) micro-deformation gradients and were included into expression for the 

elastic energy. Strictly speaking, from the point of view of the classification suggested 

here (Figure 1.4) this continuum is not the Mindlin continuum, since micro- and macro-

coordinates with corresponding micro- and macro- variables such as micro-

deformations were not introduced. More accurate designation of the theory would be 

constrained Mindlin theory or gradient enhanced standard continuum. 
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1.4. Continuum modelling of layered materials 

Layered materials are an important example for a material with microstructure. 

Consider a material composed of layers of equal thickness b, which is assumed to be 

much smaller than the problem dimension L (eg, an external size or a distance over 

which an applied load is redistributed). W e consider the 2 D case assuming that the 

material is in a plane strain state. 

T w o types of modelling strategies are used to describe such a material. The first one 

is the so-called explicit method. It implies that one has to model layer by layer, writing 

down the field equations for every layer, then satisfying the transition conditions on 

their interfaces (eg, Salamon, 1991). Eventually one comes up with a large system of 

either integral or differential or integro-differential equations to be solved. In other 

words, modelling in-layers leads to intractable complications when the numbers of 

layers are large. 

The second method, the implicit modelling strategy is based on a continuum 

description of the originally discrete material structure. Generally speaking this means 

that the initial discrete material is replaced (modelled) by an equivalent continuum in 

which every point contains many layers (asymptotically infinite layers actually) 

assuming that the microstructure size (the layer thickness b) is much smaller than the 

problem dimension (Figure 1.5). This approach represents the asymptotic limit for small 

layer thickness b. W e assign the properties to this equivalent continuum based on the 

mechanical and geometrical properties of the microstructure - layers in this case. All 

considerations are then conducted in the equivalent continuum. The parameters of 

stress-strain state such as stresses, moment stresses, deformations, curvatures are 

computed in the equivalent continuum. After the computation w e need to make a step 

back and interpret the obtained parameters of the stress - strain state in terms of the 

initial discrete material bearing in mind that the continuum description is the 

asymptotics of the small thicknesses of the layers, and hence one cannot address 

distances smaller than the microstructure size (Figure 1.6). In other words, the 

continuum description cannot have a resolution better than the thickness. It is based on 

representative volume elements containing many layers and therefore cannot provide 

particulars of the deformation of separate layers. 
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Figure 1.5. Homogenisation of a discontinuous material. 

It should be noted that in principle isomorphism between the material with 

microstructure and the equivalent continuum is possible if one follows a certain 

homogenisation procedure - the trigonometrical interpolation while replacing the 

discrete material with the homogeneous one (see Kunin, 1982, 1983 for details). This 

interpolation gives the exact solution because all the fields at the discrete points are 

replaced with homogeneous ones with some values for these fields in between. 

However this homogenisation does not bring any simplification to the modelling being 

at least of the same complexity as the discrete formulation. Therefore the absence of the 

isomorphism and, consequently, the non-uniqueness of the transition back to the 

discrete material is the price for the simplification offered by a macroscopic continuum 

modelling. The benefit of the implicit modelling is that the continuum description 

provides us with a solid system of field equations like L a m e equations relating to the 

whole continuum with the coefficients conveying generalized information about 

geometrical and mechanical characteristics ofthe microstructure - layers. 

Next w e consider the existing implicit (continuum) models of the layered material. 

Attempts have been made to model the layered material by an equivalent anisotropic 

elastic continuum with the effective moduli expressed trough the elastic moduli and the 

thickness of the layers (eg, Lifshitz and Rosenzweig, 1946, 1951; Salamon, 1968; 

Gerrard, 1982). However, the layered material often exhibits special deformation 

patternings due to the microstructure - layering (folding, kink-band formation, cleavage 

in minerals, crystals and rocks at all scales from urn's to km's). In particular, when 

layers can bend significantly the description based on the anisotropic elastic theory with 

effective moduli becomes insufficient. The effects associated with bending stiffness and 
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independent rotation ofthe cross-section ofthe layers are left unaccounted, because the 

bending stiffness does not enter the model and the conventional elasticity accounts only 

for translational degrees of freedom, three in the 3 D case and two in the 2 D case. 

p,£,v,... 

Equivalent continuum 

Interpretation 

a, s, u, cp,... 

Figure 1.6. The equivalent continuum and interpretation ofthe results in terms ofthe 

original discrete material. 

The importance of accounting for the layer bending has been long recognized, eg in 

the papers by Biot (1967), Muhlhaus (1993a). It was also recognized that a moment 

theory, which accounts for moment (couple) stresses acting on elementary areas within 

the continuum, has to be employed. It naturally involves the introduction of the new 

rotational degrees of freedom (in 2 D case one rotational D O F ) . Thus, the Cosserat 

rotation is introduced which describes independent rotation of the microelements of a 

system different from the rotation of the continuum. It means that every point of the 

continuum has not only three translational D O F , but also three rotational D O F in 3D 

case. 

There are a number of theories for the generalized continuum description of layered 

materials (Zvolinskii and Shkhinek, 1984; Salganik, 1987; Muhlhaus, 1993a; Adhikary 

and Dyskin, 1997; Muhlhaus, 1995; Muhlhaus and Hornby, 1998a, b). These theories 

are different because the deformation measures and consequently stresses and moment 

stresses are introduced differently. The reason for that is the absence of a regular 

homogenisation procedure which would allow one to deduce these measures as well as 
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the field equations from the material microstructure. This ad hoc nature of the 

introduction of the deformation measures results in different theories that are not 

reduced to each other or cannot be deduced from each other. It also makes it difficult to 

compare the different theories as stresses and moment stresses differ as well. That is 

why we will compare only Lame equations. 

Models of layered material that account for bending can be divided into three groups. 

The Cosserat continuum theories (the CCT). 

The Cosserat continuum theories for layered materials were developed by Zvolinskii 

and Shkhinek (1984), Muhlhaus (1993a), and Adhikary and Dyskin (1997). In these 

theories, rotational degree of freedom, the Cosserat rotation (independent), is 

introduced. Its derivatives comprise the curvature tensor related to the moment stress 

tensor (the second order tensor) which presence is equated by the stress tensor non-

symmetry. 

The Cosserat rotation has the meaning of the gradient deflection of the layer. Figure 

1.7 shows stresses fjy, moment stresses [ly, body force/and moment m acting on the 

elementary area in 2D Cosserat continuum. Figure 1.8 shows the interpretation of the 

moment stresses as the bending moment per unit area. 

The theory developed by Zvolinskii and Shkhinek (1984) models the behaviour of 

the layered system composed of the isotropic layers of the equal thickness, their 

interaction is modelled by a sublayer/interlayer with zero thickness but having shear 

stiffness response. Actually, no deformation measures were explicitly introduced by 

Zvolinskii and Shkhinek (1984), just stresses ay and moment stresses \iy were expressed 

through the derivatives ofthe displacements u\ and U2, and the Cosserat rotation cp3: 

(l-v)£ dux vE du2 2 . 
a , 1 ~(l + vXl-2v)8^ +(l + vXl-2v)d*2 ' 

<*22 = 

vE du, | (l-v)£ du2 ^ (12z) 

(l + vXl-2v)9^ (l + vXl-2v)a*2 ' 

CT21 = 

kG (du2^du^\ n kG (du2 ̂  d*Q 

k + G 
• + • 0",n = 

3bc, dx2j
 n k + G{dx{ dx2 

f 
+ G 

du2 
~-<P3 ydx, 

(1.3) 

1 For the sake of comparison with other theories of this group we do not preserve the original authors' 

notations. 
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H-3 = 
EV d<P3 , |X23 = 0 , G = (1.4) 12(l-v2j(l-r2^G-1)a^ ' r23 "' " 2(l + v)' 

where E is Young's modulus, v is Poisson's ratio, b is the layer thickness, k was 

identified as "a positive dimensional constant of the stress that characterises the stiffness 

of the coupling between layers". 

Figure 1.7. Stresses ay and moment stresses fly, body force/and moment m acting on 

the elementary area in 2D Cosserat continuum. 

Figure 1.8. Interpretation of the moment stresses in the 2 D Cosserat continuum: jiJ3 is 

the bending moment per unit area A, ̂ 23=0. 
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Adhikary and Dyskin (1997) identified the stiffness parameter k as bks, ks being a 

shear joint stiffness (layer interface). Following Muhlhaus (1995) they brought a normal 

joint stiffness kn (layer interface) into the formulation, adjusted the elastic constants 

accordingly, and introduced proper Cosserat deformation measures, strains YjFUij-tyWk, 

K.ji=q>ij. Their refined formulation of the Zvolinskii and Shkhinek (1984) theory reads: 

^n = AiYn +A2Y22- ^22 = A2Y11 "*"A2Y22" \*-'j) 

°2i =G'(Y 2I +Y12). °i2 =G\y21 +Vl2)+G"Yn, (1.6) 

H13 =fiK13, H 2 3 = 0 , (1.7) 

du, du2 du, du2 d(p3 .. .. 
Y u = 3 - L . Y12 = T ^ - < P 3 » Y 2i=y-

L + (P3' Y 22=^
J L > K B = 1 — ' (L8) 

dx, dJCj dx2 dx2 dx, 

1-v2- V (1 + Vt (l + vXl-2v)+™ 

^ ft-v)E (1.92) 
(l + vXl-2v)+™ 

1 1 1 „ DJG-G'\ ^ Eb3 
-L = -£- + -!-, G" = G, B = ̂ 2. 
G' G M, 6 ^rl-D°=i^],G=W (U0) 

Stiffness coefficients A n , An, A22 are the conventional anisotropic elastic moduli, 

moduli G', G'and B are called the Cosserat moduli. B is the bending stiffness. 

Stiffness coefficients An, An, A22 become the conventional isotropic elastic moduli, 

when kn —> «> 

. (i-v)g . v^ 4 (i~v)£ nn) 
A l "(l + vXl-2v)'

 A 2 = (l + vXl-2v)' ̂
2 " (l + vXl-2v)-

These values were used in the constitutive relationships (1.2) by Zvolinskii and 

Shkhinek (1984). 

Substituting deformation measures (1.8) in the constitutive law relations (1.5)-(1.7) 

and then substituting everything in the classical Cosserat equations of equilibrium, viz 
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a;'<J+/'-0, H&/+ fyiPjk+mf=Q, where/ and m, are body forces and moments respectively, 

yields the following Lame" equations: 

A d u, f A _A d
2w, ^,3 2M, 

A.TT + (A2+G')r-r1- + G ' - i + / 1 = 0 ) (1.12) 
dx, dxxdx2 dx2 

B^%+G^_G>3+m3=0. (i.14) 
dxx axx 

The Muhlhaus (1993a) model describes the behavior of the stratified medium with 

alternating isotropic layers of different thicknesses h\ and h2. The effective 

characteristics/moduli of the medium are expressed through the moduli of each layer 

and the volume fraction of each layer in the pair d\ and a2. The whole set of the 

constitutive equations, deformation measures, elastic moduli and equilibrium equations 

reads1: 

<*n = AiYn +A2Y22- °22 - A2Y11 +A2Y22- (1-15) 

CT21 = Gl2Yl2 +
 G22Y21 .

 CT12 = GllYl2 + G12Y21 > (L16) 

li31 = 5 , K 3 1 , f X 3 2 = 5 2 K 3 2 , (1.17) 

du, du, du2 du2 
Y" = a£- Y'2 = &:+<p3•Y21 = a T * 3 ' Y* = ^ T ' ( ° 

K3|=|El, Kj2=^3, (l.,82) 
axx ax2 

(D _ A (2)N2 

A a A (1) 1 a A (2) ",'"2V"12 12 } (1.19) 
Axx-axAxx +a2An m .„ A (2) ' 

1 H.-B. Muhlhaus uses notations different from conventional, ie in the index notations for stress and 

moment stress tensors the first index refers to the direction of acting of the corresponding traction/torsion 

factor, while the second index stands for the direction of the outwards normal to the elementary area on 

which this traction/torsion factor acts. Similarly, non-conventional order of indexes is used in the 

definitions of strain and curvature tensors. 
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A - Ai Ai A _ a 2 A 2 Ai + a i A 2 Ai 
^ 2 cc2A11

(1)
+a1A11

(2)' 12~ c c ^ + a . A ^ ' (L20) 

Au
(,) = A22

(') =^»+V, A12
(0 =^'>-|GW, (f=l,2), (1.21) 

E"(0 E-0) 

G„=Gi2=G, G22=G+G
C, G=G(1)G(2)/(a2G

(1)+ a,G(2)), (1.23,) 

Gc=Gv-G, Gv= a,G
(,)+ a2G

(2), (1.232) 

a\-h\lh, a2=h2/h, h=h\+h2, B2=0, (1.24) 

^ + ^ + /,=0, ^L + ^ + /2=0, zpL + O2i.„i2+m}=0. (1.25) 
dXj dx2 axx ax2 oxx 
where £5° is Young's modulus, v(,) is Poisson's ratio of each layer. 

Unfortunately, no expression for the bending stiffness B\ was derived, only two 

following upper bounds for it were offered: 

' 1 C'(G,-G) 2 - 1 GAG,-G) _,. 
3 a&«> + a2G

(1> ' 2 ' ' 3 a,G<2> + a2G<" 
», -4 " r : ^ m « , a ^ . *, ^„"rr::;,„«.«^. o-*> 

C/ = -i-a,G(1)(l-v<")/(l-2v<") + -a2G
(2,(l-v(a)/a-2v(2>). 

For the sake of comparison of the MUhlhaus (1993a) and Adhikary and Dyskin 

(1997) theories, we have to assume that one ofthe alternating layers, say the layer 1, is a 

soft thin sublayer which responds in the normal and shear directions as a spring with 

normal k„ and shear ks stiffness respectively such that a22=fc«Aw2, ai2=fcjAui, where A«i 

and Aw2 are difference in the corresponding displacements at the top and bottom of the 

sublayer. Then the elastic moduli of the sublayer can be expressed through the normal 

and shear stiffnesses as follows: 

According to (1.21) the elastic stiffnesses A,/" become 

v<1: 

A.m= A,,0'=*.*,, V ' - M I T ^ - <L28> 
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Further in the Muhlhaus (1993a) theory we have to tend the thickness of the layer 1 to 

zero, ie a--»0 (h\—>0). Then the model effective moduli (1.19), (1.20), (1.23) become: 

-(2) (2) r(2) 

A» = 
l-v(2) -

,(2)' 
AX2 -

vw£ 

1-v 

A2 -

' h ^ l ' '2"(l+v'
2»Xl-2v»)+^!l^' 

1 /r<2> h k 
(2)2 E " 2 % 

(1.29) 

h2kn 

(l-v(2))E(2) 

(1.30) 

h7k„ 
I n 

h k n m n(2) 

G = JhKG (2) G c = _G 
Kk+G{2) - h,k 

(1.31) 
*2'vs 1 + -

G 
2^i_ 
(2) 

If one considers the notations (b=h2, v=v
(2), E^E™), it becomes obvious that (1.9) and 

(1.29), (1.30) coincide. 

The corresponding formula for the upper bounds (1.26) for the bending stiffness 

gives: 

Bx = 
h, 1-v (2) 

6 l-2v (2) 
G (2) 

' KkX2 _" h2 
1 + 1—1. 

-(2) 
B = I!

2_G
(2) 

1 3 
! + • (1.32) 

Assuming the range of the Poisson's ratio, ie 0<v(2)<0.5 one gets the estimate for the 

upper bounds B\"<2B\. 

Following the common procedure, the Lame equations assume the following form: 

A 3"lx//l • ̂ \ d U2 , r 9 i i l | f - n 

Ai T-T+(A2 + GJ^-3—+G—T+Ji ~ °' 

d2w 

obCjd%2 d ^ dx-. 
= -o-£*-+/, =o. 

dx. 

5 i ^ + G^-G
ccp3 +m 3=0. 

ax2 a*, 

(1.33) 

(1.34) 

(1.35) 

The comparison of the equation (1.12) with (1.33) shows that they are identical. Indeed, 

the only difference is that G appears in (1.33) in place of G' in (1.12). It follows from 

(1.310 and (1.100 that G and G' are identical. Equations (1.34) and (1.13) differ since 

G" in (1.13) and Gc in (1.34) are not identical. Indeed, in (1.13) G"=G (shear modulus 

of the layer, see (1.102), (1.105)), but G
c is not the shear modulus of the layer, see 
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(1.313). The same goes to the corresponding terms in equations (1.35) and (1.14). It is 

difficult to compare bending stiffness B in (1.14) with J3- in (1.35) since w e have only 

upper bounds for the latter. 

The beauty of the Muhlhaus (1993a) theory is that when the volume fraction of one 

layer is reduced to zero, ie a,—>-0, cc2->l, the theory is almost transferred to that one of 

Adhikary and Dyskin (1997), with the discussed above difference in some elastic 

moduli. If, in addition, the rigidity of the joint in the vertical direction is imposed, ie 

£,,—•00, then the Muhlhaus (1993a) theory is transferred into the Zvolinskii and 

Shkhinek (1984)-like theory, ie the theory in which the joint has zero width. O n the 

contrary, Zvolinskii and Shkhinek (1984) and Adhikary and Dyskin (1997) type theories 

cannot be converted into the theory where both layers, ie the layer and joint (sublayer), 

have the finite widths. 

W e would like to point out that in the case when the sliding of the layers is permitted 

(&s=0), the difference between the Muhlhaus (1993a) and Adhikary and Dyskin (1997) 

theories vanishes. W e specially study the layered material with sliding interfaces in 

Chapters 5 and 6, where the rigidity of the contact in the vertical direction is assumed 

(kn—>oo). Indeed, in the limiting case when ks-+0, G
c in (1.313) tends to the shear 

modulus ofthe layer, see (1.313), cf. (1.102), (I.IO5). The corresponding set ofthe Lame 

equations, written for example in the Adhikary and Dyskin (1997) notations reads: 

dxx dxxdx2 

. dV + G'£i + ^%_G'^ + /2=0, (1.37) 
dxxdx2 dxx

2 dx2 dxx 

5^. + G^-G>3+m3=0. (1.38) 
dxx dxx 

It is transparent that for (kn, ks)-+<x> the discontinuities in displacements disappear 

(the rigid contact between layers in vertical and horizontal directions) and both 

Muhlhaus (1993a) and Adhikary and Dyskin (1997) models simply reduce to a standard 

isotropic continuum with the following set of the standard L a m e equations: 

(l-2v) 
(d\ aV 

1 + dxx dx2 
2 

J 

+ d\+J\^+fi=0y (1.39) 
dx2 axA 
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I d2u2 d2u2 | d
2u2 d2ux 

I dxx dx2 j dx2 dxxdx2 

The relative gradient theories. 

Muhlhaus (1995) and Muhlhaus and Hornby (1998a, b) developed the relative 

gradient theory modifying Muhlhaus' (1993a) model of layered materials by 

introducing a different rotation measure, which is the relative deformation gradient. 

While strains were defined in a way conventional for the Cosserat theory, the curvatures 

were introduced differently, as gradients of strains. B y doing so higher order terms, 

namely strain gradients were brought into the formulation. This increased the order of 

the L a m e equations. In 2 D case the system of L a m e equations is of the ninth order, for 

comparison the systems ofthe Lame equations (1.12)-(1.14) and (1.33)-(1.35) are ofthe 

sixth order. Despite the different way of introducing the deformation measures in the 

limiting case of (kn, ks)-+co the system is reduced to that one of the standard Lame 

equations (1.39), (1.40). In another limiting case of ks=Q (sliding of the layers is 

permitted) the neglect of the higher order gradients yields the same system (1.36)-(1.38) 

as in the theories by Muhlhaus (1993a), Zvolinskii and Shkhinek (1984), Adhikary and 

Dyskin (1997). 

The Cosserat continuum theories with constrained rotations. 

Such a theory was proposed by Salganik (1987) and Salamon (1991). It is possible to 

write down the system (1.36)-(1.38) in another equivalent form in terms of the Cosserat 

rotations only by eliminating displacements. A direct comparison of this equation with 

the one by Salganik (1987) shows that the latter misses the fourth order term, which is a 

consequence of the fact that Salganik (1987) did not distinguish the vertical 

displacements from the layer deflection. The layer rotation considered in his paper was 

therefore not independent Cosserat rotation. Consequently, this model should be 

classified as Cosserat continuum with constrained rotations. 

The already established difference enables us to exclude these theories from further 

analysis, as there is no additional D O F involved. 

1.5. Defects and cracks in non-standard continua 

As discussed above, non-standard continua can be viewed as a natural tool to model 

mechanical response of materials with complex microstructures. Evolution of the 
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microstructure under loading can in some cases lead to creation of macroscopic defects, 

voids or cracks. Such a defected material can no longer be modelled by treating it as a 

continuum. In this case, studies of the behaviour of these features in non-standard 

continua are necessary. These considerations have been presented in a number of works. 

Pores in Cosserat continuum were considered in many works (eg, Mindlin, 1962; 

Kaloni and Ariman, 1967; Sokolowski, 1970; Itou, 1977). It was shown that the stress 

concentration is always milder than for similarly loaded hole in a classical continuum, 

the difference being reduced as the hole size increases as compared to a characteristic 

length of the Cosserat continuum. 

Morozov (1984) considered a 2 D problem for a crack in a Cosserat continuum under 

uniform tension perpendicular to the crack. (For a particular case of Cosserat continuum 

with constrained rotations, this problem was considered previously by Sternberg and 

Muki, 1967 and then by Atkinson and Leppington, 1977; Morozov, 1984). It was found 

that the conventional square root singularities existed for stresses and moment stresses 

at the crack tip: only the numbers value of the stress intensity factor and the angular 

stress dependence changed. Atkinson and Leppington (1977) also considered the energy 

release rate and demonstrated that it converges to the conventional one when the couple 

stress parameter (a single characteristic length present in the Cosserat continuum with 

constrained rotations) vanishes. 

Eringen et al (1977) and Eringen (1978b) considered 2 D cracks of different modes in 

a non-local continuum. They concluded that when the crack is large enough compared 

to the characteristic length introduced by the kernel of the integral non-local law, the 

non-local stress field can be approximated by applying the non-local stress-strain 

relationship to the strain field obtained from the classical solution1. This resulted in non-

singular stresses at the crack tip2. Atkinson (1980a, b) demonstrated however, that the 

proposed approximation is not uniform and that the non-local crack problem does not 

have solutions with bounded displacements. This controversy should be viewed in 

conjunction with the earlier mentioned fact that the non-local theories contradict the 

1 This corresponds to what later was called "non-local continuum with local strain", see for instance 

Bazant and Gedolin (1991). 
2 The same approximation was implicitly adopted by Vardoulakis and Exadaktylos (1999) for mode II 

crack in a gradient enhanced continuum when they used the conventional Kolosov-Muskhelishvili 
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Cauchy-Euler principle therefore the equations of equilibrium cannot be deduced for the 

first principles and are, in fact, postulated. 

It is interesting that in the above literature voids or cracks in non-classical continua 

were considered to be loaded in a classical sense, ie by force tractions. However, in non-

classical continua there exist other types of boundary conditions, for instance moment 

tractions in Cosserat continuum. The latter case will be considered in the present thesis, 

Sections 5.7.1, 5.9 and 5.11. 

1.6. Conclusion. Model examples of microstructure: ID non-interacting chains, 3D 

random grain packing and layered materials 

In the light of the analysis above it follows that a comparative analysis of different 

homogenisation methods and resulting generalised continua is needed in order to 

determine the most suitable for modelling materials with given microstructures. Also, it 

is necessary to investigate what homogenisation approach should be tried and what is 

the accuracy of this description? H o w do different homogenisation procedures compare 

with each other? Will the rotational degrees of freedom produce new mechanical 

phenomena such as new types of waves and new fracture modes? 

In order to answer these questions, w e consider three model examples of 

microstructure: ID non-interacting chains, 3 D random grain packing, and layered 

materials with sliding layers. In the first and the third case the structural bonds 

determine the material behaviour only in one direction, but in the second case structural 

bonds govern the material behaviour in all three directions. The first case of non-

interacting chains of spheres is artificial and cannot be seriously thought as an example 

of granular material. It is selected to serve a special purpose - to have a structure for 

which the exact solution would not be very difficult to find and to provide a testing 

ground for comparison of homogenisation methods. W e will then proceed to develop 

the Cosserat continuum theory for 3 D assemblies of randomly packed particles. 

In the great variety of microstructures one can single out two that are in a certain 

sense extremes. These are a 3 D random assembly of spheres and 2 D stack of layers. 

They are extremes in the sense that in the first case the structural elements interact in all 

representation of displacements, that is, strictly speaking, valid only for classical isotropic plane. 

also resulted in non-singular displacement gradients. 
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three directions while in the second case the layers interact in only one direction. W e 

will consider layered materials with sliding layers. This is a very singular and special 

case as sliding is responsible for many specific effects. W e use the existing theories and 

concentrate rather on linear defects, dislocations and disclinations, and a special case of 

a crack- bending crack. W e will then consider wave propagation in such materials. 
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2. HOMOGENISATION PRINCIPLES: ID STRUCTURE 

We homogenise the governing equations of a ID discrete system first by differential 

expansion and then by integral transformation. The first technique leads to a Cosserat 

continuum, the second approach leads to a Cosserat non-local theory. The solutions of 

the general ID boundary value problem of the discrete and the non-local model 

coincide, while the accuracy of the Cosserat model depends on the ratio of the rotational 

stiffness to the translational stiffness. W a v e propagation in such media shows two types 

of waves exist simultaneously: shear-rotational and rotational-shear waves. 

2.1. Introduction 

It has long been recognised that internal degrees of freedom play an important role in 

the continuum mechanical modelling of material behaviour. What perhaps has been less 

widely appreciated is that these same degrees of freedom, and in particular the 

microstructural rotation or spin, may need to be recognised explicitly in the kinematical 

description of flow and deformation processes. In the following w e demonstrate how 

such additional rotational degrees of freedom arise naturally by mathematical 

homogenisation of a discrete system. For this purpose, a simple periodic discrete model 

of spheres connected to each other by both rotational and translational springs will be 

considered. This model allows the analytical derivation of a general closed form 

solution. 

The aim of this chapter is to investigate two homogenisation techniques. One of them 

produces an anisotropic Cosserat continuum and the other one produces a non-local 

Cosserat continuum. A boundary value problem of a vertical duct will be considered in 

order to establish how accurately the Cosserat and non-local models describe the 

behaviour of the granular materials. 

Also wave propagation in granular materials with internal rotational degrees of 

freedom will be investigated. In particular, the dispersion relations will be obtained. 

2.2. Simple ID structures. Physical model 

In many cases, generalised continuum theories provide a convenient framework for the 

approximate representation of an originally discrete model. In order to analyse different 
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homogenisation techniques w e consider a simple material consisting of one 

dimensional, parallel chains of identical, spherical grains. A 3 D assembly of these ID 

identical chains is shown on Figure 2.1. W e suppose that the chains do not interact with 

each other. The grains in a chain are connected by translational shear springs of stiffness 

k and rotational springs of stiffness k^ (Figure 2.2), r is the sphere radius. The grains in 

neighbouring chains are not connected and move independently. 

Figure 2.1. Spatial configuration of independent chains. 

a 

e~^&~& Xi 
y*3 U3i 

Figure 2.2. ID chain of spherical grains connected by translational (shear) and rotational 

springs. 

The potential (elastic) energy of a single chain in the system reads 
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Vx = 4 * 5 > , -«i-i) + («/2)(q>, +cp!_1))
2 + ±*f £«p, " < P M ) S 

(2.1) 
2 T ' ' '" •'"'" 2 

with the potential energy density referred to the i-th sphere being: 

W, = {2r\a3YJk((«3, -«3w) + (a/2)(q)2/ +(p2M))
2 + *,(<p2, -<p2M)

2}. (2.2) 

Here a designates the spacing of the mass centres of neighbouring spheres, and a^rf1 is 

the number of chains per unit area of cross-section. 

W e note here that the rotational springs are important in this arrangement, since 

neglecting the resistance to rotation (fc<p—>0) makes the energy lose its positive 

definiteness. 

The equations of motion for the spheres are: 

mu3i - k(u3M - 2u3i + « 3 M)-k{al 2)((p2(+1 - <p2M) = q3i, (2.30 

/(p2l. + k(a/2)(u3i+x - K 3 M ) + £(a
2 /4)((p2l+1 + 2(p2/ + <p2M) -kv(q>2i+x -2<p2/ + (p2M) = M 2 / 

(2.32) 

where u3it(p2i are the independent Lagrange coordinates, q3i and M2i are applied load 

and moment at /-th sphere respectively, J=2mr2/5 is the moment of inertia of the sphere. 

2.3. Homogenisation 

2.3.1. Homogenisation bv differential expansion (Cosserat continuum) 

We replace the finite difference expressions in (2.2) by corresponding differential 

expressions. Truncation of the Taylor expansions in a after the second order terms gives 

the following approximation 

W(xx) = {2y\a>Y-
f du? ' 

dx. 

7 ~, OU, . 2 2 

a +2ka——(p2a + ka cp2 + *, 
dxx 

,Bxx j 
a (2.4) 

Differentiation of the energy density with respect to the Cosserat deformation 

measures, viz. strains and curvatures, 

du, d(p2 
Y i 3 = ^ c p 2 , K 1 2 = -

(2.5) 

gives 
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°13 = * M " ' Y . 3 . M-12 =^(p('n«)"
1K12. (2.6) 

Introduction of body force /3 and moment m2 and consideration of momentum and 

angular momentum equilibrium yield 

da13 . .. du,12 ~ 
—^- + p/3 = pw3, 3-^-0,3 + p m 2 =7<p2, (2.7) 
dx, dx, 

where p = —— is the density, J = —r- is rotational inertia per unit volume or density 
a t\ a y\ 

of rotational inertia. 

Equations (2.5)-(2.7) formally represent a ID Cosserat continuum (eg, Nowacki, 

1970). Every point of this continuum has two degrees of freedom: 1/3 represents the 

displacement, while (p2 is being identified as the independent rotational degree of 

freedom, the Cosserat rotation. Mechanically speaking, the obtained continuum 

equations describe a 3 D orthotropic Cosserat continuum (all other components of stress 

and moment stress tensors and corresponding deformation measures are zero). 

Formally, after suitable reinterpretation of the model parameters1 one obtains the 

governing equations of a Timoshenko beam (eg, Graff, 1975; Muhlhaus, 1995). In this 

case cp2 represents the rotation of the beam cross-section and W3 is the displacement of 

its neutral fibre. 

After substituting constitutive equations (2.6) into equations of motion (2.7) we 

obtain the Cosserat equations of motion (the Cosserat equivalent of Lame equations): 

y\a 

f*}2.. ^ \ 

dx dxx 

1 (. d2(p2 du3 ] _ J 

r\a *<isr*ar**2 
+ pm2=—z—ip2. (2.82) 

a Tl 

2.3.2. Another method of derivation of the Cosserat equations of motion 

Next we homogenise discrete equations of motion (2.3i)-(2.32) and compare the result 

with the obtained Cosserat equations of motion (2.8i)-(2.82). 

1 tya is interpreted as the bending stiffness, kla as the shear modulus. 
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For the derivation of the continuum version of equations (2.3i)-(2.32) w e first replace 

the discrete coordinate by a continuous coordinate, ie ai—>x as outlined for example by 

Muhlhaus and Oka (1996): 

u3i H> u3(xx), u3i (-4 u3(xx), <p2, H> (p2(x,), <p2(. (-> (p2(x,), g3, i-> ^(j,), M2/ H> M2(x,) 

"3/±i ^^(^ia). 

The equations (2.3i)-(2.32) can formally be written in a homogenised (continuous) 

form by introducing continuous functions w3(x), (p2(x) which coincide with u3i and (p2(. 

at discrete points x=ai and assume some values in between: 

mii3 (xx) - k[u3 (xx + a) - 2w3 (x,) + w3 (x, - a)] - k(a 12)[(p2 (x, + a) - (p2 (x, - a)] = <*/3 (x,) 

(2.90 

/<p2(*-.)
 + *(fl/2)[K3(jCi +a)~u3(xx -a)] + k(a2/4)[<p2(xx +a) + 2q>2(xx) + (p2(xx - a ) ] -

-*,[<P2Ui +a)-2(p2(j:1) + (p2(x1 -a)] = M2(*,). (2.92) 

These formal equations will form the starting point for the homogenisation below. 

Analogously to the approach suggested by Muhlhaus and Oka (1996), the equations 

(2.9i)-(2.92) can be homogenised by replacing the finite differences with the Taylor 

series expansions: 

2 
M3/±i l-> u3(x\ ia) = u3(xx)±u3(xx)a + u3(xx)— + o(a ), a —> 0 

2 

u3M -u3i_x = 2u3(xx)a + u3(xx)— + o(a ), a —> 0 

2 

u3M -2u3i +u3i_x = u3(xx)— + o(a2), a - > 0 (2.10) 

a2 , 
<P2,+i -<Pa-i s2cp

/
2(x1)fl + cp;(x1)y + o(a ),a-»0 

4 

<P2,+i + 2cp2, +cp2,_i =4(p 2U 1) + (P^(x1)a
2 +cp(4)2 — + o(a4), a - ^ 0 . 
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Neglecting terms of higher than second order in a (ie keeping the same order terms as 

when w e obtained the governing Cosserat continuum equations in the previous section) 

yields 

mti3(xx)-ku3(xx)a
2 -k(p'2(xx)a

2+o(a2) = q3(xx),a->0, (2.110 

7(p2U1) + fcM;(x1)a
2+fc92U1)a

2-^(p(p2(x1)a
2+o(a2) = M2(jc1),a-*0. (2.112) 

Normalising equations (2.11i)-(2.112) by the volume (ie dividing by a\) one 

eventually has 

—[u3(xx) + (p2 (JC, )] + 0(1) + ^4^ = P"3 (*.)- (2-120 
r\a a r\ 

i[^(x1)-fa;(x1)-%(xl)]+0(l) + ^ = 4-f2(^1), (2.122) 
v\a v a r\ a x\ 

where p = 
a3Ti 

Comparison of (2.8i)-(2.82) with (2.120-(2.122) leads to the conclusion that the 

equations of motion in the Cosserat approximation (2.8i)-(2.82) give the same leading 

terms as the approximation of the discrete (exact) equations of motion (2.3i)-(2.32). 

Hence, the Cosserat theory gives exact terms up to the first order in a inclusive. One 

could anticipate that the terms of order higher than a would be captured by higher order 

theories. The resolution of the theory is a, ie all the "events" smaller than a are not seen 

(recognised) by the Cosserat continuum, which is natural since the a is a length scale or 

microstructural parameter of this Cosserat theory. 

This Cosserat theory has also another length scale parameter. The second parameter 

is given by the square root of the ratio of the stiffness of the rotational spring k^ to the 

translational spring stiffness k and has the dimension of length. 

Note that the limit a-^0 in both (2.80-(2.82) and (2.120-(2.122) should be 

understood as alL-^0, where L is the size of redistribution of the load (ie an external 

size). In other words, in the above calculations the normalisation in which L=l is 

presumed. 

It follows from the above analysis that the Cosserat equations of motion through 

displacements and rotations (a kind of "Lame equations" for the Cosserat continuum) 

can be obtained either by the direct homegenisation of the discrete equations of motion 

or by homogenisation by differential expansions of the potential energy density of the 
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discrete system provided that the same order of approximation is maintained in both 

cases. 

The outlined strategy of homogenisation by differential expansions allows one to 

formulate the appropriate continuum description of the discrete system. The 

homogenised potential energy density of the mechanical system has the meaning of the 

elastic energy density in the continuum sense with subsequent introduction of the 

deformation measures. Once the constitutive equations have been recovered, the 

Cosserat "Lame equations" are obtained in a usual fashion by substituting the governing 

equations into the motion equation. Thus, the boundary value problem can be 

formulated accompanied by boundary conditions. This approach can be virtually 

adjusted to any microstructural particles arrangements. 

2.3.3. Homogenisation by integral transformation (non-local Cosserat continuum) 

Here we consider another homogenisation strategy - homogenisation by integral 

transformations authored by I. Kunin. 

Kunin's (1982) homogenisation procedure for discrete periodical structures is based 

on the trigonometrical interpolation of discrete functions. For the material consisting of 

independent periodical chains of grains we have: 

f«3WV_^KW -W-f-- ->^Vi, (2.130 
<p2(*i) 

(u \ (u \ e 
= a\ M dK(xx-ia),

 3' \=\6K(xx-ia) (<p2(*i) 

8K (x) = (TIX)-1 sin —. (2.132) 
a 

The application of (2.130 to the discrete equations of motion (2.3) yields the non

local equations of motion (non-local Lame equations): 

k \[2bK{xx - y,)-§K(xx - yi-a)-bK(xx - yx + a)]i3(yx)dyx + 
— oo 

+oo 

+ k(a/2)j[dK(xx -yx -a)-8K(xx-yx + a)]p2(yx)dyx =q3(xx)-mu3(xx), (2.140 

+oo 

k(a/2)j[8K(xx - yl+a)-dK(xx - y.-a^^y^dy, + 
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+ k(a2/4)j[SK(xx -yx +a) + 2&K(x1-yx) + 8K(xx-yx -a)}p2(yx)dyx + (2.142) 
—oo 

+ ^J[28iC(^-y,)-8^(x, -yl+a)-dK(xx-yl-a)]p2(yx)dyx=M2(xx)-J(i>2(xx). 
—oo 

These equations are essentially a representation of (2.9). 

In order to obtain the constitutive relationship we consider the potential energy of a 

chain (2.1) since a structure we are studying is essentially one-dimensional. Insertion of 

(2.130 into (2.1) yields the following homogenisation for the potential energy: 

Ux = — jj[28(x - y) - 8(x - y - a) - 6(x - y + a)]u(x)u(y)dxdy + 

+ — jI [8(x -y-a)- 8(JC -y + a)]u(x)(p(y)dxdy + 

L (2-i5) 
+ — JJ[2S(;t - y) + 8(x - y - a) + 8(x - y + a)](p(x)(p(y)dxdy + 

+ Y~jj[28(x - y) - 8(x - y - a) - 8(x - y + a)](p(x)(p(y)dxdy. 

Performing the integration by parts in (2.15) and supposing that functions u and (p and 

their derivatives are decaying strongly enough at infinity to make the non-integral terms 

zero, the introduction of the Cosserat deformation measures 

a^3 acp2 ,_ , 
dx, dx, 

leads to the following representation ofthe elastic energy ofthe chain: 

Ux = ^- f f [2C(JC, - yx) - C(JC, - y, - a) - C(x, -yx+ a)]yx3 (xx )yX3 (y, )dxxdyx + 
2aJJ 

+ -(\[2K(xx -y,)-K(xx -yx-a)-K(xx -y, + a)]K,2(*,)yx3(y,)dxxdyx + 
aJJ 

+ — \\[2KX (JC, - y,) - Kx (JC, - y, - a) - Kx (*, - y, + a)]Kl2 (xx )K,2 (y, )dxxdyx + 
2a JJ 

+ |/J[C(JC, -y, -a)-C(xx-yx + a)]yX3(xx)Kx2(yx)dxxdyx + (2.17) 

+ -jj[K(xx-yx -a)-K(xx -y, + a)]Kx2(xx)Kl2(yx)dxxdyx 

+ — jj[2C(xx -y,) + C(jc, -y, -a) + C(xx -y, +a)]K,2(x,)K,2(y,)^,rfy, + 

-r^ff[2C(jc, -y,)-C(jc, -y, -a)-C(x, -y, +a)]K,2(x1)K12(y,)^,rfy, 
2a''J 
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where C\x) = -8K (JC) , K'(x) = C(x), Kx (JC) = -C(x). 

The choice of deformation measures (2.16) was dictated by the wish to be consistent 

with the previous section as the intention to build a non-local Cosserat continuum was 

envisaged. In fact, this is the only possible way to introduce the deformation measures 

that would be invariant with respect to the rigid body translation and rotation. Indeed, 

for the rigid body translation w3=const, (p2=0, Yi3=0, Ki2=0; similarly for the rigid body 

rotation 

w3= -xi(p2, cp2=const, Yi3=dH3/dxi+ (p2= -cp2+(p2=0, Ki2=0. 

Figure 2.3 shows, as an example, some kernels present in (2.17). For the sake of 

comparison they are plotted with their generating function, the Kunin-delta 5*. The 

oscillating nature of some of them is due to the oscillating nature of the generating 

Kunin-delta function. Though the Kunin-delta 8* vanishes at infinity, the procedure of 

integrating weakens the rate at which the kernels vanish or even makes them tend to 

infinity. One should not worry about that since the strong decaying of the displacement 

and rotation fields and their subsequent gradients ensure the convergence of the energy 

(2.17). The positive thing about the kernels is their invertibility, which is important for 

solving the boundary problem. The issue will be discussed below. 

Consider the energy of the whole body U=N\N2U\, where N\, N2 are number of 

chains in the directions JC2 and x"3 respectively 

+00 +oo 

dU = J5W(xx,x2,x3)dv^a
2NxN2 J8W(xx)dxx =7}a2NxN2 j(c8z + ̂ K)dxx, (2.18) 

y —00 —00 

where W(xi^c2^c3) is the specific potential energy at point x=(x\jc2jci), r\
ma is the 

spacing between non-interacting chains of the spatial assembly. Since W=N\N2W\ 

+00 +00 

Wx = r\a2 J8W(xx)dxx = r\a2 JCaSe + n&Odfr,. (2.19) 
—00 —00 

Thus, the variation of U\=U\(yi3, K J 2 ) in (2.17) with subsequent extraction of dWin 

the last formula (2.19) and the introduction of the stresses and moment stresses 

respectively as follows 

8Y,3(X) 8K,2(X) 

yields the following expressions for the stress and the moment stress: 
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°i3 (*i) = (Vn« j 2{E j[2C(xx - y,) - C(x, - y, - a) - C(xx - y, + a)]y13 (y, )dy, -
—oo 

+00 

-EJ[2K(xx ~yx)-K(xx -y, -«)-£(*, -y, +a)]K,2(y,)dy, + (2.21) 
—00 

+00 

+ £(a/2)J[C(x,-y,-a)-C(x,-y,+a)]K12(y,)fi?y,}, E = */a, 

.+ 

(2.22) 

[il2(xx) = {jr\a)
2{E(al2)j[C(xx -y, + a)-C(;c, -y, -a)]y,3(y0^y 

—00 

+00 

+ £(a2/4) J[2C(JC, -y,) + C(x, -y, -a) + C(xx-yx + a)]Q,2(y,)dy, + 
—00 

+00 

+ EV j[2C(xx-yx)-C(xx-yx -a)-C(xx -y, + a)P,2(y,)rfy, + 
—00 

+00 

+ £ j[2K(xx - y,) - £(*, - y, + a) - K(xx - y, - a)]yX3(y,)</y, + 
—oa 

+00 

+ EJ[2Kx(xx-yx)-Kx(xx-yx + a)-Kx(x, - y, -a)]Q,2(y,)rfy, + 
—00 

+00 

+ £a Jf^x, -y, -a)-ATU, -y, +a)]Q12(y,)dy,}, E9=k9/a. 

It is seen that the Kunin's homogenisation, the homogenisation by integral 

transformations, produces non-local constitutive relationships. The origin of this 

particular type of non-locality is in the fact that the interpolation function for a given set 

of w3/, (p2- is unique, and hence the alteration of any local value leads to the change of 

the whole function. 

Integrating the non-local "Lame equations" (2.14) by parts, extracting the 

expressions (2.21), (2.22) and accounting for volume forces and moments yields the 

following Euler-Lagrange equations: 

dcl3(xl) + q3Qcxl m d^M _ ) + M^ = _J_^ ^} ^ 
dxx a\ a\ dxx a r\ a x\ 

The form of the angular momentum balance (2.232) is standard and consistent with 

its Cosserat counterpart (cf. (2.72)). Stresses a]3, Hi 2 are interpreted conventionally. 

However the constitutive relationships are non-local ie determined by the deformations 

of all parts of a chain. There could be another view on the non-local stresses and 

moment stresses. Since they are no longer referred to the elementary area they are 

supposed to act onto in the conventional Cauchy sense, the continuum obtained may be 
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regarded as a pseudo- one. Nevertheless, w e give the preference to the term 'non-local 

Cosserat continuum'. 

In essence, the equations (2.16), (2.21), (2.22) and (2.23) constitute mathematically a 

ID non-local Cosserat continuum. Every point of this continuum has two degrees of 

freedom, the displacement w3 and the Cosserat rotation (p2. Mechanically speaking, the 

obtained continuum equations describe a 3 D non-local orthotropic Cosserat continuum 

(all other components of stress and moment stress tensors and corresponding 

deformation measures are zero). 

Obviously, the non-local "Lame equations" (2.140-(2.142) can be recovered if one 

substitutes the non-local constitutive relationships (2.21), (2.22) into the equations of 

motion (2.23). This gives a displacement-rotation formulation. 

Figure 2.3. The Kunin-delta function dK, function C, kernel C(x+a)-2C(x)+C(x-a). 

23 A. Isomorphism. Invertibilitv of kernels in non-local constitutive equations 

Here w e will discuss the issue of invertibility of the kernels in non-local constitutive 

equations (2.21), (2.22). One can expect that they have an inverse since their generating 

function, the Kunin-delta, has the inverse in contrast to the non-inversible bell-shaped 

Gaussian kernels often used nowadays (eg, Eringen, 1978a). 
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The discrete system with 6N degrees of freedom, N being the number of the particles 

in it, is defined by the 6N Lagrange coordinates, displacements and rotations, «,, cp,-. If 

the forces and moments qt, Mi are applied to the mechanical system the one-to-one 

correspondence between the loads applied to the mechanical system and displacements 

and rotations is established by the discrete (Lagrange) equations of motion (eg, (2.3)). 

Let A be this one-to one mapping: 

u 
= 
M_ 

If the system of the discrete equations of motion can be solved for displacements and 

rotations of the particles, then it is given by the inverse mapping A"1. 

The application of the homogenisation by integral transformations (Kunin's 

homogenisation) (2.13) gives the homogenised continuum variables u(x), (p(x), q{x), 

Mix), governed by the homogenised equations of motion (2.3) or formally (2.24), for 

example in the form (2.9) or (2.14). The spaces of the discrete and continuum 

representations are isomorphic after Kunin (1983). Let H\ be this isomorphism, ie H\ 

establishes the isomorphism between the discrete Lagrange coordinates and their 

continuum counterparts, between the discrete and non-local equations of motion. 

Following a procedure similar to the outlined in the previous section, non-local 

constitutive relationship can be obtained (eg, (2.21), (2.22)). W e formally write it down 

as follows 

~013~ 

>12_ 

= K ~Yi3~ 

_K12_ 

where K is non-local operator acting on the strains and curvatures and producing non

local stresses and moment stresses. 

The space of the discrete loads applied to the system is isomorphic to the space of the 

non-local stresses and moment stresses, and this isomorphism H2 is established by the 

equations of equilibrium (2.23) modulo the two free constants determined by the 

boundary conditions. 

Figure 2.4 schematically shows the Hi, H2 isomorphisms and A, K mappings in the 

corresponding spaces of variables. Thus w e conclude that if 3 A" then 3 IC i.e. K is 

invertible. This means that kernels in non-local constitutive equations have their 
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inverses if the initial discrete mechanical system is solvable for displacements and 

rotations under prescribed loads. 

Figure 2.4. Isomorphism of spaces. 

It is worth noting that since Hi establishes the isomorphism between the discrete 

Lagrange coordinates and their continuum counterparts, ie between the discrete and 

non-local equations of motion, the homogenised equations (2.3) or (2.14) are exact. This 

means that the solution of a boundary value problem under this non-local formulation 

must be exact or in other words must coincide with the discrete one. 

2.3.5. Random kernels 

As we established above in the non-local relationships (2.21), (2.22) some of the kernels 

exhibit the oscillating behaviour. A n interesting question is now whether the oscillating 

behaviour of the kernels in the non-local relationships (2.21), (2.22) will disappear if 

some form of randomness is introduced into the mechanical system. In other words, can 

the randomness help to cure the oscillating nature of the kernels in the non-local 

constitutive equations, ie can w e get a nice bell shape form of the kernels in this case, as 

presumed eg by Eringen (1978a). W e try to find what non-local kernels look like for the 

irregular arrangements of the balls in chains. Since all the kernels were generated by the 

Kunin-delta, it would suffice to consider a less sophisticated model in which the nature 

of the problem is preserved, but the number of kernels would reduce significantly. 
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In view of this, w e consider a simple material consisting of one dimensional, parallel, 

non-interacting chains of identical, spherical grains as before, but now the grains in a 

chain are connected by translational normal springs of stiffness kt only, r is the sphere 

radius, a is the interball distance as before (Figure 2.5). To be able to apply the 

homogenisation by integral transformation the inter-ball spacing is presumed constant. 

W e assume that stiffnesses kt are independent random variables, normally distributed 

with the mathematical expectations E(kt)=k and the variance Yar(ki)=s2. This way the 

irregularity of the system is achieved. It will be enough to consider only one chain as 

our aim is restricted to investigating the form of the kernel rather than building a proper 

continuum for this model. 

— • 

Figure 2.5. ID chain of spherical grains connected by translational (normal) springs. 

The potential (elastic) energy of a single chain in the system reads 

tfi-*4E*/(K,-«M)2. (2-26) 
•<- i 

Insertion of (2.130 into (2.26) yields the following homogenisation for the potential 

energy: 

Ux =-[[&(x,y)[u(x)-u(x-a)][u(y)-u{y-a)]dxdy, (2.27) 

where 

0(JC, y) = J k,8K (x - ia)8K (y - ia). (2.28) 

In series (2.28) kt are independent normal variables and 

£ [ 8 ^ (JC - ia)bK (y - ia)]
2 < oo. Therefore, for fixed (x,y) <f>(x, y) is a normal variable 

i 

(eg, Kahane, 1985). Accordingly, the kernel 6 is a normally distributed random 
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function. Since the number of the spheres in the chain is large, the finite sums can be 

replaced with series, then the mathematical expectation and the variance are 

E®{x,y) = ̂ JbK(x-ia)8K(y-ia)Eki =k^§K{x-ia)bK (y-ia) =-&K (x-y), (2.29) 
t t a 

Var®(x, y) = £ VarlM* (* ~ ia)§K (y " «*)] = ^[8K (x - ia)8K (y - ia)]
2Varki = 

i i 

= s2^[8K(x-ia)bK(y-ia)]
2 = 

s2n2 

(x-y)2 
^, -ie / x -2N • itx . ny _2( . 7tx . Tty^\ ,„ „,« 

2(a$K(x-y)-a)sm—sin- + a sm s i n — \. (2.30) 
a a a a 

The mathematical expectation is the averaging kernel that one would obtain 

conducting stochastic experiment and according to (2.29) is given by Kunin-delta 

function (with a factor) that is oscillating. This means that the imposed randomness 

modelling irregularity of the particles arrangement does not cure the oscillating nature 

of the kernel, ie the averaging kernel determined by the random function (2.29) does not 

have the Gaussian, bell-shaped form. 

The variance (2.30) behaves asymptotically as sV4[(sin2(7ix/a))/3+l] at (x-y)—>0 and 

thus does not have singularities when (jc-y)—*0, which is sound since the series in (2.30) 

is convergent so the result must not have singularities. 

The normally distributed function 6(x, y) is fully determined by its mathematical 

expectation, the variance and the two-point correlation function. The correlation 

function between any two points 4>, = <f>(x-,,y,) = y£tk,8K(xl -ia)8K(yx -ia) and 

<f>2 = <f>(jc2, y2) = J
kfix (xz ~ ia)&K (>2 - w) can be found as follows: 

A. A 

COV(®x,®2) = E((<!>x-E(<Px))(<S>2-E(<£>2))) = 

= E ( £ (*, - *)(*, - k)bK (JC, - ia)5K (y, - ia)dK (x2 - ia)8K (y2 - ia)) = 

= £E((£,. - k)(kj - k))8K (JC, - ia)8K (y, - ia)8K (x2 - ia)SK (y2 - ia)) = 
'j 

= s 2 X 5* (*-" ia)&K (>i - ia)&K (x2 - ia)§Ayi - i a ) = 
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2 —3 —I T*X\ 

-s n a sin—-
a 

rry, . 
sin—Lsin 

a 

KX 2 • ^ 2 

a a 

cot-
7EX, 

a 
(JC,-x2)(^,-y,)(x,-y2) 

• + 

+ • 

cot 
7tX, 

cot 
a • + • 

nyx 

a 
cot 

• + • 

7ty2 

a 
(x2 -xx)(x2-yx)(x2-y2) (y, -x,)(y, -x2)(yx - y 2 ) (y2 -x,)(y2 -x2)(y2 -y,) 

(2.31) 

It can be shown that formal limiting transition JCI—>x2, yi—>y2 leads to 

COV (6,<f>) = VarO. Indeed, by taking the limit of (x:i,y0-»(x2,y2) in the last formula, 

one arrives to the formula for the variance (2.30). This serves as an indirect verification 

of (2.31). 

2.4. A Boundary value problem. Vertical duct 

2.4.1. Model 

Let us consider an infinitely long duct occupying the area 0<xi<L, | x31 <QO. The duct is 

filled with granular material modelled by identical chains of balls connected by 

translational and rotational springs (Figure 2.6). The boundaries of each chain are 

subjected to pure clamping which corresponds to the following boundary conditions: 

«3=0, (p2=0. The volume force of pg is applied to every ball. Let us assume that all fields 

depend on JCI only. The inertia terms u3, <p2 are neglected. 

For the sake of simplicity JC will be written instead oixuu instead of u3, cp instead of 

<P2-
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IQ-- GgQ -
e ^ 

U; 

u 

Figure 2.6. Model of the duct with grains. 

2.4.2. Exact solution of the discrete equations of equilibrium for the duct 

We now find the exact solution - the solution of the finite difference equations system 

(2.3) for the static case, qt=q, (q= -Br\a
3), M,=0. Let us also suppose that the following 

boundary conditions are imposed on the system: 

uj=0 = M 0 - uj = N =UN > <P./=0 = ( P0- <Pj=N =(P/V- (2-32) 

The full solution is 

«/=K,
e+«Aq>,=q>/:+<P(

p. (2-33) 

where the pair (uf, (pf) is the homogeneous solution and (uf, (p,p) is a particular solution 

of the non-homogeneous system. 

The homogeneous solution is the general solution of the correspondent homogeneous 

system: 

-k(uM - 2 M , +«M)-*(a/2X<P,+i -cpI_1) = 0, (2.340 

k(al2)(uM -M,_,) + ̂(a2/4)((p,.+1 + 2cp, +<p w)-* 9(<P w -2<p, +(p M ) = 0, (2.342) 

(i = l,...,N-l). 

The homogeneous solution will be sought in the form ut = C%', (p, = C%'. By 

substituting it into (2.34) the multiple root of fourth order, % = 1, of the characteristic 

equation can be found. Then the homogeneous solution can be represented in the 

following form: 

u/ =C0+Cxj + C2j
2 + C3f, q>/ = C0 + CJ + CJ

2 + CJ3. (2-35) 
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B y substituting the obtained solutions into the system (2.34) the following relations 

between the constants can be derived: 

C2=~Cx,C3=~C2,C3=0,Cx=-^C2-aC0+^C2. 
1 5 o ka 

(2.36) 

From the boundary conditions at 7=0, w e obtain that C 0 = u0 and C 0 = (p0. Finally, 

the solution of the system can be written in the form: 

k(a2/4)-3ktt 
Uj =u0 -(a(p0 + 2 -

3ka 
-C2)j-^CJ

2-^C2f, (2.370 

(p/=(p0+C,; + C2;
2. (2.372) 

The parameters C, and C 2 can be obtained from the boundary conditions at the other 

end, j=N. 

After eliminating w, from the system (2.34) and some algebra, it can be shown that 

the particular solution for the rotations satisfies the equation 

A3(p,=--2-, 

K 
where A = f(x +1) - f(x). 

A particular solution of the equation (2.38) can be written in the form: 

p aq 1 .3 
<P, = — - - * • 

JL 6 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

Then a particular solution in displacements can be found as a solution of the equation 

a A /. . ^v q 
A 2 « ; = - ^ A ( A + 2>p,.-|. (2.40) 

Eventually, the particular solution of the equation (2.40) can be written in the form: 

u>=-Z±i4 + 
( „2 

24Jfc„ 

Then the full solution becomes 

a q q 
\ 

2 4 ^ 2k 
(2.41) 

Uj = u0 - (a(p0 + 2 
k(a2IA)-3k9- a a-p; .3 a q .4 

( „2 

3ka 
c2)j--cxf--c2r + 24k„ J + 

JLJL-JL 
24k9 2k 

(2.420 
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2 aq 3 

CP, =<Po +CiJ + C27 -T7-J 
6*, 

(2.422) 

2.4.3. Non-local Cosserat continuum model of the duct/Solution of the equations of 

equilibrium in the non-local Cosserat continuum 

Here we find a solution of the equations of equilibrium in the non-local Cosserat 

continuum (2.14) in the static case with zero volume moment and a constant volume 

force. 

Using the conventional Fourier transform one reduces the non-local "Lame 

equations" (2.14) to the following system of equations: 

2nq8((D) = 4/c s i n — 8 K . (Da_. . .a (Da_. . 
sin—u((D)-i—cos—cp(o>) 

2 2 2 

0 = 8, 

where 

., a . (Da (Da _. . 
ik—sin—cos—u ((D) + 

2 2 2 

.a2 2(Da . . 
k—cos — + /cmsin 

v 4 2 9 2 jT 

(Da j_. . 
— ®((0) 

(2.430 

(2.432) 

+oo +oo +oo 

8/(co)= JS^JCK^^X, «(©) = jKtoe-^dfc, ^(co) = {(p(jc)e-,Jct,,d[x, (2.44) 

8(co) is the ordinary Dirac-delta function. 

The inverse transforms are: 

8K(x) = —*J8/((D)e
imd(D, u(x) = —]u((D)eimd(D, (p(x) = ~]^(^)eix(°d(D, (2.45) 

27ti * ' ' 27t_„ 

The Fourier transform of the Kunin-delta function is: 

8/(0)) = (2.46) 
1, |to|<7i/a 

0, |(o)>7t/a 

Correspondingly, we will look for solution of (2.43) for \(D\<n/a. As usual, the full 

solution ofthe system (2.43) can be written in the form: 

u=uc+up, 9=r+vp. (2-47) 

where the pair (uc,yc) is the homogeneous solution and (up ,yp) is a particular 

solution of the non-homogeneous system. 
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The homogeneous solution is the general solution of the corresponding homogeneous 

system: 

, 2 C M _ , , .a . (Da (Da_, N „ 
sin —u((D)-i—sin—cos—(p((o) = 0, 

2 2 2 2 

., a . (Da (Da _. . 
i k — s i n — c o s — M ( C O ) + 
2 2 2 

&—cos 
, 4 2 

2 (Da . . 2 coa 
+ JLsin — 

(p(a)) = 0 

In general, such systems can be represented in the following form: 

Ay((D)Xj((D)=0,(iJ=l,2), 

where Ay ((D) is the matrix of the system and 

. 2(Da . .a . (Da (Da 
A,=sin — , A 1 9 = - i — s i n — c o s — , 
^ 2 n 2 2 2 

(2.480 

(2.48a) 

(2.49) 

(2.50) 

., a . (Da (Da . .a 2 (Da , . 2 (Da 
A,, = i k — s i n — c o s — , A07=k—cos — + Lsin — , 
^ ' 2 2 2 4 2 9 2 

X,(co) = w(co), X2(co) = cp(co), 

According to the Kramer's rule 

A((0)X,. (co) = A,, (co) = 0, (*=1,2), 

where 

A,(co) = 
Ai o 

Ai 0 
, A2(co) = 

0 A12 

0 A2 
, A(co) = Ai A2 

Ai -A2 

(2.51) 

(2.52) 

(2.53) 

(2.54) 

coa The determinant of the system (2.48) is equal to kv sin
4 — and in the interval |co|<7t/a 

(2.55) 

has a root co = 0 of the fourth order. Hence, the expression (2.53) gives: 

co4(1 + 0((D))Xt ((D) = 0, (i=l,2). 

It means that the homogeneous solution has to be sought in the form: 

*,(«») = 2*C,'m + 2*",- ^ + 2nC,' ^ + 2%C> «^. (/=1,2). (2.56) 
* if l(D 

2 -co2 '3 . 3 

-K0 

Insertion of (2.56) into the system (2.48) gives the following relations between the 
constants 

c, = - - c , , c, =--c2 , C 3 - U , C, - — C 2 c0 -i-z «~2 
'2 " 2V 1 3 

(2.57) 
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Assuming u at JC=0 to be u0 and cp at JC=0 to be cp0 one has C0
l =u0 and C 2 = cp 

Finally, the homogeneous solution can be written in the form: 

k(a2/4)-3k x a -T; X% a — x3 

uc(x) = uQ-(aq>0+2 *-C2)—-C,— - - C 2 — , 
3ka a 2 a 3 a 

(2.580 

where 

cpc(jc) = cp0 + C,- + C2^-, 
a a 

C, = C, a, C2 = C2 a . 

A particular solution of the system (2.43) is: 

(2.582) 

(2.59) 

2 toa 
2 cos — C/ . 

^(co) = ̂ i 2_5((0) + ^ . _ S ( ^ _ 5 
8^ sin4™ 2* sin2™ 

2 2 

(2.60) 

coa 
c o t — 

r ( a ) ) = _ i f ^ 2_5(co). 
4/> sin2™ 

2 

(2.61) 

By performing the inverse Fourier transform the corresponding particular solution can 

be found: 

2k a2 24JL a2 ' '' ' 24*, a 
-,cp'(jc)=*- a# JC* 

6L a" 

Finally, the full solution becomes: 

(2.62) 

M(JC) = u0 - (acp0 + 2 
*(a2/4)-3*,_ x a-z^x 

3ka 

3 2 a 3 

^ „2 
a 4 a 
24Jc9 2k 

Gl) r.C\ 2 

a 2 a 
x a q x 
a2" 24*7 a7 <p 

(2.630 

TT * 77 * 2 aa JC3 

cp(x) = (p0+C,- + C 2 — - — — j 
a a okm a 

(2.632) 

Alternatively, one can solve the above problem by finding the solution of the 

q(x) def 

equations of motion (2.23) with zero inertia terms, in which — 5 — = pg=-B, 

M(x) = 0. Then the strain and curvature can be found from the non-local constitutive 
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relationship (2.21), (2.22) by solving the system of two integral equations. 

Subsequently, the displacement and rotation fields can be obtained from (2.16). 

The equations (2.23) have the following solutions: 

JC2 

a(x) = Bx + G(0), [i(x) = B — + a(0)x + n(0), (2.64) 

where a(0), jx(0) are yet unknown stress and moment stress at the origin. 

The solution can be rewritten in the following form: 

MO) o(0) „2,„ 1 ..,™„2 1 _,™.3 u(x) = r\[(-^- — a ' ) * H(0)JCZ CT(0)JC -
E 12EV 2E, m 6EV 

B 4 B 2 a B 2. 
(2.650 

-JC + — J C x^] + «(0)-cp(0)jc, 
24JZ, 2E 2AE, 

cp(jc) = —[n(0);c + a(0)-jc2 + —x3] + cp(0). (2.652) 
Ev 2 6 

This form coincides with (2.63) if one sets 

k — 2k — 
M<0) = -\CX, o(0) = — \ C 2 . (2.66) 

r\a y\a 
According to the boundary conditions u(0) - u(L) = 0, cp(0) = cp(L) = 0 one can 

write the solution as follows: 

u(x) = -^-x(x- L)(x2 + 2pjc + q), cp(x) = -^-JC(X - L)(2x - L), (2.67) 
24S™ 12E9 

where 

2p = -L,q = -4(^-^), (2.68) 
E 4 

def def 

and the constants o(0) = o 0 and \x(0) = \i0 are: 

o0=JBL, *=•!«?. (2-69) 

2.4.4. Analysis of the non-local Cosserat solution 

The normalisation 

L = l , £ = l (2-70) 
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leads to 

u(x) = -^^x(x-l)(x2 +2px + q), (2.7i) 

P = "2' q = -4(3E<f-a
2/4). (2.72) 

Note that the coefficient at x4 in (2.67) is positive because B is negative. This means that 

u(-oo) = w(-H>o) = +oo, i.e. the branches of the fourth order polynomial u(x) are going 

downwards at the ± oo (the positive direction of u is directed downwards). Because of 

(2.72) the displacement distribution is symmetrical. 

Let us analyse the roots of the term x2 + 2px + q, which controls the shape of the 

displacement field (2.67). The discriminant 

D = l + l6(3Ev-a
2/4)>0, (2.73) 

because if the term 3E(f -a
2/4>0,itis obvious, otherwise if 3E<p - a

214 < 0, then 

a2/4<3E(p-a
2l4<0<a2/4 

and 

3E„-a2l4 < a 2 / 4 . (2.74) 

Thus in (2.73) a term of order of 4a2 is, depending on its sign, either added to or 

subtracted from 1. Since L»a that after normalisation (2.70) reads l»a, D is always 

positive. The roots consequently are: 

x1>2 = i (l ± ^1 + 16(32,-a
2/4)). (2.75) 

a) If 3E<f-a
2/4>0, i.e. ^3E~>al2, which is the case when the rotational 

springs are rather stiff, then xi>l, x2<0. This means that both roots xx and JC2 are outside 

the duct (Figure 2.7). 
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Figure 2.7. Distribution of normalised displacements for not-very-soft rotational 

springs. 

b) If 3Ev-a
2 /4<0, i.e. ^3E^<al2, which corresponds to the case of small 

stiffness of the rotational springs, then 

q>0,\q\=- 4(3E(p - a
214) < a2 « 1, 

1 . 1 1 . 1 1 . 1 -

*,,=^«-V-2*) = ̂ ^ 
(2.76) x, = 1 - <? < 1, x2 =q>0. 

This means that both roots xi andx2 are inside the duct (Figure 2.8). 

Thus, the non-local Cosserat continuum solution exhibits a boundary effect under a 

certain combination of constants. This boundary effect consists of anomalous upward 

displacements near the boundary. 

Next, we consider the rotation field. According to (2.632), after the normalisation the 

rotations become 

cP(x) = -^
L x ( x-l)(2x-l), 

12£„ 

(2.77) 

which shows that the rotation field is represented by a cubic parabola and is 

antisymmetric (Figure 2.9). 
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u(x)lumax 

Figure 2.8. Distribution of normalised displacements for very soft rotational springs. 

Figure 2.9. Distribution of normalised rotations. 

2.4.5. Cosserat continuum model of the duct 

Let us find the solution of the Cosserat equations of equilibrium (2.7) for the case of the 

constant volume force and zero volume moment (p/3= -B, pm2=0): 

*!! + ,£ =0.3i»-a„-0. 
dxx 

def 

dx. 
'13 

(2.78) 

Denoting - p/3 =-pg = B, one gets the solution of equation (2.78) in the form 
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GX3=BX + o(0), JLI12 = B— + a(0)jc + n(0). (2.79) 

Then taking into account the Cosserat constitutive equations (2.6) one obtains 

K12 ~ 
Tr\a 

<P L 

B — + O(0)JC + H ( 0 ) , Y i 3 = 2 ^ [ ^ + o(0)]. 
k 

(2.80) 

Subsequently, by using the deformation measures (2.5) rotation and displacement fields 

are found: 

na 

<P2=-p 
JC3 JC2 

B— + o ( 0 ) — + H(0)JC 

6 2 

+ cp(0), (2.81) 

Tia _ x4 na ... JC3 na ... x2 r\a _ x2 na ... ... .^ ,„ „„N 
u, =—LS La0 ' - ^ ( O ) — + — f l — + —a(0)jc-cp(0)jc + w(0). (2.82) 

*f 24 ftf 6 * / W 2 * 2 * 

l3 

After satisfying the boundary conditions 

w(0) = 0, M(L) = 0, cp(0) = 0, cp(L) = 0 

equations (2.81) and (2.82) become 

K(JC) = —•—JC(JC - L)(x2 + 2px + q), cp(x) = —'—JC(X - L)(2JC - L), 

24£,(p 12E9 

where 

2p = -L, q = -l2EJE, 

def def 
and the constants o(0) = a0 and |i(0) = [i0 are: 

G0=--BL, \x0=—BL
2. 

o 2 ° 12 

(2.83) 

(2.84) 

(2.85) 

(2.86) 

2.4.6. Analysis of the Cosserat solution 

Comparing the rotation fields for the Cosserat continuum model (2.842) with the non

local Cosserat continuum model (2.672), one can see that they coincide, because the 

constants o0 and Mo have not changed, while the displacement field (2.840 and (2.670 

differ in the term q. Let us analyse this difference. 

After the normalisation (2.70), the zeros of the displacement can be found: 

xlt2=i(l±V
1 + 48^>- (2.87) 
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It is obvious that D>\, therefore JCI>1, JC2<0. Both roots JC- and JC2 are always outside the 

duct. This means that the boundary effects (2.76) present in the non-local Cosserat 

continuum model, disappear in the Cosserat model. 

There has to be an explanation for that fact. The length where the boundary effect 

exists is defined by the value of the parameter q from the equation (2.76). Let us 

evaluate 

m = -4(3E(?-a
2/4)\<a' 

Hence, the characteristic size where the boundary effect exists is of the order a2. 

However, the Cosserat theory does not see the lengths lesser than a (a < a « l ) , the 

characteristic parameter of length which has been used when finite differences were 

replaced by the partial derivatives. That is why these boundary effects are left invisible 

in the Cosserat theory. Furthermore, in terms of the original discrete system, no distance 

smaller than a exists (there are no spheres at such distances). Therefore, the "high 

resolution" boundary effect is an artefact of the non-local Cosserat continuum resulting 

from the type of interpolation adopted. 

2.4.7. Comparison of the exact solution with the solution in the non-local Cosserat and 

Cosserat continua 

Assuming x-ja one has the Cosserat solution (2.81), (2.82) 

2K ?r v . a — .2 q ,2 a-zz 3 qa 2 

^ W ^ - ( ^ - ^ C i W - f c ^ - ^ . ^ + ^ / . (2.88) 

cp2aa) = cp0+C17 + C2y
2-^-;3, (2.89) 

6% 
where 

H(0) = -\c„ o(0) = ^-C2, na
35 = -a. (2.90) 

ria2 iia' 

Comparing the Cosserat theory solution (2.88), (2.89) with the exact solution (2.42) one 

can conclude that rotation fields coincide completely, while the displacements differ in 

a-p . , a2q ,2 
terms — C 2 j and j . 

6 2J 24*,/ 
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If w e putja=x in the non-local Cosserat solution (2.63) w e immediately see that the 

non-local Cosserat solution (2.63) coincides completely with the exact one (2.42). It 

means that the non-local Cosserat solution gives the exact solution at nodes where the 

centroids are; as w e anticipated above, the result is due to the homogenisation by 

integral transformation. However, being a continuum solution the non-local Cosserat 

solution also gives some values in between nodes due to the interpolating nature of the 

homogenisation by integral transformation. 

Figure 2.10 shows the comparison of the discrete (exact), non-local Cosserat and the 

Cosserat models solutions for a simple case of three balls. Figure 2.11 shows the 

configuration before and after the deformation. 

0.5 T 

u{x)lu max 

Cosserat 

Discrete 

Figure 2.10. The comparison of the exact, non-local Cosserat and Cosserat solutions. 

Diamonds are the centroids of the spheres. 
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Figure 2.11. Configuration before (solid line) and after (broken line) the deformation in 

the vertical duct with three spheres. 

In the above we developed two continuum models of the discrete model using two 

different homogenisation strategies: by differential expansions and integral 

transformations and compared them against the exact solution of the discrete model. 

The first approach led to the Cosserat continuum theory. The boundary value problem is 

reduced to solving the relatively simple system of two differential equations. The 

analysis above shows that the Cosserat continuum model of the granulates gives both 

quite good accuracy and relative simplicity of solving the governing equations. The 

second approach led to the non-local Cosserat continuum theory that gave us the exact 

solution. The problem is reduced to solving the system of two integral equations which 

is more complicated than solving the system of differential equations (the first model) 

and in essence is no simpler than to solve the governing equations of the discrete model, 

the system of finite difference equations. Thus, the second homogenisation approach 

indeed gave us the continuum description of the discrete system, non-local Cosserat 

continuum. However, being just an equivalent description of the discrete model, giving 

the exact solution, does not offer any simplification, which generally continuum 

theories are supposed to do. 

2.5. Wave propagation. Dispersion 

For a particular case of q3(xl)=M2(xl)=0 we consider the propagation of harmonic waves 
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u = Ae^-v>'),q> = Be*x-v>'), (2.91) 

where % is the wave number, vp is the phase velocity. For the sake of simplicity x will be 

written instead of x\, u instead of w3 and cp instead of cp2. 

Propagation of these waves will be studied for the original physical model (2.3) and 

then for the Cosserat (2.8) and non-local Cosserat (2.14) models. 

2.5.1. Wave propagation in the discrete (physical) model 

By substituting (2.91) into the governing equations of the original physical model, 

namely the discrete equations of motion (2.3) or their homogenised (continuous) 

analogue (2.4), we obtain the following system: 

-mtfv 2A + 4k sin 
, 2 , 

- J^2vp
2B +ikusm(£,a) A+ ka2 cos2 — 

I 2 ; 

A - ika sin(£a)Z? = 0, 

(t,a\ 
B + 4Jfc, sin' 

v2, 
5 = 0. 

(2.920 

(2.922) 

The system has non-trivial solutions if 

•2.. 2 , „,_„;_2f^ m £ v + 4/csin' 

ikasm(tp) 

-ikasin(tfl) 

:2.. 2 -/£2v +£a2cos' 
, 2 , 

+ 4/^ sin' 
, 2 , 

= 0, (2.93) 

which leads to the following biquadratic equation with respect to the phase velocity 

C 
mJvp - 4 Jk sin' 

+ 16/c/Lsin4 
v2, 

v2, 
1 , 2 l(tfl\ 

+ —mka cos 
4 

v 2 y 

+ m L sin' f^Yl
v 

v 2 „ ^2 
(2.94) 

The discriminant of the equation is 

16 
[mky -Jk /sin *IVI. i 

^ 2 ; 
+ —ra2fc2a4cos 
16 

*f&0 l.„2 
. 2 ; 

+ - ka2m(jk + rnk^ )sin2 (£a) 
8 

>0 

(2.95) 

Two real solutions of the equation give the phase velocity. Since V*,*„, r,a,m,\ 

mJ > 0 , 
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( 

-4 Jk sin [V 

v 

1 / 2 2f£« 
+ —mka cos — 

+ m/c^ sin OYl |T<0, 

16/ ^ sin ^f&O 1 -T>0. 
£4 

both solutions for vp are always positive. They read 

2k 2 
VP = JV 

^2r2 k.A JPn\ 

\~\ 

• + —-

5 k 
sin & o . i „2 2 r ^ ^ 

V 2 ; 
+ — a cos' 
4 , 2 ; 

+ (2.96) 

+ 
(*. 2r 2^ ,J^\ sm 

v 2 y 

1 4 < 

+ — a cos 
16 

/ £ ^ 

V 2 ; * 5 

Let r=a/2. The normalisation a=l gives 

1 2 

+ - a 2 

2 

2̂r2 O 
+ JL 

5 tj 

sin' — cos — 

U J 2 

2 2& 

^ 2 

L\ 
10 k ; 

sm 
m , i „„2ro 
v2; 

+ —cos' 
4 v2; 

+ 

sin 
(%\ 1 / ^ 1 

/ 

K*J 
+ —cos 
16 yh 

+— 
2 

JL+M 
10 k 

sm' cos — 

UJ V2, 
(2.97) 

Because the configuration is symmetric, it is sufficient to consider wave propagation 

in only one direction, ie the wave velocities will be assumed positive. Thus we have two 

types of waves with the velocities determined by the sign plus and minus before the 

radical respectively. Since the determinant of the system is zero and the solutions for 

displacement and rotation are linearly dependent it means that both displacement and 

rotation components exist simultaneously for each type of the wave. One can find the 

ratio of their amplitudes, for example from the equation (2.920: 

sin(|a) 
— = ika 
B 4k sin 

f*„\ la 
(2.98) 

-m£2v 2.. 2 

P 

where vp
2 is given by (2.96) or (2.97). 

The first type of wave (positive sign before the radical (2.96)) and the second 

(negative sign) have the following long wave asymptotics 

•5-0 

(2.99) 

This is asymptotics of the same type as obtained by Muhlhaus and Oka (1996). 
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The corresponding asymptotics for the ratio of amplitudes is: 

A [0 => A ~ 0 (rotational wave) 

5 £ o | o o = > B ~ 0 (shear wave) * (2'100) 

Thus, w e have two types of waves. The first one becomes the rotational wave in the 

long wave limit (£-»0), while the second one is the shear wave. Otherwise, both 

components are present, but asymptotically one type dominates. For that reason we will 

call these waves rotational-shear and shear-rotational. One should avoid considering the 

limiting case of t\—»co (short length wave) since this case cannot be described properly 

in terms of the physical model. This is because for large wave numbers, the ball 

microstructure should be taken into account and the model should be changed 

accordingly. 

The ratio of amplitudes for different ratios of spring stiffnesses is shown in Figure 

2.12. All the plots are given for the physically reasonable wave lengths. This is due to 

the fact that in the considered system the wave length cannot be shorter than the ball 

size. Moreover, in the homogeneous models the wave length should be much greater 

than the ball size. 

The square of the phase velocity for rotational-shear and shear-rotational waves for 

different ratios of stiffnesses is shown in Figure 2.13. 
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Figure 2.12. The ratio of amplitudes for rotational-shear (a) and shear-rotational wave 

(b). 
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vp
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Figure 2.13. The square of the phase velocity for rotational-shear (a) and shear-

rotational wave (b). The circles show velocities corresponding to integer values of the 

normalised wave number. 
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2.5.2. Non-local Cosserat continuum 

Substituting (2.91) into the non-local (integral) equations of motion (2.140-(2.142) and 

calculating the corresponding integrals one can get the same system as obtained for the 

exact equation of motion (2.92), but with a restriction: t,<nla. (It does not appear 

mathematically for the exact solution.) This restriction reflects the fact that wave 

lengths must be larger than the micro-structure size. This seems reasonable since our 

model was not designed to "see" something less that the microstructure size. 

2.5.3. Cosserat continuum approximation 

By assuming/3=m2=0 the equations of motion (2.80-(2.82) can be written in the form: 

ka: 
d2u 3 + d<P2 
dx2 dxx 

= mu3, m = pa r\, (2.1010 

a dx, 
= /cp2. 

dxx »**, 

Substituting (2.91) into the equations of motion one can get: 

(2.1012) 

4 c > 2A-kl2A + ityB = 0, 
a 

J *2 2 ^l2v;B-kJ%2B-ityA-kB = 0. 
a 

This system has non-trivial solutions if 

4*V-*sa i& 
a 

-it/c 
a 

J-l\;-Ki
2-k 

= 0 . 

(2.1020 

(2.1022) 

This leads to the following biquadratic equation with respect to the phase velocity: 

mJ 4 

v 
„*> P „ 2 

a a 

( r1 mk 
mk^+Jk-r — 

v/+**,=0. (2.103) 

The discriminant 

a 
(mk^ - Jkf + • m

2kl 2mk 
• + • 

(Jk + mkv) >0. 

Two real solutions ofthe equation give the phase velocity. Since V*,*9,r,a,m,^ 

(2.104) 
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mJ 

a 
>0,-

1 ( , „ mk 
mkv +Jk + —2-a 

< 0, kkv > 0 

both solutions for vp
2 are always positive. They read 

2 a k 
VP = 2J 

(2r2 J \ 1 , Vk, 2r2Y 1 2 (2r 
• + 

5 Jc 
+
 5 4 + ? 

2 t N* 

• + 

5 k 
(2.105) 

Let r=a/2. The normalisation a=l gives 

2 * 

10 k 
(2.106) 

This expression is an asymptotics of (2.97) as % -> 0 with the accuracy <?(£). This is not 

surprising since the Cosserat model is a long wave (small wave number) approximation. 

Figure 2.14 shows the relative error between the exact and the Cosserat solutions for 

both rotational-shear and shear-rotational waves. For small wave numbers, ie large 

waves there is quite a good agreement. Figure 2.15 and 16 show the square of the phase 

velocity for both rotational-shear and shear-rotational waves comparing the exact and 

the Cosserat solutions. They are again in quite a good agreement for the small wave 

numbers, ie in the range where the Cosserat approximates properly the exact solution. 
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Figure 2.14. The relative difference between the exact and the Cosserat solutions for 

both rotational-shear and shear-rotational waves. 

v2(£a) 

Figure 2.15. Comparison of the square of the phase velocity for rotational-shear wave 

for the exact and the Cosserat solutions. 
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vD\la) 

0 0.5 1 1.5 2.5 3 ^ 

Figure 2.16. Comparison of the square of the phase velocity for shear-rotational wave 

for the exact and the Cosserat solutions. 

The obtained result (2.106) allows us to investigate the effect of the presence of 

rotational degree of freedom. Towards this end consider an asymptotics of k<Jk»\ 

which is the case when the rotations are almost suppressed. Then 

2 k ^ + l~
2 

k b 

0.1A; 
P2 J 

k „_2 
I-TH 

(2.1070 

(2.1072) 

W h e n the rotations are completely suppressed (k^k—>oo), velocity of the first, 

rotational-shear, wave tends to infinity, but the amplitude of the displacement 

oscillations vanishes. The velocity of the second, shear-rotational, wave becomes 

v„„ ~voTfc/7. 
P 2oo 

(2.108) 

This corresponds to a conventional shear wave. 

In general, when k^lk is finite, the shear-rotational wave is slower than the 

conventional shear wave, while the rotational-shear wave is faster than the latter. When 

experimental measurements of wave velocities are conducted by registering the time of 

first arrival, one can expect that this rotational-shear wave will be registered first. This 
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will lead to the measured wave velocity being higher than predicted by the classical 

elasticity, thus paving the way to experimental observation of the Cosserat effects. 

2.6. Conclusion 

We homogenised the governing equations of a ID discrete system first by differential 

expansion and then by integral transformation. The first technique leads to a Cosserat 

continuum, the second approach leads to a non-local Cosserat continuum theory. The 

first one offers a continuum description with healthy balance between accuracy and 

simplicity. The second one offered a non-local continuum description that gave the 

exact solution, but at the same time does not really provide any simplification as 

compared with the exact, discrete model. The isomorphism between the discrete model 

and non-local Cosserat continuum was established. W e showed that the Cosserat 

continuum describes the behaviour of granulates with reasonable accuracy being a long 

wave asymptotic approximation to the exact model. Non-local and discrete solutions for 

ID granulates coincide. 

W e found that non-local integral relationships have oscillating kernels. This 

oscillation is, however, not a direct consequence of the strict periodicity of the model 

system. For instance, randomisation of the spring stiffnesses makes the kernels random 

functions with periodic means. 

The problem for a vertical duct was solved. The exact solution is given by the fourth 

order polynomial for the displacements and a cubic parabola for the rotations, which are 

symmetrical (Figures 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9). The non-local model for a vertical duct shows 

boundary effects concentrated over the distances smaller than the particle size. In the 

case of small value of the stiffness of the rotational springs, a/2 > J3E\ , the balls near 

the boundary are pushed (squeezed) upwards (Figure 2.8), which is not happening in the 

case of stiff rotational springs, a/2<fij^ ^^me 2J^' These b o u n d a r y effects ^ 

artefacts of the Kunin's homogenisation. They do not exist in the Cosserat solution 

being beyond the resolution of the Cosserat continuum approach. 

W e found that two types of waves exist simultaneously: shear-rotational and 

rotational-shear waves, the latter being the fastest. As the wave number tends to zero ie 

for long waves the shear component dominates the shear-rotational wave, while the 

rotational component dominates the rotational-shear wave. 
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W e obtained the dispersion relations: the exact, the non-local and the Cosserat. The 

non-local dispersion relations coincide completely with the exact ones given a specific 

restriction on the wave number l<nla. This means that for larger wave numbers the 

model should be changed for the ball microstructure should be taken into account. 

Further analysis of the Cosserat model shows that in the limit of infinite rotational 

stiffness (particle rotation is suppressed) the rotational-shear wave disappears, while the 

velocity of the shear-rotational wave becomes independent of the frequency indicating 

the absence of dispersion. 

The rotational-shear wave is faster than the conventional shear wave. Therefore, 

when experimental measurements of wave velocities are conducted by registering the 

time of first arrival, one can expect that this rotational-shear wave will be registered 

first. This will lead to the measured wave velocity being higher than predicted by the 

classical elasticity, thus providing grounds for the experimental detection of Cosserat 

effects. 
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3. COSSERAT THEORY FOR GRANULAR MATERIALS IN ELASTIC 

REGIME: INFINITESIMAL AND LARGE DEFORMATION FORMULATIONS 

The macroscopic behaviour of an idealised, monodisperse granular material is modelled 

by considering the momentum and angular momentum equations as well as the 

constitutive equations (contact relations) associated with a statistically representative 

particle. W e derive the homogenised equations of motion by replacing the difference 

expressions in the discrete equations by suitable differential expansions. The resulting 

continuum theory is a Cosserat continuum theory. Constitutive relationships for the 

components of the stress and moment stress tensors are obtained for the isotropic 

distribution of the contacts. The elastic moduli are expressed in terms of the contact 

stiffnesses, solid volume fraction, coordination number and diameter of the sphere. The 

main advantage of this theory, in fact of micromechanical theories in general, is that the 

parameters of this model, in particular the non-standard moduli, at least in principle, do 

not require experimental determination since they follow naturally from the 

microstructural properties of the material. 

3.1. Introduction 

The previous chapter concludes that the homegenisation by differential expansions 

resulting in Cosserat theory provides a good compromise between accuracy and 

simplicity in modelling simple ID arrangements of granular materials. In this chapter 

we generalise this technique to random 3 D packing of mono-size particles and then 

obtain a Cosserat theory for infinitesimal and large deformations of granular materials. 

Previously, Muhlhaus and Oka (1996) suggested a continuum model for assemblies 

of identical spheres by direct homogenisation of the discrete equations of motion. 

However, the resistance of the spheres to relative rotations at the contact points was 

neglected in this model (only the effect of particle rotations on the relative displacement 

vector was considered). The equations of motion were homogenised by expanding the 

difference expressions of the discrete model into Taylor series and retaining terms up to 

the second order. Since rotational degrees of freedom were introduced and higher order 

terms kept in the corresponding Taylor expansions, the resulted continuum description 

was a combination of a Cosserat theory and a strain gradient theory. 
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Analysis of simple ID particle arrangements presented in the previous chapter 

showed that the resistance to relative rotations at particle contacts is important: its 

neglect leads to the loss of positive definiteness of the energy. The mechanical system 

becomes statically undetermined. This was observed in the model by Muhlhaus and Oka 

(1996). 

In the following w e wish to consider the resistance of the spheres to relative rotations 

at the contact points (see also Pasternak and Muhlhaus, 2001a, b, 2002). Stress non-

symmetries can then be balanced by moment stresses caused by relative rotations at the 

contacts alone. In the previous chapter granular materials were modelled as ID non-

interacting chains of spheres connected by elastic rotational- and shear springs. It was 

established that retaining only the leading terms in the Taylor expansions leads to the 

Cosserat continuum approximation. It turned out that this approximation is quite 

accurate (considering the simplicity of the model) compared with the exact solution of 

the discrete ID problem when the dimensions of the spheres are sufficiently small as 

compared to the problem dimension. In this chapter w e will generalise and extend these 

models to the three-dimensional case. Throughout the first section of the chapter the 

deformations will be assumed infinitesimal, with the packing dense enough to ensure a 

solid like behaviour. 

The starting point for the derivation is again the equations of motion of the discrete 

system. W e homogenise the equations of motion by expanding them into the Taylor 

series and keeping the leading terms. Introducing the classical Cosserat continuum 

deformation measures (assuming that the deformation is infinitesimal) that can be 

extracted from the equations of motion, w e arrive at the equations of force and moment 

equilibrium for the Cosserat continuum and the constitutive equations. The resulting 

system of equations of motion is in the form of a system of 2n d order partial differential 

equations that can be solved, for instance numerically, for specified packing 

architectures. 

The model is also generalised to the case of large deformations. Objective 

deformation measures are introduced and frame invariant constitutive relationships are 

derived. 
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3.2. Three-dimensional continuum model derivation. Infinitesimal deformations 

We consider a three-dimensional assembly of identical spherical grains. The diameter D 

of the grain is assumed as much smaller than the problem dimension Lext, so that 

D«Lext. The spheres are in permanent contact; and the orientation of the contact points 

is assumed as random. In our idealised model, every point of the equivalent continuum 

corresponds to the centroid of the reference sphere in the discrete material. 

The starting point for our derivation is the equations of motion of the discrete system. 

The force and moment equilibrium equations for our representative sphere read mu = F 

and 7cp = / x F + M , where m is the mass of the sphere, w is the displacement vector, 

(p* is the rotation vector, J is the rotational inertia of the sphere, J=2mR2/5, F and 

M are the force and moment resultants exerted by the neighbouring spheres on the 

representative sphere, / is the lever-arm of the force F (ie, the vector between the 

sphere center and the point of contact). 

Consider a representative volume V containing N spheres (see Figure 3.1). The 

volume per unit sphere is N/V; we may write oti = (N/V)F, 

p(D2/10)cp = N/Vy xF + M ) , where p is density. The moment of inertia per unit 

volume is now defined as J = pD2/lO. The volume fraction vs = VJV, where Vs is the 

volume of all N spheres in the volume V they occupy. The volume fraction is obtained 

as vs = NnD
3/(6V). The ratio of the number of spheres N to the volume V expressed in 

terms of the volume fraction reads N/V = 6vs/(nD
3). The equations of force and moment 

equilibrium may be written as ou = (6vJnD3)F, 

Q(D2/lO)^ = (6vJnD3)^xF + M). 
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Figure 3.1. Discrete verses continuous materials. 

Following Muhlhaus and Oka (1996), the summation over the particle contacts in the 

discrete system is replaced by an equivalent integral representation in which the 

integration is performed over the sphere's surface and a distribution function A(r,n) is 

introduced to account for the orientational distribution of the contacts: 

%(-)^jdnA(r,n)(-), (3.1) 
contacts a 

where 

n = {sin0cos(t), sin 0sin (|), cos©} (3.2) 

n is the unit vector from the centre of a sphere to a contact on its surface, 0 and <|> are 

coordinate angles of a spherical coordinate system with the origin at the sphere (grain) 

centre, r is the position vector with respect to a spatially fixed frame of reference and 

27171 

(3.3) jdn= jjsinQdQdty. 
a 0 0 

The function A(n) is such that A(r, n)dn is a probable number of contacts in the 

element dn centred at n(0,(|>). For distributions which are isotropic and independent of 

position w e have A(r,n) = k/4n, where k is the coordination number (the average 
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number of contacts per grain). 

Applying the integral operation (3.1) to the force and moment equations gives: 

F = JAFndn, I xF + M = (D/2)j*AnxF"dn + jAM"dn, where F" and M " are the 
a a a 

force and moment acting on the sphere at the point of contact at r + (D/2)n, and 

I = (D/2)n is the lever-arm of the force F" (Figure 3.2). The averaged equations of 

motion are obtained as: 

6v p -
pa = — V \AFndn, a = u, (3.4) 

D2 _ 3v 
P — V = 

6v. 
^\AhxFndn + — > - \ A M " d n , ur = cp, (3.5) 

10 ' TiD1 o 

where u=U(r,t) and cp = (p(r,0 are the expected values of the translations and 

rotations, ie the averages over all positions of the particles in which the reference sphere 

centre is originally at r . 

The equations of motion (3.4) and (3.5) are written for each sphere of the discrete 

system. When we consider the continuum description, each point of the continuum is 

thought as being associated with the centroid of the reference sphere. In so doing we 

homogenize the discrete medium. Displacements u = u(r,t) and rotations cp = cp(r,f) of 

the sphere are then understood in the continuum description as translational and 

rotational degrees of freedom of each point of the continuum. 

X3 

X2 

Xl 

U'^\/ 
c p - ' J ^ 

Dn/ 

\jJ^ 

-n \ 

D/2? 

/n 

<P 

/ « " 

If 
*p" 
^Mn 

u 

V 

Figure 3.2. Reference sphere and contacting spheres in a volume element. 
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The force and moment components normal and parallel to the tangential plane of a 

contact depend on the relative displacements and rotations between adjacent grains. The 

relative displacement Aw" and rotation Acp" between the contact points of two spheres 

centred at r and r + Dn, respectively, can be expressed as 

Ail" =un -u + Dnx(p + — rcx(cp"-tp), (3.6) 

Acp" =$"-$, (3.7) 

where u is the displacement vector of the reference sphere the centroid of which is 

located at f; u" is the displacement of the neighbouring sphere with centroid located at 

r + Dn, the contact area has the normal n; cp" and cp are rotations of the spheres 

located at r and f + Dn respectively (see Figure 3.2). 

So far w e have considered only idealised spheres. It is now time to recall that the real 

grains are imperfect. In reality grains contact over some, more or less flat area. Some 

distribution of microstresses, ie stresses acting at grain-level, is transmitted over the 

contact area. W e mentally replace this flat area of contact between two neighbouring 

grains with a statically equivalent system of a force and moment acting at the contact 

point between identical spheres. These force and moment are equal to the resultant force 

and moment of the actual microstress field (Figure 3.3). 

Figure 3.3. Representing a real contact of two neighbouring grains in the granulate 

material with a statically equivalent system of two identical spheres with a force and 

moment acting at their contact point. 
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Next, w e assume that the interaction between each pair of contacting spheres at the 

point of contact is modelled by three translational and three rotational springs. 

Translational springs resist displacement in the coordinate directions. Also, particle 

rotations contribute to it, since formula (3.6) can be rewritten as 

Aw" =u"-u+—nx(cpn+cp). (3.6') 

Rotational springs represent the fact that real particles contact over a finite flat area, 

which resist relative rotations (see formula (3.7)). Each contact is modelled in the 

following way. Both translational and rotational springs are attached to the pair of 

neighbours in three perpendicular directions. Thus the contact is comprised of one 

normal translational spring (ie normal to the tangential plane of a contact), two shear 

translational springs (ie parallel to the tangential plane of a contact, but perpendicular to 

each other), one rotational spring normal to the tangential plane of a contact and two 

rotational springs parallel to the tangential plane of a contact, but again perpendicular to 

each other. Assuming linear elasticity, the force - relative displacement F ~ Au and 

moment - relative rotation M ~ Acp relations read: 

Fn=KAun, (3.8) 

M"=IAyn, (3.9) 

where 

K = [Kij\ (3.10) 

is the matrix of the translational spring stiffnesses 

and 

L = lh\ (3.12) 

is the matrix of the rotational spring stiffnesses 

*,=&,.-*,>/+*».*.• (3-I3) 

k , k and k , k are the normal and shear (tangential) contact stiffnesses of the 

translational and rotational springs and the indices in (3.11), (3.13) refer to a spatially 

fixed Cartesian coordinate system. The derivation of the stiffness matrices (3.10) and 

(3.12) is given in Appendix AI. 
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Substituting equations (3.6), (3.7), (3.11), (3.13) into (3.8), (3.9) and then the results 

into (3.4) and (3.5) the equations of motion can be expressed as follows: 

P " = ^ 1 ^ -2"+""nV" + ̂  jAnx(cp" - C T K (3.14) 

PTT^ = — k r \Anx(un-u-n)dn + ̂ ± f An x (n x $ W + 
10 7tD2 l/2 nD lj2

 yA* 

+ - ^ | A n x ( n x ( 0 " - 2 c p + $-"))/n + -^jAL(cp'!-2cp + cp-")/n, (3.15) 
27lD a/2 n D a/2 

where 

71 % 

jdn = jjsinQded<$>, (3.16) 
a/2 0 0 

ie the integration is only conducted over half of the solid angle. While obtaining (3.14) 

and (3.15) w e used the symmetry property A(-n) = A(n). 

The symmetry property means that if the reference sphere has a contact at n it 

should also have a contact at - n from the probabilistic point of view, ie the probability 

of having a contact for the reference sphere at n is equal to the probability of having a 

contact at - n . This supposition follows from the assumption that the problem we 

consider is statistically homogeneous. Indeed, let us suppose the opposite conclusion 

that is it is possible for the reference sphere to have a contact at n and not to have one 

at - n. It means that there is some condensation/accumulation area over one half of the 

ball "cloud" formed by the neighbours of the reference sphere, while over the other half 

some kind of rarefaction occurs. Since our reference sphere is a representative one, 

randomly chosen, then if one shifts one period of the structure, statistically nothing 

should change. However, as one moves exactly one period of the structure, a neighbour 

from the condensed area will immediately find itself a place in the rarefied area, making 

the rarefied area a condensed one. This contradiction finalises the proof of the symmetry 

of A(n). 

Further it is convenient to introduce the coordinate notations 

u" = k"}, S- = {.,- }, *" = fc"}, *"" = k" I *=1 A3- (3-12) 
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In order to complete the homogenisation, w e replace the displacements and rotations 

in (3.14) and (3.15) with the Taylor expansions (t is omitted for convenience) of suitable 

interpolating functions u(x), cp(x) such that 

u" =u(xx +Dnx,x2 +Dn2,x3 +Dn3), (3.18) 

u~n =ii(xx -Dnx,x2-Dn2,x3-Dn3), (3.19) 

cp" = cp(x, + Dnx, x2 + Dn2 ,x3+Dn3), (3.20) 

cp"" = cp(x, -Dnx,x2 -Dn2,x3 -Dn3). (3.21) 

Consequently, 

D2 
ut " = w,(f ±Dn) = w,.(x,,x2,x3)±Dut j(x,,x2,x3)n} + ujjk(xx,x2,x3)n}nk ±..., (3.22) 

D2 

<P<±n =<pi(r±Dn) = q>i(xl,x2,x3)±D(pij(xx,x2,x3)nj + —<piJk(x1,x2,x3)njnk ±...,(3.23) 

where (•) , = -—- (•)• 
dxj 

Replacing the u- and cp- differences in the equations of motion (3.14), (3.15) with the 

corresponding expansions 

u" -2ui+u~" = D2uujk(xx,x2,x3)njnk +..., (3.24) 

u" -ur" =2Duij(xx,x2,x3)nj+..., (3.25) 

cp," -2cp,. + cp,.~" = D2cp,. jk(xx,x2,x3)njnk +..., (3.26) 

cp,." -cp,-" =2Dcp,y.(xpx2,x3)n. +... (3.27) 

and keeping the leading terms one obtains the following equations of motion (Lame 

equations): 

6v 
pw, = — 

nD 

% k -ks)\m»i,mj+KAjUuj + * A e « < J « (3-28) 

„ D2 ^c _ 6 v A I A ,, ,F o A(DC]+ (3-29) 
10 nD 

nD 

where 
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Ahk-h„ = JAn.ni2...ni2dn, (3.30) 
a/2 

cpc=cp. 

Here w e use the notation cpc in order to emphasize two things: first, cpc=cp is now a 

field variable no longer associated with the rotation of a particular grain (sphere); 

second, the theory w e are building is the Cosserat theory (rotations are not constrained). 

N o w ut and cp̂  can be interpreted as macroscopic quantities determined by solving 

equations (3.28), (3.29) together with appropriate boundary conditions. 

Introducing the classical Cosserat continuum deformation measures (eg, Nowacki, 

1970) 

Y„-=",•..• "VP*. (3.31) 

K„=(p-;, (3.32) 

where cp* is the Cosserat rotation, yjt and KJt are strains and curvature twists, and 

defining the components of the stress and moment stress tensors through the following 

constitutive relationships 

a, =^-[(*« -K)AJlmylm +*AYJ. (3-33) 

Vj, =^iKn -**Mm«» +*,A
K«l (3'34) 

we arrive at the force and moment equations of motion, classical for the Cosserat 

continuum 

Ojij = P",, (3-35) 

D2 

^ju+E^jk=9—iP% (3-36) 

If the body forces and moments need to be accounted for then the equations of 

motion would assume the following form 

a,,,,. +Xt= p«,, (3-37) 

Vju+Wjt+Y.^^W- (3-38) 
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The beauty of the constitutive relationships (3.33), (3.34) is that the elastic moduli 

^•ijlmi Wy> Dijim, Dy 

Cijlm =Z^(kn- ks )Aijlm » (3.39) 

6v 
C» =—£*>*»> (3-40) 

D = ^ ( k _* V 
-.j-) \ fn <vs ' 'Jim 

(3.41) 

6v 
D'J=-Z^koA' (3-42) 

Atj = JAnlnjdn = -8lJ, (3.43) 
a/2 " 

f k 
A M = J Anp^nju = —{8t f8f a + 8udjm + 8,„,S;7} (3.44) 

a/2 -*U 

are obtained from the microstructure (grain and contact distribution) and thus do not 

need to be calibrated from the experiments as in the phenomenological modelling. The 

detailed derivation of A/7, Ayim is given in the Appendix AH. 

Both strains and curvatures being independent deformation measures contribute to 

the elastic energy the system that can be expressed in the following way 

W(r,0 = W(«u,<Pi;) = O(,Y„ +IW (3.45) 

3.3. Homogenisation for large deformations 

Before we start deriving the homogenisation procedure for large deformations it is 

necessary to introduce objective deformation measures from the Cosserat continuum 

theory for large deformations. These measures will then be obtained/recovered from the 

microstructure by homogenisation proposed above. W e will also need the continuum 

equations of motion in terms of velocities, stresses and objective stress rates. 
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Fu=^r = ̂ r = v,j (3-47) 

3.3.1. Large deformations Cosserat continuum theory 

3.3.3.1. Kinematics 

W e will consider, as usual, two configurations: the current frame JC* (Eulerian 

coordinates) and the reference frame Xk (Lagrangian coordinates), xk(t = 0) = Xk (k = 

1,2,3). 

The deformation gradient tensor is 

dx 
^ = ^ r ( U = 1,2,3) (3.46) 

OX j 

and the rate of the deformation gradient tensor is 

dx, dv, 

dxJ~~dXj 

where v, = x, are the components of the velocity vector and (*) means material 

derivative. 

Next we introduce the velocity gradient 

the symmetric part v(iJl) of which is the deformation-rate tensor and skew-symmetric 

(anti-symmetric) part v[ik] is the spin. It is convenient to use the tensorial notations as 

well. Thus if A = [vik\, D = |y(,.J, W = |y(,. J , then A = D + W. Tensors F, A, D, W 

are introduced in the way adopted in the non-linear continuum theories (eg, Eringen, 

1962). The rates of the Cosserat deformation measures, strains and curvature twists, can 

be introduced following Muhlhaus and Hornby (1999): 

Y,,. = vtJ -W;, where W
c = RCRJ (3-49) 

d®i •<• „ dWiCm (35Q) 

K j , - ^ , « , , = , o r ^ = — , (3-50) 

where co,. = cpf is the Cosserat rotation rate, W is the Cosserat spin. 

The meaning of the Cosserat rotation Rc can be explained in terms of the polar 

decomposition theorem: the Cosserat gradient deformation tensor can be represented as 

a composition of rotation and stretching, F* = Rclf. In a particular case when Uc = l, 

one has F* = R*. Therefore the Cosserat rotation Rc has a meaning of the deformation of 
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a particle of a continuum without any stretching (see Figure 3.4). In the 2 D case R0 is 

the rotation matrix of a planar element of the continuum. For example for the plane 

(X\X2) 

Rc = 
coscp -sincp 

sincp* coscp* 
cp*=cp*. (3.51) 

In the 3 D case Rc is the superposition of the rotation matrixes Rc = Rc Rc Rc, where, 
•X~3 X-j ^\ ' ' 

for instance, the matrix representing the rotation along x3-axis is 

K = 
x3 

coscp* -sincp* 0 

sincp* coscp* 0 

0 0 1 
, cp* =(pc3. (3.52) 

The rate of the Cosserat rotation matrix is given by 

x3 

- sm cp 

coscp* 

0 

-coscp* 

- sin cp* 

0 

o" 
0 

0 
r , <pc = <P3 (3.53) 

and the Cosserat spin W* is 

Wc =RCXR
C
X 

0 

1 

0 

-1 0" 

0 0 

0 0 
¥ = 

0 

¥ 
0 

-cp* 0" 

0 0 

0 0 

, cp*=cp*3. (3.54) 

It follows from the last expression that the rate of the Cosserat rotation pseudo-vector 

along x*3-axis 

co = cp* = 

'0 ^ 

0 

t < p c , 

and W ° are related as follows 

0 

¥ 
0 

-cp* 0" 

0 0 

0 0 

W? = ê cp* = 

In general case the superposition of the succession of the axial rotations gives 

(3.55) 
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w; = -̂ (p*. = 

0 

¥ 
¥2 

-<P3 

0 

¥ 

<P2 

<Pi 

0 

(3.56) 

This suggests an interpretation of the Cosserat spin W introduced in (3.49). Because 

wu = Ekji¥k = zkji(Dk, the strain rate (3.49) is a generalization of the Cosserat strain 

(3.31). Similarly, the curvature rate (3.50) is a generalization of the curvature tensor 

(3.32). 

Figure 3.4. A plane element of the Cosserat continuum undergoing the Cosserat rotation 

3.3.1.2. Objectivity ofthe deformation measures and rates 

The Cosserat deformation measures, strains (3.31) and curvatures (3.32), are objective 

since they vanish identically for rigid body movements which consist of the rotation and 

translation. 

This section will prove that the introduced strain rates (3.49) and curvature rates 

(3.50) are objective tensors. It is important since they will be used in the objective 

(frame-indifferent) material laws (constitutive equations) which must be invariant with 

respect to the motion of an observer. 

Let us consider two actual configurations of a body x* and x. T w o motions are called 

objectively equivalent if 

x*(X,t') = Q(t) x(X,t) + c(t), t' = t-a, (3.57) 

where Q is the orthogonal (rotation) matrix, QQT = I, det Q = 1 (in rectangular 

coordinates). Q and c represent, respectively, the rotation and translation of one frame 

with respect to the other or, in other words, the orthogonal transformation of the current 

configuration. Q is a function of time t only since Q represents the orthogonal 

transformation of the current configuration (rigid body rotation). 
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According to the common definition, any tensorial quantity is objective if in any two 

equivalent motions it obeys the appropriate tensor transformation law at all times. It 

means that a second order tensor A, a vector a and a scalar a are objective if in any two 

equivalent motions their components transform according to the rule A* = QAQT, a* = 

Qa, a* = a, where Q = Q(t). 

It follows from (3.46) and (3.57) that the gradient deformation tensor transforms 

according to the following rule 

F* = QF. (3.58) 

Hence 

(F1)* = FlQl=F1QT. (3.59) 

Differentiating (3.58) one gets 

F*=QF + QF. (3.60) 

Then the components of the velocity gradient transform as follows: 

(FF-JJ = F*(F~1)* =(QF + QF)F-XQT = 

= QFF~lQT + QFF-'Qj = QQT + QFF~lQT 

or 

(3.61) 

v*=QQT +QvQT, v = [v,.J. (3.62) 

The Cosserat rotation transforms according to the rule 

R'*=QRC (3.63) 

by a change in observer (the orthogonal transformation of the current configuration). By 

differentiating the last expression one obtains that 

RC*=QRC+QRC (3.64) 

hence, the Cosserat spin Wc = RcRcT obeys the following transformation rule 

Wc* = RC*RJ* = {QRC + QRC )RcTQT = (3.65) 

= QRcRcTQj + QRCRJQT = QQT + QRCRJQT 

W e used in (3.65) that the Cosserat rotation is the orthogonal transformation, 

RCRJ = I. Now, using (3.49) one gets 

Wc* =QQT +QWCQT. (3-66) 
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It follows from (3.49), (3.62) and (3.66) that the Cosserat strain rate y is objective1 

because it obeys the following rule of transformation 

f=(v-Wc)*=QQT+QvQT ~QQT ~QWCQT =Q(v-Wc)QT =&QT. (3.67) 

It should be noted that since the Cosserat spin is anti-symmetric and therefore could be 

expressed through the Cosserat rotation rate as follows 

~\fT/C *"\ • C 

the third order tensor K ,m = —-
Jm- is equivalent to the second order tensor K ,,. = 

dXj
 Jl dXj ' 

Let us prove that the curvature rate (3.50) is objective as well. To find the rule of 

transformations that the third order tensor follows we use (3.66): 

jkm ~. * -. * ~\ -. * 

dXj dXj ox, dXj 

i^tdQml+QkAKlQnu,) 
dx, 

(3.69) 

J 

It follows from the expression (3.57) that 

!2r=|^or(2,=||, (3.70) 

keeping in mind that Q is function of time only one continues (3.69) 

KjJ = Qkp £"(W KQ, = Qkp^Qn^Qjt " (3-71) 

which proves the objectivity of K . 

The objectivity of the second order tensor K followed from the following chain of 

equalities: 

K - Kjk -%*-2rlr*,i\-&^l-2 """dx 
i 

2 "»&; 

-{^QkM^Qps^^ktQjt = 

1 Unlike the strain tensor in conventional non-linear continuum theories with three-degrees of 
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= Q ka 

1 ~\ 1 ^ 

= -E^QkahK^(KR;l)QJi -=-£ a KQ t o ^-fe^)Q, = 

l 
— E OX; 

i dw: 
ats -\ 

OX: 
Qk*=QiiKiaQka=QKQ

T (3.72) 

3.3.1.3. Force equilibrium equation 

Consider momentum of the mass f ovtdV contained in a volume V. Principle of balance 
V 

of momentum reads that the time rate of change of momentum is equal to the resultant 

force acting on the mass (body). 

Suppose, for the sake of simplicity, the body forces are absent. Then 

-^JoVidV=JTidS 

The left-hand side of (3.73) can be rewritten as: 

(3.73) 

^oVidV = ^jov,JtransdV0=j 
lJl v Ul Vn v„L 

since 

D l T \ T DVi 
Vi—W,ran* )+PJ trans— 

dV0=\^pdV = jpaidV 

^ ( p ^ J = ^ = 0,7_=detF 

(3.74) 

(3.75) 

which results from the continuity equation. Thus, the balance of momentum gives 

jpaidV=JTidS,ai=vi. (3.76) 
V s 

After substituting the stress vector (traction) 7/« =q/IX/ in the right hand part of (3.76) 

and applying the Gauss theorem to it, equation (3.76) can be rewritten as follows 

Jpfl,rfV=Jo^dS=Ja^rfV (3.77) 
v s v 

or 

J(pa,-aw)rfV = 0 (3.78) 
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Because of the arbitrary choice of the elementary volume V, the balance of momentum 

principle finally gives 

Pflf =<*w (3-79) 

Let us take the material derivative of (3.76). The left-hand side of (3.76) will produce 

The right-hand side of (3.76) by using the stress vector (traction) T, =Ojikj will give: 

^JTidS=^jcjiXJdS =1(^X^ + 0^), (
3-81> 

D*Js Dfs 

where Xj are components of the normal vector X to the surface of the volume element. 

In order to proceed further the following intermediate result is needed: 

dSr XdS = det F — 2 - (F _1 J X0dS = det FdS0 (F ~
X J XQ = (3.82) 

= det F dS0 (F"' J X0 + det FdS0 (F~
l J X0 = 

= vkk detFdS0(F~
1)TX0+ detFdS0(F~

l)TX0 = 

= vkkXdS + det FdS0 (F~
l )T X0, 

where Xo is the surface normal in the reference configuration, dSo is the surface element 

in the reference configuration, dS is the surface element in the current configuration. 

Term (F~l)T can be found by taking material derivative of both parts of the 

identity FF"1 =/: 

FFl +FF~i = 0 . 

From here 

and 

F'1 =-F~xFF 

( F V =-(F-1FF-X)T 
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N o w (3.82) reads 

XdS = vkkXdS -detF(F-
lFF-ljX0dSQ. (3.83) 

Since (3.83) is valid for an arbitrary configuration, consider a configuration X0 that is 

close to the current one X, and perform a limiting transition XQ-^-X. A S a result, one 

obtains F —» -F, F-+I, detF—>1, XQ—>X, dS0-*dS and 

XdS = vkJlXdS-F
TXdS . (3.84) 

In the index notation (3.84) reads 

XjdS = vktkXjdS - (Fjk)' XkdS = vk,kXjdS-vkJXkdS . (3.85) 

N o w one can continue (3.81): 

—JTtdS = j(aXdS + oXdS) = (3.86) 
D* s s 

= jdjtXjdS + jCjiV^XjdS-jOjiV.jX.dS. 
s s s 

After applying the Gauss theorem to (3.86), equation (3.80) can be written in the form: 

jpdidV=l(dji)JdV+j(ajivk<k)JdV-j(ajivkJ)^dV. (3.87) 
V V V V 

Because of the arbitrary choice of the elementary volume, the integrand of (3.87) must 

be zero, which leads to the following force equilibrium equation for every point of the 

elementary volume: 

pa,. =(CJI)J +(oJivkk)J -((J„vuX* (3.88) 

or, changing the mute indexes, 

pa,. = (a, \j + (a„vu),, - (ckivhk )tJ. (3.89) 

The material derivative o can be expressed through the objective Jaumann co-rotational 

v 
rate cr as follows 

a , = a , + cT,W^+W,CTfa.. (3.90) 
ji ~ "ji^^jk^ik ' " jk 

Then the force equilibrium equation (3.89) becomes 

pa,. =(aji)J +(ajkWik)J + ( W J t o , ) J + ( o , v w ) J -(o«v M ), y . (3.91) 
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The right hand side of (3.89) can be rewritten in an equivalent form, ie 

pa,. =a,,;. + c;,,,vM. (3.89') 

Consequently, after replacing the material derivative for the vectorial quantity Gpj with 

the Jaumann co-rotational rate ajtJ =Gji,j-Wikojkj, the force equilibrium equation 

(3.89') will produce: 

pa,. = ajitJ + WlkaJkJ +oJtJvktk. (3.90') 

One should note that equation (3.89') can be obtained by taking the material 

derivative directly from the force balance equation (3.79), ie 

-pvwa,+pd,. = a,,,;., (3.89 ) 

which immediately gives (3.89'). 

3.3.1.4. Moment equilibrium equation 

W e shall start with the principle of balance of moment of momentum that reads that the 

time rate of change of moment of momentum about a fixed point is equal to the 

resultant moment about that point. For the Cosserat continuum in which three additional 

degrees of freedom, independent Cosserat rotations, are present w e complement the 

moment of momentum of the mass f 7 x pvdV contained in a volume V with a part 

accounting for the presence of the Cosserat rotations, ie j JcooV , where r = {Xj} is the 
V 

radius vector of a point of the elementary volume dV, JoO is the isotropic tensor of the 

rotational inertia of the spherical grain per unit volume, J = 2mR2N/5V =p(D2/lO), 

co = cp* is the Cosserat rotation rate. 

Suppose, for the sake of simplicity, the body forces and moment are absent. Then 

—j(rxpv + J(b)dV = jrxfdS + jMdS . (3.92) 
Dt v s s 

By using the stress vector (traction) 7/, =OjiXj and moment vector (torsion) M , -\ijiXj and 

after applying the Gauss theorem, the right-hand side of (3.92), can be rewritten as: 

file://-/ijiXj
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j^kj
x
kTjdS + JMidS = fEikjXkapjXpdS + j[ijiXjdS=JEikJ(xkapj)^dV + jiiJ.JdV = 

s s s S V v 

= \Eikj(°kj + xkapjtP)dV+j\ijLJdV . (3.93) 
V V 

The second term in the first integral in the right-hand part of (3.93) cancels with the first 

term in the left-hand part of (3.92). Indeed, the first term in the left-hand side of (3.92) 

can be rewritten as: 

—JVxpvW **- — JEikjxkpVjdV =^jeikjxkpJtransVjdV0 = 

= jj-(9JtranS)
E
ikj

xk^jdVQ + jeikjpJtmns—(xkvj)dV0 =jeikjp(vkVj +xkaj)dV, (3.94) 
v0

 Ut
 y < v0

 Ut V 
=0,sincepJlrms=p0 

Ara.v=detF. 

Taking into account that e^pv^ypO as a product of the antisymmetric alternating tensor 

and the diadic vkVj which is insensitive to changing the order of indexes, and that 

paj=oPj!P, equation (3.94) finally produces the desired result, ie 

-^JVxpvoY = JEikjxkapJ,pdV . (3.95) 
Dt v v 

Meanwhile, the second term in the left-hand side of (3.92) can be rewritten as: 

— f J(bdV = — [J(DidV = — — f pco,oV =—— f py,ra„,co,.aV0 = 
ntJ ntJ ' in r>fJr ' in n J ,mns ' ° 

- J 
in J 

D i T \ j D(D 

Mi-^lWtrans )+PJ p. v irtms / • trans j~* 

D2 rD(D 
d v ° = 177 i-Frpdv=!Jv>dv - (3-96) 10 Jv Dt 

where \j> = co = cp is angular acceleration. 

Taking into account (3.93), (3.95) and (3.96), the balance of moment of momentum 

gives 

JJ¥,dy = Je,,;a,dV + Jn,Jjy. (3.97) 
V V V 

Because of the arbitrariness of the elementary volume, the integrand of (3.97) must be 

zero, which gives us the following moment equilibrium equation for every point of the 

elementary volume: 
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^,=e,,,o,;.+^;,., 

Let us take the material derivative of (3.92): 

(3.98) 

— \(tik.pxkaj + Jx|/,)oV = — jeikJxkapjXpdS + JV ..A,dS . (3.99) 

The left-hand side of (3.99) will produce 

—J(BikJpxkaj+Jyi)dV=jeikjvkpaJdV + leikJxkpdjdV + jJyidV. (3.100) 
UtV V V V 

The right-hand side of (3.100), after performing the material differentiation and using 

Gauss' theorem, similarly to the way the force equilibrium in rates (3.89) was obtained, 

gives 

Dt 

\ 

\EikjXkr5pjXpdS+\\xnXjdS 

s s 

= jEikj (
v
k,pVpj +

 v
kGpj.P + °kj +

 xk &pj),P)
dV + 

+ jEikj (**°P,
V<M ).p dV ~\Eikj (

Xk^pjVQ.p ),<,
 dV + 

+ j(iiJi)JdV + j(iijivk,k)JdV-j(iLjiVj!k)JdV. (3.101) 

Inserting (3.96) and (3.88) into the right hand part of (3.100) and collecting similar 

terms together with (3.101) one obtains the following balance of moment of momentum 

in the integral form: 

+ 

j7ij/,aV = \EikjGkj
dV + K ^ ^ o V + 

V V V 

jdij^jdV + jbijiV^jdV-j^Vj^.dV. (3.102) 

Because of the arbitrary choice of the elementary volume, the integrand of (3.102) must 

be zero, which gives the following balance of moment of momentum in terms of rates 

for every point of the elementary volume: 

Wi =***« + WW, +(M.; +0V*.*>J -0*«vM>.r (3-103) 
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The material derivatives a and jj, can, following (3.90), be expressed through the 

objective Jaumann co-rotational rate. The moment equilibrium equation (3.103) then 

becomes: 

^ v 

Wt = Eikj °kj +
 Eikj°kpWjp + e , ^ p a p . +eikjckjvqq + 

+ (liji)J+(\xjkWik)J+(Wjkiiki)J+(iijivk<k)J -Oi„vM),r (3.104) 

The right hand side of (3.103) can be rewritten in an equivalent form, ie 

JVi = tikfikj + \*>j,,j + (zikjGkj + Vjij >q,q • (3.1030 

Consequently, after replacing the material derivative for the vectorial quantity Uy()/ with 

the Jaumann co-rotational rate |u,7(J =]Xjij-Wik\ijkj, the moment equilibrium equation 

(3.1030 produces: 

JVt = Eikj vkj +
 EikJGkp

Wjp + Eikj
WkP°Pj + Vjij + Wik\iJkJ + (EikJakj + lxjLj)vfli,. (3.1040 

One should note that equation (3.1030 can be obtained by taking the material derivative 

directly from the moment balance equation (3.98), ie 

- JvKkM?i + JVi = eikjakJ + \ijij . (3.103 ) 

which immediately gives (3.1030-

Force and moment equilibrium equations in the form (3.91) and (3.104) are useful 

for the finite element formulation because they allow the reformulation in increments. 

3.3.2. Derivation of the constitutive equations from microstructure 

For large deformations we formulate the problems in terms of the velocities and spins. 

Correspondingly, in considering the reference sphere (Figure 3.2) w e replace the 

displacements and rotation vectors with the vectors of velocities and spins. Then w e 

rewrite the averaged equations of motion for the reference sphere (3.4) and (3.5) as 

follows 

Pav=^\AF"dn,alp=lp, (3.105) 

file:///ijij
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D2 3v r 6v f -
P ~ 1 0 ~ ^ = ^ | A * x F " ' d n + ̂ rJAM*dn, Vsp=(Dsp, (3.106) 

where vsp = vsp(r,t) and (bsp =(bsp(r,t) are the expected values of the velocities and 

spins, ie the averages over all positions of the particles in which the reference sphere 

centre is originally at r . 

The equations of motion (3.105), (3.106) are written for each sphere of the discrete 

system. W h e n w e consider the continuum description, each point of the continuum is 

thought as being associated with the centroid of the reference sphere. Velocities vs and 

spins (bsp of the sphere are understood in the continuum description as field variables v 

and co representing the translational and rotational degrees of freedom of each point of 

the continuum. 

Next w e suppose that the ergodicity (as a property that every sequence or sizable 

sample is equally representative of the whole) is satisfied, ie the average over 

realisations, that is over all positions of the reference sphere, is equal to the average 

over large volume element. The average over realizations is given by averaging of the 

force equilibrium equation over all positions of contacts at the representative reference 

sphere: 

K)«*-=p^=^J-4F<"*- (3107) 

According to the ergodicity hypothesis 

(P%) r, = (pOvato* in • (3-108) 
\ r I realizations \ r I discrete medium 

The average over large volume element V containing N particles reads 

discrete medium 1\ k=\ 

where ais
 (k) = vt

(k) is the acceleration of the £th sphere in the volume V, vtk) its 

velocity. The summation in (3.109) is conducted over all particles, which is a discrete 

equivalent to the volume integration. W e keep in mind that w e aim to construct an 

equivalent continuum representation of the discrete material such that their macroscopic 

(averaged over large volume elements) behaviours are equivalent. That is why the 

volume average, the right hand part of (3.109), must be equal to the volume average in 

the equivalent continuum, ie 
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(PO,-sp)volume in = \P<*1 sp)vohme in =— \pa,dV , (3.110) 
* ' Hhrrptfi medium * ' mntinuum 1/ * 

where in the right-hand side of (3.110) a,, is the acceleration of a point of the 

continuum. Equation (3.79) is the equation of motion for the continuous medium. Since 

all macroscopic field variables are assumed to be smooth and change little within the 

volume element (in the sense that the characteristic lengths of the variations must be 

much greater than the size of the volume element), one can write 

7 ^ 7 [f(y)dV, « f(x). Therefore 
V(x)v

J
rx) 

ijpa,dV=pa,.. (3.111) 
V 

The insertion of (3.79) into (3.111) finalises the chain of formulae (3.107)-(3.111) into 

the following result 

6v r 
-£.JAF;dn = GjiJ. (3.112) 

In the left-hand side of (3.112) we have pais , where ais is the acceleration of a 

reference sphere, which is equated by pa. in the right-hand side, where a, is the 

acceleration of a point of the continuum. This opened a way to deduce the constitutive 

equations from the microstructure. 

Appendix AIII shows that with the adopted accuracy the equation (3.112) can be 

obtained from the following equation 

Oii=^\UFi
nnjdn. (3.113) 

nD 
a 

This can be viewed as a definition of stress tensor consistent with the one suggested by 

Jenkins (1988). 

Following the same line of reasoning, the application of the ergodicity hypothesis to 

the moment equilibrium equation (3.106), analogously to (3.112), gives 

3v. f ._ - . 6v 
JA[nxFn]idn + —^lAMi

ndn = EijkGjk+[ijLJ. (3.114) 
itD'i nD u 
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In the left-hand side of (3.114) we have p(D2/lO)\j/,jp, where yls is the angular 

acceleration of a reference sphere, which is equated by p(D2/lO)yl in the right-hand 

side, where \|/,. is the angular acceleration of a point of the continuum. 

One can show that the moment stress tensor can be defined, similarly to (3.113), as 

3v JV c 

nD 
(3.115) 

Analogously to Appendix AIII it can be shown that with the adopted accuracy equation 

(3.114) can be obtained if the relations (3.113) and (3.115) are used in the right-hand 

side of (3.114). 

The insertion of (3.113) into (3.91) and (3.113) together with (3.115) into (3.104) 

respectively gives: 

P«, = 
nD 

•\AF"njdn + (°jkWik)J+(Wjkcki)J+(oJivk,k)J-(Gkivj,k)J, (3.116) 

Dl . 

10 ' ikj nD: 
•\AFj"nkdn + 

3v 

nD 
s
T{AM.

nn,dn + 

+ EikjGkpWJP +eikjWkpcpj +Eikjokjvqq +(lijkWik)J +(WJkixki)j+(iijivkJl)J -0A*v,,4)>r 

(3.117) 

Since we assumed that the distribution function A (particle arrangement/packing) and 

area of integration dn do not change (the distribution of normal vectors over the particle 

surface is independent off), equations (3.116), (3.117) can be written as 

3v. 
Pa, = — V 

7tD2 
JAF^njdn +(ajkWik +Wjkcki +Oj,vw -a t t v M ) i ; , (3.118) 

J.J 

D2 . 3vs 
10 ;7tD2 

3v (. v 
JAF;nkdn + — S

T JAMfnjdn 
nD 

+ 

+ EikJGkpWjp +£ikJWkpopj + e w o v v M +(\xjkWik)J +(Wjk\xki)J+(\ijivk,k)J-(\LkivJ,k)J. 

(3.119) 
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W e also suppose that the analogue of linear response to force (3.8) and moment (3.9) 

holds for the Jaumann derivative of force and the velocity and for the Jaumann 

derivative of moment and the Cosserat rotation rate respectively (after Muhlhaus et al, 

2000), that is 

F" = £Av", (3.120) 

Mn=KMbn, (3.121) 

where Av" and Acb" are the corresponding analogues of Aw" and Acp" (formula (3.6) 

and (3.7) respectively): 

Av" =v" -v + Dnxco + —nx(co" -co), 

Aco" =co"-co. 

Substituting (3.120) into (3.118) and (3.120) and (3.121) into (3.119), one has 

(3.122) 

(3.123) 

pa, 
nD' 

JAKAvfnjdn + (ojkWlk + WJkaki +o;/vM -auvjJe)j, 

\a ),j 

(3.124) 

D 2 . 
p — 1 1 / = e 

10 v nD 
«JZ^\AKAv>*dn + zkr\ j^LA^njdn 

nD' 
+ 

J 

+ eikjokpWjp + EikjWkpapj + EikJakjvq<q + (iijkWik) j + ( ^ ( i J j + d i A J r t e ) , ; -

(3.125) 

Insertion of (3.122) and (3.123) into the first term in the right hand part of (3.124) and 

the first and second terms in the right hand part of (3.125) followed by changing the 

integration area to the integration over the half of a spherical angle gives the following 

result: 

nD' 
JAKAv"njdn 

^ 3v/ 

J,J 
nD' 

f A[K(vn -v + DnX(b + — nx((b" -co))],n;dn 

3v, 

nD' 
JA[K(vn -v~n)\njdn 
a/2 

-\ k ( ^ 
J*2A[nx co], n,an + • 

nD 
JJ 

a/2 

+ 

+ 
3V,*, 
27tD 

|A[nx(co" -2co + co H)\njdn 
i^a/2 

(3.126) 
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3v, 
Eiki — V [ A K A v " n k d n + —

S
T\ f ALAco"n,an 

7tD TtD' 
JJ 

= 8 -j A[K(vn -v + Dnxib + —nx((bn -(b))]jnkdn + 

+ ̂ r\ fAL(co"-co,.)n,on 

7l"D'' 

D _ 

"2 

3v. 
I A[n x AT(V " - v + Dn x co + — n x (co" - co))], dn + — y I AL(co" - co, )n}dn 

nD' 

3vjcs 

nD' 

6vA 
- f Anx(v" -v ")dn + —'—*- jAnx(nx(b)dn + 
a/2 KD a/2 

+ -
3vA 
27iD 

3v, 
J* An x (n x (co" - 2co + co-" ]jdn + —*T j AL((b" - co"" }ijdn 
a/2 %D I ^2 

(3.127) 

/.; 

Replacing the v- and co- differences with the corresponding Taylor expansions and 

keeping the leading the terms in D (analogously to (3.24)-(3.27)), one has 

3v, 

nD' 
f A K A v > y a n = - M ( * B -ks)Ajim^.mj+KAj\ij + ksAljEUk(DkJ]+0(l), (3.128) 

3v. JV r JV r 
Eiki—T\AKAv"nkdn + —'- \ 
,kJnD2{ J nD2[{ 

ALA(D"njdn 

6v A r A 1, 6v 

7^-\EUkAjpVk<p+EijmEmlkAlj(Dk\+ ^ 
AjUkh^tlK -*,.)4*^.« +*, Awai/> M]+oa) 

(3.129) 

and consequently arrives to the following motion equations, generalisation of Lame 

equations (3.28), (3.29), in rates (in terms of the velocity and the Cosserat rotation rate) 

Pa, = 
6 ^ 

7tD 
[(*• -ks)AjlmVl,mj+ksAjVi,lJ + * A

E « C D * J + 
(3.130) 

+ (aJkWik +WJkau+ojtvktk -auvJtk)j 
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D2 . 6v k r l 6v r i 
P7o~¥' ="iST^A*v*-" +e^e^A;°)J+^-K -^M^co,^ + *,,A„a>,, J+ 

+ e*<V* +e,^cr/, +e^owvM +Oi^Wtt).; + (^Hjj+^/uJ.r^v,,), 

(3.131) 

or by extracting the strain rates and curvature rates (3.49),(3.50) 

oai =^[(k» -ks)Ajim'iim+ksAj'iii\j+^jkWik +WJkoki +OjiVk>k -ouvJtkXj, (3.132) 

plo"xj/'-= e^ "^D ^" "*')V.Yta +
ksAjyik]+-^[{kVn ~Ks)AijlmKlm +^A;KJ . + 

+ £^/> +E/A°P;
 +£*°*/M +(^^J,i +(^^-),; +(^i,vu)J -(»kiVj,k)j. 

(3.133) 

Comparing (3.132) and (3.133) with (3.91) and (3.104) respectively we obtain the 

following objective constitutive relationships 

6v5 
on = nD l(K ~K)Aijlmylm + M „ Y „ L (3.134) 

Vji =^rjlk»n -KsKm^m +^A;Kj. (3.135) 

The constitutive equations (3.134), (3.135) are mathematically elegant and provide the 

frame invariant constitutive relationships. They are consistent with the principle of the 

material objectivity since the Jaumann derivatives are objective, so are the rates of the 

Cosserat strain and curvatures in the right hand side. The beauty of these constitutive 

relationships is that the non-standard elastic moduli Cy/OT, Cy, D^m, Dy are given by 

(3.39)-(3.44), ie the same as in the constitutive relationships for infinitesimal 

deformations (3.33), (3.34). They were obtained from the microstructure (grain and 

contact distribution) and thus do not to be calibrated from the experiments like in the 

phenomenological modelling. 

3.4. Conclusion 

The macroscopic behaviour of granular materials can be modelled by considering a 

statistically representative particle and its Newton's equations of motion. Particles can 

be represented by ideal spherical balls if alongside with the contact forces, contact 
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moments are introduced. These forces and moment are statistically equivalent to the 

distributions of microstresses at the contact area of the real particles. Relative 

displacement and rotation of the reference sphere with respect to the neighbouring 

particles are developed in the Taylor series. Retaining only leading terms in force -

relative displacement and moment - relative rotation relations with subsequent 

averaging over all possible positions of the contacts leads to macroscopic equations of 

Cosserat continuum with the grain spin becoming an internal variable, identified as the 

Cosserat rotation. The evolution equation for the grain spin is obtained from the 

moment equilibrium equation. 

Constitutive relationships for the components of the stress and moment stress tensors 

are obtained for the isotropic and independent of the position distribution of contacts. 

The elastic moduli are expressed through the contact stiffnesses, solid volume fraction, 

coordination number and diameter of the sphere. These constitutive equations hold for 

other statistically homogeneous particle arrangements with only terms Ayim and Ay 

needed to be recalculated according to the specified packing architecture, ie to the 

specified distribution function A. 

The model based on the approach of homogenisation by differential expansions can 

also be generalised to the case of large deformations. This resulted in the Cosserat 

continuum theory with six independent kinematical degrees of freedom: velocities and 

Cosserat rotation rates. Since w e opened a way to deduce constitutive equations from 

the microstructure, frame invariant constitutive relationships are derived when 

corresponding objective deformation measures introduced. The advantage of this 

approach to previous developments in the area is that this model does not require 

experimental calibration of the parameters (non-standard elastic moduli) as they arise 

naturally from the microstructure. W e emphasise that it is the presence of the 

independent rotational degrees of freedom in the formulation that allowed the 

introduction of the objective deformation measures. 

W e have not attempted to include every possible micro structural feature of a real 

granular material into our model. Instead w e have concentrated on a few typical 

properties such as coordination, discreteness of contacts, the six kinematically 

independent degrees of freedom of the individual grains. These form the basic 

ingredients for a macroscopic theory inspired by a selection of micro-mechanical 

features. The model m a y provide order of magnitude estimates if experiments are not 
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available or provide guidance to the experimentalist in the selection of quantities to 

measure or observe. 
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4. PATH INDEPENDENT INTEGRALS FOR COSSERAT CONTINUA AND 

APPLICATION TO CRACK PROBLEMS 

We generalise Noether's theorem to include Cosserat continua and derive corresponding 

conservation laws and path independent boundary integrals. From translational 

invariance of the deformation energy w e obtain the Cosserat generalisation of the J-

integral. In a Cosserat continuum, additional integrals follow from rotational invariance. 

4.1. Introduction 

Previous chapters showed that the presence of additional DOF causes profound effects 

on both wave propagation and the way the large deformations in such continua can be 

described. In this and following chapters w e investigate the effect of the additional D O F 

on fracture. 

In the case of the Cosserat continuum these are the three independent rotational 

degrees of freedom, which exist in addition to the usual three translational degrees of 

freedom. The vector fields of the degrees of freedom may exhibit discontinuities, cracks 

in the case of the displacements and, in addition in a Cosserat continuum, 

discontinuities in the fields of the independent rotations. The latter may be modelled as 

distributions of disclinations ̂ discontinuities in the Cosserat rotation fields). 

W e will start with investigating the effect of D O F on path independent integrals. The 

stability criterion or growth criterion can then be formulated in terms of the 

thermodynamic couple acting on the rotation discontinuity. 

4.2. Path independent integrals 

We follow closely the derivation as outlined in the lecture notes by Muhlhaus (1993b) 

for the case of a standard continuum. The notes are based on Guenther's (1962) version 

and application of the theorem of Noether (1918). 

4.2.1. Elastic energy variation 

In a Cosserat continuum the elastic energy per unit volume W is a function of the so 

called relative deformation y,y and the gradient of the independent rotations Ky- (eg, 

Mindlin and Tiersten, 1962; Nowacki, 1970). The position of material points is 
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described by £,„, xt, (reference and current configurations respectively), where 

x/=x,(£,„), Z,=x(t=0). 

W e consider energy variations due to the variations of the reference coordinates 

£m->£m+§£m as well as variations of the current coordinates *,-»*,•+&,•, 8x,=5xx/+xi;/„8^n, 

where the subscripted x in o^x, means that the variation is performed with £ fixed, and 

(.),m=d/d^,„. In analogy, the variations of the energy density, the displacements and the 

Cosserat rotations read dW=8xW+W>mb*Z)ln, 8«1-=5»Mf+-«/,m5 f̂„ ScpFOjCpft-cp^S^. The 

energy variation ofthe body occupying the volume Kis obtained as: 

8F = 8jw(y.,.,K,>/vT = J(S,W + ( W 8 U , m M v (4.1) 

Inserting into (4.1) the stress and moment stress tensors c^dW/dyp, iiji=dW/dKji and 

the relative deformation and curvature tensors y/FWij-e^cp*, K/pcp/j, along with the 

consideration of moment and angular moment equilibrium, viz O/y+/,=0, 

\ijij+ EykOjk+mi=0, where f and m, are body forces and moments respectively, yields: 

8F = J((W8&J.m +(-(ay,«,m + Li,,.cp,m)8£m +CT,,.8M, + |iJl.5q>/)J 

-/(/,«,> + ™,<P„m)8£mavT + J(/,5M,. + m,8cp,)avT , (4.2) 

Application of Gauss theorem and assuming that the fields are divergence free within 

,̂ i.e. no singularities of the solutions within V, yields: 

8F = j{(Wnm -T,u,„ -M,cp, m ) 8^ +7,611, +M,8cp,}^T 

~ j(Mi.m + mflltmy8Zmdvx + j(fM + m,8cp,.)OvT, (4.3) 

where S is an arbitrary closed surface in V (or closed contour in 2D), including eg, the 

boundary of the volume V; Tt =Ojinj and M , =jiy/n,- are the stress vector (traction) and 

moment vector (torsion) respectively. The latter two terms in equation (4.3) represent 

the work of the external surface forces and moments. 

W e will n ow try to find infinitesimal variations 8£,n, 8«„ Sep, in such a way that 

8F = 8JVavT=0 (4.4) 

with respect to these variations. 
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4.2.2. Derivation of path independent integrals 

4.2.2.1. Energy invariance with respect to the rigid body translation 

The strain energy has to be invariant with respect to rigid body translations of the body 

as a whole, i.e. the translation of the origin of the coordinate system must leave the 

energy unchanged. In this case the components 8£,n are independent, arbitrary constants 

and 8 C P F 8 M F 0 . From (4.3) and (4.4) it follows: 

«- = nm = J (Wnm -7>,m - M,cp,m)dsx - j(/>,m + m,.cp,m)dvT = 0. (4.5) 

In the derivation of (4.5) we have assumed that the volume under consideration is 

divergence free, i.e. free of singularities. If there is a singularity within V then the vector 

n m * 0 in general, whereby the value of the components are independent of the extent 

of the volume surrounding the singularity. Hence the integrals 

n „ = j(Wnm -7>,.m -M,cp.m)aT- J(/>,m +/n,cp,Javr (4.6) 
r vr 

are invariant with respect to the choice of volume V. This is a generalisation of the 

correspondent result for classical continuum (see Shiratori et al, 1986). If the body 

forces and moments are absent w e arrive at the 3 D Cosserat analogue to the well known 

path independent J-integral of the standard continuum. Since 8 F = nm8H,OT w e may 

interpret IIm as the force acting on the singularity or defect contained within T and 

8E = TIm8h)m is the virtual work associated with a translation of the defect by 8w,. The 

moment and angular moment equilibrium condition are recovered if w e assume in (4.3) 

and (4.4) that 8M, and Sep, are arbitrary, independent constants and 8t. = 0. In this 

context w e would like to mention the paper by Atkinson and Leppington (1977). For the 

case of a Cosserat continuum with constrained rotations the authors show (using a n-

type integral) that the energy release rate tends to the classical result as the couple stress 

(or micropolar) parameter tends to zero. 

4.2.2.2. Energy invariance with respect to the rigid body rotation 

In isotropic materials the deformation energy has also to be invariant with respect to 

rigid body rotations. If the rotations are infinitesimal w e have Q=I+<&, <£>,,=%•.&*, 

Qk=l/2Ekj&y; accordingly 8£=<I>£, 8u=®u and 8cp=<I>cp. Inserting into (4.3) yields: 
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A P =Hma{j{(Wnm -7>,.w -M,cp.j£ a + 7 > a + MIfI<pa}<fct 

" J (/>,.„ + m,.<p,,m )£a0vT + J (/>,. + m,q>, )avT} = 0. (4.7) 

The integrals 

A p = ̂ ma{j{(Wnm - 7 > , m - M , c p , J ^ +Tmua + Mmcp a}aT 
r 

- J ( M . » +mWi,m)lJvr + J ( / > a + mmcpa)avr} (4.8) 

are invariant with respect to the choice of volume V. If the body forces and moments are 

absent the result is consistent with the one obtained by Lubarda and Markenscoff (2000) 

following a different approach for a Cosserat continuum with constrained rotations. 

Physically Am represents the moment conjugate in energy to the rotation Q.m of the 

defect; the corresponding virtual work expression reads 8F = A m Q m . 

4.2.3. Application of path independent integrals to cracks in the Cosserat continuum 

As an example, application of the path independent integrals (4.6) to an arbitrary semi-

infinite crack parallel the x2-axis in plane x:ix2 for the case of zero body forces and 

moments, gives rii=ri3=0 (Figure 4.1) and, 

T-* C, du, du2 dcp3x _ e. dux du2 dq>3 

=j(a^jzipa+ajJt^^^jJzhJih2)dX2. (4.9) 
J dx2 dx2 dx2 

Assuming a Barenblatt-type process zone we have relationships cu(Au\), rji2(Aw2) and 

moment stress (Xi3(A(p3) in the zone and for crack growth along the x2-axis (4.9) can be 

written as: 

V dAux(x2) , ̂  dAu2(x2) dA(p3(x2) _ 
n 2 =-|(CTl l-^x7" 1 2 ^ ^ ^ 1 3 "^T" ) 2" 

4«„ A«2» A93, 

= - joxx(Aux)dAux - jax2(Au2)dAu2 - j^ix3(A(p3)dA(p3 , 
0 0 0 

Aw, ~ux -u~, Au2-u2 - u 2 , Acp3=cp3 -cp3 , (4.10) 
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where Aux,, Au2„ and Acp3» are the maximum displacements and rotation discontinuity 

respectfully, lzone is the length of the process zone. The analogue to (4.10) for a standard 

continuum was derived by Rice (1968). 

Figure 4.1. Semi-infinite crack in a Cosserat continuum and oriented contour around the 

crack, lzone denotes the length of the process zone. 

4.3. Conclusion 

The Cosserat continuum is characterised by the presence of three additional degrees of 

freedom corresponding to three components of independent Cosserat rotation. 

Consequently, three additional crack modes (Modes IV - VI) should exist. These cracks 

can be envisaged as discontinuities in the corresponding components of the Cosserat 

rotation and modelled as distributions of disclinations (or disclination loops). The 

criteria of growth can then be formulated by generalising the concept of path 

independence integral for the Cosserat continuum. Path independent integrals were 

derived from the invariance of the deformation energy of a Cosserat continuum with 

respect to rigid body translations and rotations of the c o m m o n (reference and current) 

frame of reference. The translational invariance yields three path-independent II-

integrals, which for vanishing internal length reduce to the familiar J-integrals. The 

rotational invariance (in the case of isotropy) yields an additional set of three path-

independent integrals. 
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5. STRESS AND FAILURE ASSOCIATED WITH SLIDING IN LAYERED 

MATERIALS 

We consider a special type of failure in layered materials with sliding interfaces. Edge 

dislocations (displacement discontinuities) and a disclination (the discontinuity in the 

derivative of layer deflection) are studied in 2 D Cosserat continuum approximation. The 

disclination-generated moment stress decays as inverse square root of the distance, r. In 

the direction perpendicular to layering the new fracture mode emerged. It develops as a 

progressive breakage of layers forming a narrow zone. This zone propagates as a 

"bending crack", ie a crack that can be represented as a distribution of disclinations. 

Both semi-infinite and finite bending cracks perpendicular to layering are considered 

and closed from solutions are derived. The moment stress concentration at the crack tip 

has a singularity of the power -1/4. Fracture criteria of bending crack propagation are 

formulated. 

5.1. Introduction 

In this chapter we continue the investigation of the effect of the additional DOF on 

fracture. Towards this end, w e consider a layered material with sliding layers for which 

this effect is easily observed. 

Delamination in layered materials makes the layers susceptible to bending and, if the 

load is sufficiently high, to fracture. The fracture may develop as a progressive breakage 

of layers forming a narrow zone propagating as a "bending crack". This situation is 

analysed using a 2 D Cosserat continuum model of the layered material. Edge 

dislocations (displacement discontinuities) and a disclination (the discontinuity in the 

derivative of layer deflection) are considered for the case of free layer sliding. 

The disclination does not create shear stresses along the axis perpendicular to the 

direction of layering, while the dislocation does not create a moment stress along the 

same axis. This enables one to consider a "pure bending crack", i.e. the crack consisting 

of disclinations only. The moment stress singularity at the crack tip is determined. Such 

a crack can only propagate in the direction perpendicular to the layering owing to the 

stress localization. Both semi-infinite and finite cracks perpendicular to the layering are 

considered. In both cases the problem is reduced to an Abel's integral equation and 

closed form solutions are obtained. A problem for a semi-infinite bending crack normal 
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to the direction of layers is reduced to a problem of linear relationship that is solved in 

closed form. 

This chapter introduces criteria of bending crack propagation. A criterion of growth 

is also formulated by generalising the J-integral concept derived in the previous chapter. 

Since the problem is 2 D the components of the Cartesian coordinate system will be 

noted as xyz instead of xix2x3 used in the previous chapters, u and v will be used for the 

components of the displacement vector (instead of u\ and u2), Qz for the Cosserat 

rotation (instead of cp3). Also the lettered index notations will be used for the 

correspondent components of stress and moment stress tensors a and \i. The state of 

plane strain will be assumed throughout the chapter. 

5.2. Cosserat continuum model of layered material with sliding layers 

Let us consider a 2D approximation referred to a cross section normal to layers. Let the 

x-axis of the Cartesian co-ordinate set (xyz) be directed parallel to the layers, j-axis 

perpendicular to the layers and z-axis be the direction in which material is supposed to 

have infinite length. The layers are allowed to slide freely one over each other, rigidity 

of the contact in the vertical direction is assumed. The layers are supposed to be 

isotropic, made out of the same material and of the same thickness, with Young's 

modulus E, Poisson's ratio v, and the layer thickness b (Figure 1.8). 

W e established in Chapter 1 that in the case when the sliding of the layers is 

permitted, the difference between the existing Cosserat type theories for layered 

materials, ie Zvolinskii and Shkinek (1984), Muhlhaus (1993a) and Adhikary and 

Dyskin (1997) theories, vanishes. Then the behaviour of the corresponding Cosserat 

continuum will be governed by the following set of the Lame equations (1.36)-(1.38): 

. d2u . d2v 
A"a77+A'2a^=0' (11) 

An^ + G>pL + ^-G'z^ = 0, (5.2) 
dxdy dx2 dy2 dx 

B<^ + G"<t -G'fiz=0. (5.3) 
dx dx 

Here w e supposed that the body forces and moments were absent. Expressions for 

stiffness coefficients Ay can be taken for example in the form (1.11) and Cosserat 
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moduli G" and B from for example (1.10). It is obvious that the whole media is 

anisotropic because G"=G£G'=0. 

5.3. Uniqueness of the solution 

Suppose that there exist two solutions u\ v\ Q.z and u", v", Qz" satisfying the same 

boundary conditions. W e consider their difference u=u'-u", v=v'-v", Q.Z=Q.Z'-Q.Z". The 

solution u, v, Qz satisfies zero boundary conditions. This means that the work of the 

external forces and moments is zero and consequently the work of internal forces and 

moments associated with this stress-strain state, ie the elastic energy is zero W(u, v, 

Q.z)=0. Taking into account the deformation measures (1.8) and governing equations 

(1.5), (1.6) for the case of sliding (G -0) one obtains the elastic energy density (elastic 

potential) in the following form: 

W(u,v,£lz) = Al 
(du\ 

dx 
+ 2A, 

J 

du dv 

dx dy 
+ A 

fdvY (dv 
22 

dy 
+ G 

dx 
£1. + B 

J 

(d^ 

dx 
(5.4) 

Since the quadratic form W is positive definite, W(£,Q=0 if and only if C,=0, where in 

our case C=(du/dx, dv/dy, dv/dx-Q.z, dQJdx). Then one obtains the following set of 

equations: 

duldx = dv/dy = 0, (5.5) 

dQz/dx = 0, (5.6) 

dv/8x-Qz = 0. (5.7) 

It follows from (5.5) that u and v are arbitrary functions of y and x respectively: u=f(y), 

v=g(x). In the same way, from (5.6) one obtains that Qz is an arbitrary function of y, 

Q,z=h(y). Then (5.7) produces g'(x)=n(j)=C=const. Since g is an arbitrary function of x 

and h is an arbitrary function of y, it implies the only solution that reads v=Cx+Ci, 

Q,Z=C, u=f(y). This means that vertical displacement and Cosserat rotation give usual 

rigid body translation and rotation, while the horizontal displacement being an arbitrary 

function of y represents the non-uniqueness related to zero shear modulus. 

If the boundary conditions are such that horizontal displacement u at x=0 is given for 

any y then the solution is unique. 
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5.4. Fundamental (homogeneous) solutions 

Deformation of layered materials exhibits in some cases localisation followed by 

kink/band formation and fracture (eg, Hunt et al, 1999, 2001). In order to answer the 

question whether we can anticipate stresses and moment stresses localization associated 

with sliding of the layers along the direction perpendicular to the direction of layering, 

we consider homogeneous (fundamental) solutions of the Lame equations with free 

boundary conditions first for the case when no sliding is permitted (GVO), ie a set ofthe 

equations (1.12)-(1.14). W e will be seeking the solution in the form: 

-

u 
• V 

kJ 
. = < H Q 

,CJ 
where k and p are the wave numbers in the x and y (parallel and perpendicular to the 

layering) directions respectively. 

Insertion (5.8) into (1.12)-(1.14) gives the following characteristic equation: 

-k6AxxB(G
/ + G/')-k4AuG

/G/' + 

+ p2k4(-G,G"-AlxA22+AX2
2+2Ax2G')B + 

+ p2k2 (-AXXA22 + Ax2
2 +2Al2G')G" -

- p4k2G'A22B- p4G'A22G"= 0 

For either k=Q orp=0 (infinitely long waves for which the Cosserat continuum responds 

as a conventional elastic one) it follows from (5.9) that there exist no real 

characteristics. This means that there is no localization. The case of p=0 corresponds to 

the situation when nothing depends on y. Then the layered material may be thought of 

as the pile of independent layers/beams free of friction. The case of k=0 corresponds to 

the situation when nothing depends on x. Then the problem may be thought of as the 

one of a generalized pure bending of the pile of layers (eg, see Muhlhaus, 1995). It is 

known that there is no localization in these two classical cases. 

However, in the limiting case of the smooth layers (the set of equations (5.1)-(5.3)) 

the situation becomes quite different with the layer sliding being a main destabilizing 

factor. For isotropic layers sliding freely (G'=0) the characteristic equation (5.9) 

assumes the following form: 
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2 k*b' 
P=-l2" 

k'b1 } 
+ 1 

6(1-v) , 

(5.10) 

Bearing in mind that we study the features of the Cosserat continuum solution, which is 

an asymptotics of the small thickness of the layers b, we take the limiting case in (5.10) 

of small kb. The characteristic equation becomes 

k4b2 

P (5.11) 
k^o 12 v ' 

or 

p ~ ±-^=k2i. (5.12) 

Substituting (5.12) into the homogeneous solutions (5.8) we obtain two families of two-

parametric solutions: 

i(t,^"F-=*,t2y) -k2x+——(ki
2-k1

2)y 

e V3 -e 2V3 , (5.13) 

where the wave number k can generally be complex k=k\+ik2. The first multiplyer in 

(5.13) represents the phase while the second one governs the amplitude of the 

fundamental solutions. At the lines of zero phase 

x = ±-^=k2y (5.14) 
V3 

the amplitude is 

e 2V3 . (5.15) 

It tends to zero as y->°°. W e looked here for the solutions which decay at infinity 

(physically sensible) and for the sake of simplicity only for the positive y's. 

N o w we need to find the direction in which the solutions would show the weakest 

decay, ie have the biggest amplitude. As the amplitude decreases exponentially, for the 

fixed k\ the highest value of the exponential function is delivered when |£|2->min. This 

corresponds to fc2=0 and, according to (5.14), it takes place on the phase line x=0 which 

is normal to the direction of layering. 

Homogeneous solutions for different k are shown on Figure 5.1. It is seen from these 

two plots that indeed the weakest decay of the solution occurred along the y-axis. That 

is in the direction perpendicular to the layering the solution lasts longer. 
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(b) <-i 

^\<rio^^^^^^ 
^ • ^ ^ ^ 2 0 

0.4x/Z> ̂  ^ ^ - ^ y/l5b 
*>* 

*>* 

Figure 5.1. Homogeneous solutions for different A:: &26=0.05 (a), &2=0 (b), &i£=0.1 in 

both cases. The broken lines show the direction of layering. 

W e can conclude at this stage that the line of the weakest decay of the solution is 

perpendicular to the layering. In this direction w e can anticipate stress localisation in the 

layered material with sliding layers. In other words stresses and, hence, failure m a y get 
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localized along the y-axes in both directions because of this peculiar property of the 

homogeneous solutions. 

5.5. Dislocations and disclinations in the Cosserat continuum 

5.5.1. Definitions of dislocation and disclination 

One of the approaches in Fracture Mechanics is to model a crack as a continuous 

distribution of dislocations, the displacement discontinuities (eg, Bilby and Eshelby, 

1968). In the considered medium, except for usual edge dislocations, a disclination, the 

discontinuity in the Cosserat rotation (Figure 5.2), should also be taken into 

consideration. 

Figure 5.2. Disclination (discontinuity in the gradient of layer deflections). 

Two edge dislocations with unit Burgers vector (for the x-dislocation, the Burgers 

vector is parallel to x:-axis and for the y-dislocation, the Burgers vector is parallel to y-

axis) and the disclination1 (the rotation vector is perpendicular to the xy plane) can exist 

in the considered 2 D medium. 

A n x-dislocation in the layered material can be achieved by the following way. W e 

make a cut, say along the y-axis (in order to pose the corresponding boundary-value 

problems below), move out the faces and put inclusion made out of the same material 

between the faces (Figure 5.3). W h e n w e go around the dislocation kernel, here the 

1 Disclination in the Cosserat continuum (=discontinuity in the independent Cosserat rotation - rotational 

D O F ) defined by the rotational component of the Burgers vector must not be confused with the Frank 

vector (disclination power), which can be replaced with a certain distribution of dislocations - wedging 

disclination (dislocation wall) (see, eg Kossevich, 1999). 
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origin, the horizontal component of the displacement vector gets positive increment, 

which is the Burgers vector parallel to the x-axis 

§du = bx. (5.16) 

Alternatively, w e can make a cut and move its faces one into another, then take out the 

"penetrated" part of the material. The horizontal component of the displacement vector 

gets n o w negative increment, the Burgers vector. 

Layered material Cosserat continuum 

4 y 

Figure 5.3. The x-dislocation in the layered material. 

A y-dislocation in the layered material can be achieved by making a cut along the y-

axis, shifting its faces one along each other, and gluing them (Figure 5.4). W h e n w e go 

around the dislocation kernel, again the origin of the adopted coordinate system, the 

vertical component of the displacement vector gets positive increment, which is the 

vertical component of the Burgers vector. In other words, the Burgers vector is parallel 

to the y-axis 

J>av = by. (5.17) 
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Layered material Cosserat continuum 

A y 

Figure 5.4. The y-dislocation in the layered material. 

A disclination in the layered material can be achieved by the following way. We 

make a cut along the y-axis or break the layers in this direction, rotate its faces outwards 

from each other and put a wedge inclusion made out of the same material between the 

faces (Figure 5.5). W h e n we go around the disclination kernel, the origin again, the 

Cosserat rotation vector is incremented in a positive sense, which is the rotation 

component ofthe Burgers vector parallel to the z-axis (perpendicular to the xy plane) 

jdQ,=ba. (5.18) 

Alternatively, w e can make a cut and rotate its faces towards each other, then take out 

the "penetrated" wedge ofthe material. The rotation component ofthe Burgers vector is 

now incremented in a negative sense. 

Layered material 

* y 

X 

Cosserat continuum 

A y 

Figure 5.5. Disclination in the layered material. 
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In order to determine stress fields produced by dislocations and disclination w e will 

consider a boundary value problem for half-plane x>0 with vanishing stresses at infinity 

and boundary conditions at the line x=0 accounting for both the necessary 

displacement/rotation discontinuity and the appropriate symmetry conditions. The 

obtained boundary value problems will then be solved using the Fourier transform with 

respect to y. 

5.5.2. Boundary value problem 

In the case of sliding layers, as analysis of the uniqueness of the solution showed, the 

addition of any displacement field u(x,y)=u°(y), v=0 will not change the stress state. For 

that reason the x-dislocation will yield zero stresses. 

To formulate boundary conditions for y-dislocation with the unit Burgers vector bf=l 

w e use the following reasoning. First, w e look from behind at the y-dislocation in the 

layered material (Figure 5.4). The result is pictured on the Figure 5.6. Under this 

transformation the coordinates do not change (x—>x, y-+y, z—>z), neither do the 

displacements nor the Cosserat rotation (u-^u, v—>v, Qz—>Q.Z). However, the Burgers 

vector changes its sign under this transformation since the left and right faces of the cut 

interchanged by=l—>by=-l. 

Cosserat continuum 

* y 

Figure 5.6. Looking from behind on the y-dislocation and change of the coordinate 

system. 
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Second, w e change the coordinate system. W e perform the reflection, ie x—>-x, y-+y, 

z-+z (Figure 5.6)1. This transformation leaves the Burgers vector unchanged, that is by=-

l-+by=-l, the horizontal displacement changes the sign u—>-u, vertical displacement 

does not v—>v, and the Cosserat rotation (being a pseudo-vector) changes the sign 

Q,z-+-Q,z. Being tensorial quantities the components of stress tensor in which the 

indexes corresponding to coordinates change sign even number of times (or no times) 

do not change its sign and change sign for odd number of changes. Thus, w e have 

&xx—*Gxx, <7ry—•-cjxy, Gyy-^Oyy, oyx-^-Gyx. The sign of the component \ixz cannot be traced 

in that way since the moment stress tensor is pseudo one. The change of sign of \ixz 

should be computed directly, ie \Lxz=BdQzldx-^Bd(-Q,z)Jd(-x)=ixxz. 

Since the problem is linear, the solution must be proportional to the Burgers vector, 

which in this case changes its sign. It means that all fields which did not change sign 

under these transformations must be zero at line x=0, ie v(0,y)=0 in the lower half plane 

y<0 only (since in the upper half-plane w e have the y-dislocation, discontinuity in the 

vertical displacement), axx(0,y)=0, oyy(0,y)=0, |i*z(0,y)=0. T o formulate boundary 

conditions w e choose only those fields, which act on the elementary area with normal x. 

Then, after using the symmetry considerations we obtain the following boundary 

conditions for the y-dislocation for the right half-plane x>0: 

v(0,y) = ^/2'>'^0,aja(0,y) = 0,^(0,y) = 0. (5.19) 
[0, y < 0 

To formulate boundary conditions for the disclination with the unit Burgers vector 

ba=l w e use the analogous line of reasoning. First, w e look from behind at the 

disclination in the layered material (Figure 5.5). The result is pictured on the Figure 5.7. 

Under this transformation the coordinates do not change (X-KX, y^>y, z-»z), neither do 

the displacements nor the Cosserat rotation («->•«, v->v, £lz-^Qz). However, the Burgers 

vector changes its sign under this transformation since the left and right faces of the cut 

interchanged bo= 1 —>b&=-1. 

1 Since the layered material is orthotropic and stretched, the only invariant transformation is the 

reflection. It cannot be rotation. W e cannot change z to -z either, as the rotation of the coordinate system 

would require to keep the triple right, since then boundary conditions will be formulated only for points 

for which z=0, ie in xy plane only. Since the elastic body is stretched, the boundary conditions must be 

valid for spatial configuration. 
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Cosserat continuum 

4 y 

Figure 5.7. Looking from behind on the disclination and change of the coordinate 

system. 

Second, we change the coordinate system. We perform the reflection, ie x—»-x, y->y, 

z-^z (Figure 5.7). Under this transformation the Burgers vector (being a pseudo-vector 

for the rotational component) changes its sign, that is b^--\—>bo=l, the horizontal 

displacement changes the sign u-*-u, vertical displacement does not v—*v, and the 

Cosserat rotation changes the sign being a pseudo-vector £lz—*-Qz (in the lower half-

plane y<0 only). Tensorial quantities, the components of stress tensor, in which the 

indexes corresponding to coordinates which change sign even number of times (or no 

times) do not alter the sign and alter the sign for odd number of changes. Thus, w e have 

Gxx—>Gxx, Gxy-^y-Gxy, Gyy-^Gyy, Gyx-^-Gyx. The change of sign of \ixz can be traced directly, 

ie \ixz=BdQz/dx-*Bd(-Qz)/d(-x)=\ixz. 

Since the problem is linear, the solution must be proportional to the Burgers vector, 

which in this case does not change its sign. It means that all fields which changed sign 

under these transformations must be zero at line x=0, ie Qz(0,y)=0 in lower half plane 

y<0 only (since in the upper half-plane we have disclination, discontinuity in the 

Cosserat rotation), w(0,y)=0, o>(0,y)=0, o>(0,y)=0 (o> is zero everywhere because of 

sliding of the layers). To formulate boundary conditions w e choose only those fields, 

which act on the elementary area with normal x. Then, after using the symmetry 

considerations w e obtain the following boundary conditions for the disclination for the 

right half-plane x;>0: 

QMy) = \l'2,y*°,u(0,y) = 0,Gxy(0,y) = 0. (5.20) 
[0, y < 0 
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Boundary value problem is then reduced to solving a system of the Lame equations 

(5.1)-(5.3) accompanied by the boundary conditions (5.19) and (5.20) for the y-

dislocation and disclination respectively. 

5.5.3. Solution 

The solution ofthe boundary-value problems, (5.1)-(5.3), (5.19) and (5.1)-(5.3), (5.20) 

can be obtained by using the Fourier transform over y-axis: 

u 

V 

l»J 
(x,k)= j-

—oo 

-
u 
V 

a J 
(x,y)e-'y*dy. iyk, (5.21) 

Then the Lame equations (5.1)-(5.3) in images can be written in the following form 

r2 — d u(x,k) 

dx2 
+ A,Jk 12' 

dv (x, k) 

dx 
= 0, (5.22) 

12 

du(x,k) -d2v(x,k) 

dx 
+ G" 

dx7 
-A22k

2v(x,k)-G' 
d£lz(x,k) 

dx 
= 0, (5.23) 

B 
d2Qz(x,k) „dv(x,k) 

+ & -G"Qz(x,k) = 0 (5.24) 
d!x2 dx 

The solution of the system (5.22)-(5.24) decaying as x—»+oo can be obtained in the 

following form: 

u=\+Axe~
mx +A2e~

xMx 

where 

u 

u = V 

is the vector solution in images, 

(5.25) 

(5.26) 

A = -
[A,/ 
A)v 

,A)Q. 

i,A = 
[A.j 
Av 

.An. 

•, A = • 

rV 
AV " 
.A.&. 

(5.27) 

A* v - o - AQ - o - A 
i\k\ v F 
-J-L——A A — —— 
fcA; 1-V A, 

2 ^ 

1-v 
A,, (1=1,2), (5.28) 
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A., = : . ,A2 = ^ / r J L ,D>0 (*>*.), 
VT^v VT^v 

.̂ = • = -•—, A, ==v , ,D<0(£<£J, 
vr^v Vl^v 

p=i-12(1-y)a .jb.^q-v) 
*v 

Further we will also need the following relationships between A, 0=1,2) 

2V3 
A,A2 -

*£ 

(5.29) 

(5.30) 

(5.31) 

(5.32) 

A, - A 2 -
2 4A/3 

1-v £6 
(5.33) 

A, + AT — 
2 4V3 

1-v \k\b 
(5.34) 

A, + A 2 -
1-V 

(5.35) 

The constants in (5.28) were determined from the properties of the solution. The rest 

of them are determined from the boundary conditions. 

Applying the Fourier transform (5.21) to the boundary conditions for y-dislocation 

(5.19) and disclination (5.20) we obtain respectively: 

If 1 \ ( du da, 
v(0,*) = + n8(k) , ( 1 - v ) — + vikv\ = 0 , 

2{ k ) { dx L „ dx 

o (0,k) = - [ - - + nd(k)I, u(0,k) = 0, 
2 k 

\x=0 

(dv 

=0, 
x=0 

dx 
= 0 

(5.36) 

(5.37) 

u=o 
After substituting the solution (5.25) into the boundary conditions (5.36) and (5.37) 

and using properties (5.32)-(5.35) the solution in images for the y-dislocation can be 

written as follows: 

u(x,k) = A0u + 

v(x,k) = 

i\k\ ( i 

2(1-v) k(Xx -X2) 
-Unm)^e^x-X2e-

X^x), 

2(A,2-A2
2) 

( i 
— + 

n6(k)\2e^x -X2
2e~x^x), 

(5.38) 

(5.39) 
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— |&|A,A- ( 

2(A/-A2
2) 

and for the disclination 

u(x,k) -

l + J^^^^'^-X,^'*'*), (5.40) 

( 

2(\-v)k(X2-X2) 
~+m)k e~KW +e~x >H 

v(x,k) = 
2|A:|(A,2-A2

2) 
j + n8(k))(-\ie-

xMx +/\2e-
x^x), 

Z(A, - A 2 )\^ Ac j 

(5.41) 

(5.42) 

(5.43) 

T h e constant AQU in the solution for the dislocation is left undetermined (see formula 

(5.38)). This constant term being integrated w h e n the inverse Fourier transform is taken 

yields a function of y. A s analysis of the uniqueness of the solution above showed the 

solution is unique with an accuracy of the arbitrary function of y for the horizontal 

component of the displacement vector. 

Furthermore, by using the constitutive equations (1.5)-(1.7) for the y-dislocation the 

stress field in images can be obtained 

cfxx(x,k) = 0 ==> Gxx(x,y) = 0, 

oxv(x,k) = 
i\k\ 

*y 2(1-V2)*(A,2-A2
2)V ' 

(xxe~
x'Wx-X2e'

x^x), 

crvvCx,£) = --yy . 2 \ /<\ 2 
2(l-vz)(V-V) 

l—-(-A.V'^+A.V*), 

M*»*) = 
E 

2(\-v2)k(X2-X2) if 
i ie-M

k\* _g-*'l<l' 
)• 

(5.44) 

(5.45) 

(5.46) 

(5.47) 

For the disclination the stress field reads 

Gxx(x,k) = 0 => o^(x,y) = 0, 

o„(x,k) = -
xy 2(l-vl)k(Xx-X2) 

L-^w -e-
x*\k\*\ 

E 
G ^ k ) = -2(l-v

2)\k\(X
2-X2

2) 

l- r(xxe-
x^x-X2e'

x^x), 

(5.48) 

(5.49) 

(5.50) 
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Upon looking at the obtained solutions for stresses and moment stress for the unit 

dislocation (5.44)-(5.47) and unit disclination (5.48)-(5.51) one can see the interesting 

property these solutions posses which will help later in conducting further analysis. In 

particular, from (5.47) and (5.49) it follows that 

—disclin __—disloc disclin _ disloc /C CO\ 
Uxy Pxz ^ °xy ~ V1 xz • (J.jZ) 

From (5.45) and (5.50) we obtain that 

—disloc ;uz^disclin ,,. -~s 
Vxy = ~lkCiyy > (5.53) 

which upon performing the inverse Fourier transform yields 

^—disclin 

<°C=-^L-• (5.54) 
dy 

A differential relationship follows from (5.46) and (5.50) 

-disclin -\ disclin 
1' yy disloc _ yy 

dx yy ~ dx 

Another differential relationship follows from (5.47), (5.51) and (5.32) 

•~\-z= disclin 7\rsCl 

j=disloc _ yy ._ disloc yy ,? <z\ 
yy 3„ yy ~ -v (J.JJ; 

-\jj-disclin -\.. disclin 
jr-disloc _ °V-xz _ v ., d'sloc _ " M ^ z ,c es-\ 
Vxz - — 3 ^Vxz - — 5 • (5.56) 

dx dx 
Summing up, we can conclude that there is no need to perform all inverse Fourier 

transforms in (5.45)-(5.47), (5.49)-(5.51). It is sufficient to perform it in (5.50) and 

(5.51), ie for the image of Gyy and \ixz for the unit disclination only. Indeed, if p^
dm is 

computed/or its inverse is found, then (5.56) gives ]i*z
loc or \JL*ZOC , while (5.52) gives 

G*sclin or o". Similarly, if ody
i
y
sdin is computed/or its inverse is taken, then (5.55) 

gives G%loc or <'oc and (5.54) gives </oc. 

It follows from (5.44)-(5.51) that on the y-axis (x=0) 

afoc(x,y) = 0 (5.57) 

F h -v iJ\k\ sgnAc 
a***(0,k) = —^-r J—-=JLLJL=r, (5.58) 

2(l-v2)V 2 ^ | + 2 V3(l-v)A 

file://-/jj-disclin
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— disloc /r\ j \ *-> 

°» ( ( U ) = ^ y (5-59) 

ftrc(<U) = 0 => ^ ( 0 . ^ = 0, (5.60) 

C ( ^ . y ) = 0, (5.61) 

aj"*,(0,*) = 0 •=> a^""(0,y) = 0, (5.62) 

o*;din(0,k) = , E 2 , ^ (5.63) 
2j2(l-v2)Jki+2j3(l-v)k\/b 

^scun (a,} = a W 5 VT^sgn^ _ (5>64) 

12V2a-v2)^»+2^(i-v)|ik|/6 

For stresses produced by the disclination, applying the inverse Fourier transform to 

(5.63) and (5.64) 

—.disclin 

Gyy 
disclin 

r'xz 

1 T CJ 
+oo [-^disclin 

yy 

2n JjTxdisclin 
r*xz 

(x,k)eiykdk (5.65) 

by using a table of Fourier transform (eg, Bateman, 1954) one has 

< c / m (0, y) = 2 J — f c > (a| v|)cosay - J0 (a|y|)sin a|y|], (5.66) 

Eb ^discun (QJc) = ~ y2 J | ( l - v ) s g n y[r0 (a|y|)sin a|y| + J0 (a|y|)coscxy], (5.67) 

where Jo and Y0 are the Bessel functions of the first and second kind respectively, 

a = £zM. (5.68) 
b 

Figures 5.8 and 5.9 present the stress a " and moment stress \x,c^cUn as functions of 

y for different x for Poisson's ratio v=0, while Figures 5.10 and 5.11 present the same 

for v=0.5. The curves for JC=0.1, 1 and 3 are produced by applying the fast Fourier 

transform to (5.50), (5.51). The curves for x=0 are produced by plotting formulae (5.66), 

(5.67). Comparison between curves for JC=0 and x=0.1 shows the degree of accuracy of 

the numerical inverse. It is seen that the accuracy worsens as y—>0. 
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One can observe from the plots that the stress and moment stress magnitudes are the 

highest at x=0. As x increases, the stress and moment stress magnitudes become 

considerably low. 

.disclin 

Figure 5.8. Disclination-produced normal stress a "cw as a function of y for different x. 

Poisson's ratio v=0. 
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disclin r\ 
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Figure 5.9. Disclination-produced moment stress U-J as a function of y for different 

x. Poisson's ratio v=0. 

—.disclin _ 
Gyy °| 

-0.25 
10 15 

.disclin Figure 5.10. Disclination-produced normal stress a™m as a function of y for different 

x. Poisson's ratio v=0.5. 
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.. disclin Q 
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X= 
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Figure 5.11. Disclination-produced moment stress [ixz as a function of y for different 

x. Poisson's ratio v=0.5. 

5.6. Large-scale asymptotics 

The main simplifying idea behind these calculations is that because the introduced 

Cosserat continuum is only a homogenised model of the layered material, distances 

smaller than the volume element size (which is supposed to be much larger than the 

layer thickness) cannot be distinguished. From this point of view, only the asymptotic 

solutions corresponding to the distances from the dislocation kernels larger than the 

layer thickness can be relevant to the original discontinuous material. 

For further analysis we will be particularly interested in the stress and moment stress 

behaviour along the y-axis. The main terms for the corresponding asymptotics of large y 

(y/&->oo), x=0 for the unit disclination are obtained using the asymptotics for the 

Bessel functions (eg, Bateman and Erdelyi, 1953): 

.disclin 

yy (0, y) = -
Eb 1/2 1 

4(l-v2)v/2^3,/4
A/i^ 

+ 0 
( b312 

I |3/2 

\y\ 

(5.69) 
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Fh3l23lu con v ( L3/2 ^ 
^discim ( a y) = _ Eb 3 sgny + Q 

fc3 

I |3/2 

m 
(5.70) 

24(l-v2)V2^ ^ | 

all other stress components being zero on the y-axis. The dimension analysis shows that 

for the unit disclination the stress and moment stress have N/m2 and N/m units 

respectively. Since any solution must be proportional to the Burgers vector which is 

bQ=l [radian], then it will have the same N/m2 and N/m units for stresses and moment 

stress respectively. 

Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show comparison between these asymptotics and the exact 

solutions (5.66), (5.67) on the y-axis for the Poisson's ratios v=0 and v=0.5. It is seen 

that the asymptotics provide quite a good approximation even for small values of y. 

By using the differential property of the solution (5.54) the main term for the 

corresponding asymptotics of large y (y/&—>°°), x=0 for the unity dislocation is 

obtained as follows 

a**« (0, y) = - , *»'" sfH + a 
( ,5,2 \ 

8(l-v2V2^31 / 4^ •>h ,,' IIOTTJ" h |3 

b-
I |5/2 

\y\ 

(5.71) 

all other fields are zero, save Gyy. 

The inverse Fourier transform being applied to (5.59) yields 

^(Qy)= E6(y) 

» { y> 2(l-v2) 
C(o.y) = , r ,• (5-72) 

which is zero everywhere save the origin, the dislocation kernel, where Gyy suffers 

singularity. 

The dimension analysis shows that for the unit dislocation the stress and moment 

stress have N/m3 and N/m2 units respectively. Since any solution must be proportional to 

the Burgers vector which is by=l [m], then it will have N/m
2 and N/m units for stresses 

and moment stress respectively which are usual units for these stress fields. 
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Figure 5.12. Comparison between the asymptotics (broken lines) and the exact solution 

(solid lines) for the disclination-produced normal stress Gd!5Clin forx=0. 
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Figure 5.13. Comparison between the asymptotics (broken lines) and the exact solution 

(solid lines) for the disclination-produced moment stress \idx
l
z
cUn forx=0. 
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It is seen from (5.71) that the obtained asymptotic solution for the unit dislocation for 

the stress Gxy is given by the odd function of y. It makes us feel comfortable. Indeed, we 

can apply the procedure similar to the one where w e formulated boundary conditions for 

the unit dislocation, but at the second stage w e change the coordinate system as x->x, 

y-+-y, z-+z. This transformation changes the sign of the Burgers vector, that is by=-

1—>£y=l. The component cr^ being a tensorial quantity changes its sign under this 

transformation, ie G^-G^. Since the solution is proportional to the Burgers vector, 

which eventually did not change its sign the a ^ finally changes its sign only once. It 

means that o^, is odd with respect to y. This fact lies in line with (5.71) according to 

which Gxy is an odd function of y. 

Similarly, w e analyze the evenness with respect to y of the component Gyy for the 

asymptotic solution of the unit disclination (5.69). Indeed, we apply the procedure 

similar to the one where w e formulated boundary conditions for the unit disclination, 

but at the second stage w e now change the coordinate system as x—>x, y—*-y, z—>z. This 

transformation changes the sign of the Burgers vector, that is bo=-l—>Z"£->=1. The 

component Gyy being a tensorial quantity does not change its sign under this 

transformation, ie Gyy—>Gyy. Since the solution is proportional to the Burgers vector, 

which eventually did not change its sign, Gyy finally does not change its sign at all. It 

means that Gyy is even with respect to y. This fact lies in line with (5.69) according to 

which Gyy is an even function of y. 

It is seen that the disclination produces a stress field which decays only as the inverse 

square root of the distance in the direction perpendicular to the layers. 

5.7. Bending crack - a new fracture mode 

The Cosserat continuum is characterised by the presence of three additional degrees of 

freedom corresponding to three components of independent Cosserat rotation. 

Consequently, three more crack modes (Modes IV - VI) can exist. These cracks can be 

envisaged as discontinuities in the corresponding components of the Cosserat rotation 

(Figure 5.2) and modelled as distributions of disclinations (or disclination loops for 3 D 

cracks). 

As w e found above, the disclination does not create shear stresses along the axis 

perpendicular to the direction of layering, while the dislocation does not create a 
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moment stress along the same axis. This allows us to consider a crack of the new mode 

along the y-axis which does not mix with and is independent of the classical crack 

modes. This crack is located along the y-axis and is composed of some continuous 

distribution of the disclinations, the same way as cracks of the classical modes are 

represented by corresponding continuous dislocation distributions. Since the 

disclination is a jump (discontinuity) in the Cosserat rotation which in its turn presents 

the continuum description of the layers deflection, we will call such a crack the bending 

crack. Since the layer bending is represented by the Cosserat rotation component 

parallel to the z-axis, the bending crack corresponds to M o d e VI of the above 

classification. 

One can also expect that the dominant direction of the fracture in the material with 

bending layers will be normal to the layer direction under appropriate conditions, for 

example, when the disclinations are the only source of stresses. This conclusion can be 

compared with the observations of fracture propagation made in centrifuge models of 

slopes in foliated rocks (Adhikary et al, 1997; Adhikary and Dyskin, 1998) in which the 

generated fractures were oriented in the directions approximately perpendicular to the 

layers. 

5.7.1. Boundary conditions and integral equation formulation 

Figure 5.14 shows a "pure bending" crack, i.e. the crack which is directed perpendicular 

to the layers and represented by the distribution of disclinations with vanishing moment 

stresses at its face. Bending crack in layered material represents rupture of the layers 

along its faces. In the Cosserat continuum the bending crack is a mathematical cut (y>0) 

along which some discontinuity in the Cosserat rotation, ie the difference in the 

Cosserat rotation at the faces of the cut A£2_ =£lz(x + 0,y)-£lz(x-0,y), is 

prescribed. The crack can also be subjected to a load jW^Cy). 
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Layered material. „ Cosserat continuum 

cut 

Figure 5.14. Bending crack in layered material. 

To formulate the boundary value problem for the bending crack we consider an 

elastic body - the Cosserat continuum occupying a certain volume 2 with the cut y>0 

(Figure 5.15). The full boundary is comprised of the external boundary and the cut 

FrZ = F U S c " ' . The moment stress ̂ z(x,y) is applied at the external boundary 1? 

cut \ixz = n* (x, y). The moment stress \icxz (y) is also applied along the cut Z 

\ixz = \i
c
xz (y). This boundary value problem is equivalent to the sum of two. The first is 

formulated for the same body with no cut, but at the line where the cut was in the initial 

body (y>0) the moment stress \i°°xz (y) due to the moment stress applied at the external 

boundary \i^z(x,y) is determined. The second problem is formulated for the same 

elastic solid body with no cut, but at the line where the cut was in the initial body (y>0) 

the moment stress |n£f- (y) is applied. This moment stress \iJfJ (y) is applied such that 

iCO0+^(y) = ^(y)>y>o- (5-73) 

ie to equate the action of this unknown distribution of the disclinations |i*fz (y) and 

moment stress |H~ (y) acting on the line of the cut caused by the applied external load 

with the moment stresses applied on the cut \ix
u
z (y) (see Figure 5.14). 
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»l(x>y) 
N o cut, solid body 

Figure 5.15. Boundary value problem as a sum of two for a bending crack. 

The moment stress li^z(y) is produced by some unknown distribution of 

disclinations AQ'z(y). Indeed, suppose we have some jump (discontinuity) in the 

Cosserat rotation along the crack line AQZ = £lz(x + 0,y)-£lz(x-0,y) due to the 

external load. This jump in the Cosserat rotations AQ,z(y) is a continuous function of y 

(Figure 5.16). Next we replace the varying jump in the Cosserat rotation along the 

bending crack length with a sum of constant jumps in the Cosserat rotations but at 

different points along the crack length, say at a step h. Since AQ,z(y) is a continuous 

function, it can be replaced with 

AQz(y + h)-AQz(y)~AQ'z(y)h, fc->0. (5.74) 

As h—*0 the varying along the bending crack length discontinuity in the Cosserat 

rotation is modelled by some continuous distribution of the Burgers vector AQ'Z (y)dy. 

Because of the linearity of the problem moment stresses caused by the unit disclination 

(5.70) must be multiplied by the Burgers vector AQ'z(y)dy and summed over the 

bending crack length. This gives 

c,w,cp*_^,, „, c._^. (5.75) 
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Aa t 
\AQz(y + h)-AQ,(y 

Figure 5.16. Bending crack as a distribution of disclinations. Formulation of integral 

equation at the crack 

For the practical reasons in (5.73) we collect unknown terms in the left-hand side and 

known terms in the right-hand side 

Kl (y) = K (y) - K OO, y > o. (5.76) 

Taking into account (5.75) w e come up with the integral equation for the bending crack: 

CJ 
S8n(y-t)AQ'^dt^(y)-»:z(y), y>0. 

VF 
(5.77) 

In principle, either the faces of the bending crack can be free of load \\fxz (y) = 0, or 

external moments can be zero, ie \i"z(y) = 0. Then corresponding terms will be missing 

in the formulation (5.76). 

Further analysis will be concentrated on the layered material with a semi-infinite pure 

bending crack at x=0, y>0 which faces are loaded by moment stress, \ixz°(y). For this 

crack the following integral equation can be written 

"e&&i(y-t)AQ,'z(t), o, , ^ n r Eb3/231'4 

This is an Abel's type integral equation. 

(5.78) 

5.7.2. Homogeneous solution 

W e n o w find the power of singularity of the moment stress and the disclination density 

AQ,'Z at the bending crack tip. For that reason, w e consider the eigenvalue problem, ie 

the non-zero solution of the corresponding homogeneous integral equation 
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rsgn(y-OA^(0 
CJ h 1 dt = 0> y>0- (5-79) \y-t\ 

The solution AQ'Z in (5.79) is sought in the form t
a. This being substituted into (5.79) 

gives the Mellin transform of unit disclination with the exponent cc+1. Then the 

homogeneous equation (5.79) yields: 

fl(l/2,a + l)-fl(l/2,-l/2-a) = 0 (5.80) 

or in terms of the T function 

r<a + l) IX-l/2-a) = 0_ 
T(a + 3/2) r(-a) 

The equation (5.81) is equivalent1 to 

T(l + cc)r(-oc) - r(-l/ 2 - cx)r(a + 3/ 2) = 0 (5.82) 

or tan7toc=l. Thus, the solution is given by a set cc=l/4+«, n is any integer. 

The moment stresses on the crack continuation (x=0, y<0) is given by 

sgn(y-t)AQ'z(t) 
My) = c f

g n ^ ^ V y<0 

and for the eigenmodes under consideration one obtains 

(5.83) 

^ (y)~y— <***!* , y < 0 . (5.84) 
*xz (a + l/2)r(a + l/2)cos7ia 

For the moment stresses on the crack continuation (x=0, y<0) the physically 

admissible (allowing finite energy) eigenmode which produces a singularity is 

AQ'z(y) ~ y'
3/4, AQz(y)~y

l/4, ^ ~ ( - y ) ' 1 / 4 , (5.85) 

(ct=-3/4). 

Thus, a new fracture mode emerges in layered materials. It corresponds to the 

discontinuity of rotations (derivatives of the layer deflection) and produces a 

concentration of moment stresses (previously, only conventional cracks which are 

displacement discontinuities were considered in the Cosserat continua, eg, Sternberg 

and Muki, 1967; Atkinson and Leppington, 1977). It is characterized by the moment 

stress intensity factor 

1 T(-a) has poles at o=0,l,2 T(a+3/2) has poles at cc=-3/2,-5/2,-7/2 It is quite obvious that neither 

of these values will give a physically admissible (allowing finite energy) eigenmode. 
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def 
Mz = limM-30*V-7- (5.86) y->-0 

3/4 The dimension ofthe moment fracture toughness is N/m 

The stress concentration at the crack tip is then 

M , 
^ ^ • ^ y i T T - (5.87) 

5.8. Crack growth criteria. J-integral 

A criterion of growth of pure bending crack can be formulated either in terms of the 

critical value of the moment stress intensity factor (the coefficient at the moment stress 

singularity) or using the usual energy criterion. However, the presence of the minimal 

length (the layer thickness, b) and the fact that the moment stress concentration is not 

strong and slowly decaying suggest a criterion based on the critical moment stress at a 

distance b from the crack tip (see Dyskin, 1997 for detailed analysis of such kind of 

criteria). 

In the case when the action of conventional stresses can be neglected and the layers 

are brittle, the critical value of the moment stress is determined by the value of the 

bending-generated normal stress created at a layer edge necessary to start its fracture. If 

Gt is the local tensile strength, the criterion of bending crack propagation which w e will 

call the jn-criterion will read 

M*) = ^ = efej (5"88) 

or, in terms of the moment stress intensity factor (5.86) 

Mz=Mzc=Tt h- (5-89) 
w b5,4G 

When the normal stress produced at the edge of the layer reaches the critical value the 

Gt the layer will rupture and a bending crack starts propagating (Figure 5.17). 
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•f y 

Figure 5.17. (̂ .-criterion - criterion of bending crack propagation. 

Application of path independent integrals (4.6) to the bending crack, see Figure 4.1, 

gives ni=n3=o, 

n, - n, = >,3 f^dT , -Jn. ̂  = - % mJa^dy , (5.90) 
r ox2 r ay 0 ay 

If, for instance, a Barenblatt-type process zone is introduced as a zone of a specified 

dependence of the moment stress li(AQz) versus rotation discontinuity, the energy flux 

necessary to start crack growth (for a crack along y-axis) is 

n =-| \ia° *
Ky)dy=- \iL(AQz)dAQz, AQz=Q/-Qz", (5.91) 
o dy o 

where A£lz* is the maximum rotation discontinuity. This is an analogue of the path-

independent J-integral for the Cosserat continuum under consideration. 

The comparison of the energy release rate with the Il-integral gives the energy 

criterion of bending crack growth. 

5.9. Semi-infinite bending crack - closed form solution 

Equation (5.78) will be solved by the Wiener-Hopf method (Wiener and Paley, 1934). 

First w e rewrite (5.78) in the form: 
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jloAt)K(y-t)dt + \xxz°(y) = 0, y > 0 , (5.92) 

where 

®-(y) = \oy)'y<yO>0' "W^C.^OO, C, =-C, K(x) = Sgn(x) (5.93) 

By taking the Fourier transform and using the convolution theorem, (5.92) can be 

reduced to the problem of linear relationship 

®+(p)-K(p)<S>-(p) = iixz
0(p), lmp = 0, (5.94) 

where 

^J(P) = ]^xZ°(y)e-
iypdy,lixz

0(y) \ij(y), ye (0;+oo) 

0, ye(-oo;o) 

K(p) = +JK(y)e-iypdy ,K(p) = -2 J ^ ^ f , 

, lmp<0 (y>0). (5.95) 

(5.96) 

®+(p)= \\ixz(y)e-
iypdy, \Kxz(y)= JV(f)tf(y-t)dt, y < 0 , lmp>0,y<0, (5.97) 

def 7 
®-(p) = Wt(p) = ]^(y)e-'

ypdy, Imp < 0, y>0. (5.98) 

All the functions with the bars over mean the corresponding Fourier images. 

Function 0+(/?) is holomorphic in the upper half plane, i.e. for lmp>0, while 

4>~ (p) is holomorphic in the lower half plane, i.e. for Im p < 0. 

The problem of linear relationship is conventionally solved by an appropriate 

factorization of the kernel 

where the form of the factorizing functions can be guessed: 

(5.99) 

n .1/4 
X+(p) = p3l\X-(P) = -2i,l-P • 

Then (5.94) yields 

X+(p)<t>+(p)-X-(p)<i>-(p) = iJLxz
0(p)X+(p),Imp = 0 

(5.100) 

(5.101) 
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and the solution reads (eg, Muskhelishvili, 1953; Gakhov, 1966) 

2niJ t-p 
(5.102) 

where C is an arbitrary constant. From here 

1 
*HP) =—v-f 

+ o o _ 0 
lxz p«w«>x+<oA+. c 

2mX1(p)i /-p* x*^)" 

The unknown dislocation density is then the inverse Fourier transform of 0"(p): 

(5.103) 

-H»-/0 

CxAQ'z(y)=— U-(p)eiypdp. 
2n _J..„ 

(5.104) 
-oo-/0 

The solution will be obtained for the point moment applied at a distance a from the 

crack tip 

\ixz\y) = Z(y-a),]Lxz\t) = e-ita, a>0. (5.105) 

This solution will play the role of the Green's function: the solution for an arbitrary load 

can be then obtained by its convolution with the load. After computing integrals in 

(5.102), (5.104), see Appendix BI, the solution assumes the form: 

2*C1A^(0 = ± ^ ^ + - ~ 
2 t-a 

5/2 ' 2nj2cv2 
Kr 
(t\ 

where 

Kr(x) = J-^ 

la 

dx 

\aJ 
+ C^4-^>0' (5.106) 

^0T
,/4(1 + T)(1 + XX) 

3/2 ' 
(5.107) 

Function Kr(x) has the following asymptotic behaviour (see Appendix BII) 

Kr(x) = -^ + 0 
( 1 

3/4 x1'4 
,x->+°°, (5.108) 

where 

dy j = f ay-
0 J'v"4(l + 

471 3/2 

iVd+y) 
3/2 

The asymptotics of the solution as t 

r(l/4)' 

—>+o° 

= 1.695 (5.109) 

27cC,AQ'(0 -
1 1 

'-"- 271 V 2 a 3 M ?3M * 
+ ̂  + d 

( i N\ 

3/4 ,3/2 

V1 ) 

(5.110) 
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shows that in order to avoid the infinite value of the discontinuity in the Cosserat 

rotation AQ at infinity, the constant C has to be chosen as follows 

S = ~Jnlh^h- (5UI) 

Since in (5.106) the singularity at the crack tip is only given by the term with C , the 

moment stress intensity factor is 

= _C_r(lM)=__^_ = _0:225 
' ,&r(3/4) 2na"4 a"4 ' (5'U2) 

The moment stress at the continuation of the crack (x=0, y<0) is then obtained by 

substituting (5.110) into (5.83) 

M?> = - 2f"\ |1/4/, y (5.H3) 
2TI \y\ f\y\ + a) 

5.10. Brittle fracture propagation in compression 

Failure in layered materials compressed in the direction of layering sometimes occurs in 

the form of a kink - localised bending of layers (eg, Hunt et al, 1999, 2001). If the 

layers are brittle and cannot withstand large deformations, one can assume that the kink 

should turn into a bending crack. W e will model the fracture as a semi-infinite bending 

crack with a pair of concentrated moments \ixz°=M8(y-a) applied to its faces at a 

distance a from the crack tip. The moment models the initial defect which causes the 

fracture formation. The material is subjected to the compression load CJ° parallel to the 

direction of layering, Figure 5.18. 

According to (5.89) the moment fracture toughness in this case is: 

M =»'>
+f). (5,14) 

ze 6(l-v2) 
The moment stress intensity factor for the applied moment stress of magnitude M 

according to (5.112) is: 

M =-MJl. (5.115) 
z 2na314 
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The criterion of fracture propagation follows from (5.89): the fracture starts 

propagating when the moment stress intensity factor M z reaches its critical value Mzc, 

the latter being expressed through the material constants, the thickness of the layer, 

materials strength and the applied compression. 

Figure 5.18. A bending crack model ofthe brittle fracture. 

B y equating (5.114) and (5.115) the critical moment which makes the fracture 

propagate to the distance a can be found. After the normalization 

a a 
flh)-,a. K > — 

b a 

M 

a b 
,6 = 1, a 0 = 1 (5.116) 

it reads: 

a = 
M • 372(1-v2)' 

.4/3 

(5.117) 
7c(a,+l) 

It is interesting that the fracture length depends almost linearly on the applied moment. 

Supposing that the minimal length am\n to which the fracture can propagate is the 

thickness ofthe layer b, ie assuming that amin=fr=l, the minimal moment required to 

start fracture propagation can be found: 
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M - n(G'+l) 

"" 3^(l-v2)' 
(5.118) 

5.11. Finite bending crack 

Consider a finite bending crack perpendicular to the direction of layering at x=0, -l<y<l 

(Figure 5.19). For the faces loaded with an arbitrary moment stress, M*z°(y), the 

following integral equation can be written 

j-sgn^y-OAQ^r) 0 

C j — d t = \ixz (y), 

3/2ol/4 

l<y<l, C = 
£ftj/z3 

24(l-v2)>/27t* 
(5.119) 

Figure 5.19. Finite bending crack perpendicular to layering. 

The integral equation (5.119) is the Abel's type integral equation. Its solution reads 

(eg, Estrada and Kanwal, 2000): 

cAa'z(t)=^\^Mdi+ 
2TI dt ix ̂ jt-^ 

2n'(l-tl): _ f 2 ) 3 / 4 j p _ f ^ J 
' ̂r ./(co)_dto+_c4^i .KKI. 
4i(S-<») 

1/2 2n(l-r) 
2x3/4 

(5.120) 

Let us suppose that the crack faces are subjected to the uniformly distributed moment 

stress M along the crack, ie \ixz(y)=M, -l<y<l. Then the solution (5.120) reads 
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r A n,M ..& -f + 1/2 CV2 
CA£L(f)*=M + -\<t<\ a i?n 

2TI ( W 2 ) 3 ' 4 27t(l-r2)3/4' (5,121) 

Constant C can be found from the singlevaluedness of the Cosserat rotation at 

passing around the crack 

JAQ'z(t)dt = 0 =» C = -M/2. (5.122) 
-i 

From here the moment stress intensity factor for t=±\ is 

Mz=±M(T(l/4)) V
3/22-'/4. (5.123) 

For a crack of length 2a the dimension analysis for t=±a gives 

Mz=±M(r(l/4))V
3/22",/4a,/4. (5.124) 

5.12. Energy release rate at the crack tip 

The change of the energy AW when the bending crack propagates along the y-axis by A 

is 

0 AQ,(>0 

AW=jdy f\ixz(AQz)dAQz. (5.125) 
-A 0 

According to (5.106) the main term at the crack tip for the disclination density is 

A^(y)~T-^jji,y-*+o- (5.126) 

The constant C by using (5.112) can be expressed through the moment fracture 

toughness 

C = MzV27t^^. (5.127) 
r(i/4) 

This together with integrated expression (5.126) gives the following asymptotic 

behaviour of the Cosserat rotation discontinuity at the crack tip 

A£2z(y) - -AMzy
1/4,y->+0, (5.128) 

4 

where 

A= ^ ( 3 / 4 ) — (5.129) 
V27tC.r(l/4) 
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Taking into account (5.128), expression (5.87) shows that the moment stress at the crack 

tip is proportional to the discontinuity in the Cosserat rotation (yLxz~kAQz), ie 

M~y)~A(-y)'/2,}>~*"0' (5-130) 

This fact taking into account (5.125) gives that the change of the energy AW when the 

bending crack propagates at A as follows 

AW = jdy ]kAQzdAQz=-jkAQ
2
zdy=-jiixz(y)AQz(y)dy. (5.131) 

-A 0 ^-A 2 _ A 

Substituting (5.128) and (5.87) into (5.131) one obtains 

AW 
By using (5.132) the energy release rate E = lim can be expressed through Mz: 

A->0 A 

3 3 / V ( l - v 2 ) , 
E = J2

 l ;
2 M

2 . (5.133) 
4£/-3/2(r(i/4))2 z 

The comparison of the energy release rate with (5.91) gives the energy criterion of 

bending crack growth. 

5.13. Conclusion 

We considered Cosserat continuum modelling layered materials with sliding layers. In 

this case the layer bending provides a rotational degree of freedom while the bending 

moment per unit area plays the role of moment stress. The analysis showed that in the 

case of free layer sliding the Cosserat stress-strain field is not unique: stress is not 

changed if the x;-component of displacement is altered by any arbitrary function of y (in 

the coordinate set xy with the x-axis parallel to layers). All other components can 

however be uniquely determined which enables further analysis. Also the displacement, 

rotation and stress fields in such continuum have a tendency to localise in the direction 

perpendicular to layering. 

Excessive bending of layers leads to their fracture. Sequences of fractured layers can 

be viewed in the continuum description as cracks or, in special cases, as dislocations 

and disclinations. 
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B y the virtue of the continuum description only the distances much greater than the 

layer thickness can be addressed, which implies that only far-field asymptotics should 

be considered for dislocations. Focusing on the asymptotics greatly simplified the 

analysis. It was shown that dislocation with the Burgers vector perpendicular to layers 

produced in the direction perpendicular to layers only shear stress with y"3/2 singularity, 

while dislocation with the Burgers vector parallel to layers did not produce stresses. 

Disclination that is a constant jump in the Cosserat rotation has an inverse square root 

singularity in both the normal stress that acts perpendicularly to the direction of layering 

and moment stress. The moment stresses may create a fracture that develops as a 

progressive rupture of layers in a narrow zone propagating as a "bending crack". This 

crack being a distribution of discontinuities in Cosserat rotation presents a new fracture 

mode that is independent and can be separated from the classical fracture Modes I-IH. 

The concentration of bending moments at the tip of the bending crack is singular 

increasing as r'UA, where r is the distance from the crack tip. This concentration is 

however weaker than the stress singularity at the tip of a conventional crack. 

Analytical (closed form) solution for the problem of semi-infinite bending crack can 

be obtained using the Wiener-Hopf technique. The application of this solution to 

modelling fracture propagation shows that the fracture length almost linearly increases 

with the applied point moment. 

For a finite crack uniformly loaded by distributed moments the moment stress 

intensity factor is proportional to 1/4 power of the crack length. 
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6. WAVE TRAVELLING AND FRACTURING IN LAYERED MATERIALS. 

COSSERAT CONTINUUM APPROACH 

We derive a model for the long wavelength behaviour of a layered material with smooth 

interfaces within the framework of Cosserat continuum. In such a continuum three types 

of waves exist: longitudinal, shear and rotational. The wave velocity in this 

approximation depends on the direction of propagation, but not on the absolute value of 

the wave vector. Only longitudinal wave exists in the directions strictly perpendicular 

and parallel to the layering. This has a profound effect on the fracture propagation 

caused by an impact action perpendicular to the layering. The impact will be transferred 

from one layer to the other at the speed of the longitudinal wave. Thus, when the first 

layer breaks the longitudinal wave will transmit the load to the next one and so forth, 

without the energy dissipation which would be associated with the propagation of 

rotational and shear waves. 

6.1. Introduction 

The previous chapter considered the effect of an additional rotational degree of freedom 

on fracture using, as an example a 2 D layered material with sliding layers. In the 

Cosserat continuum that represents such a material, the additional D O F should also 

affect the wave propagation resulting in the appearance of at least an additional type of 

wave. This will be investigated in this chapter. It should be noted that, strictly speaking, 

a layered material can be modelled as a conventional orthotropic continuum only if the 

layer thickness is zero (or negligibly small as compared to a characteristic structural 

length). However, the standard continuum approach is inapplicable if the layer parallel 

shear modulus vanishes, ie if the layer interfaces are smooth. 

W a v e propagation in the case of the Cosserat continuum for blocky structures has 

been investigated by Sulem and Muhlhaus (1997). The wave propagation in the case of 

a higher-order gradient continuum and both "local" and non-local Cosserat continuum 

for granular materials has been analysed by Muhlhaus and Oka (1996) and Pasternak 

and Muhlhaus (2000) respectfully, see also Chapter 2. Here this approach will be 

applied to layered materials and will be used to study the impact failure mechanism and 

offer a partial explanation for the ability of a karate expert to break a pile of slabs. 

Hereafter w e use notations adopted in the previous chapter. 
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6.2. W a v e propagation in the layered material 

The Lame equations with dynamic terms for Cosserat continuum model of layered 

material with frictionless interfaces have the form: 

d2u d2v 
"TT + Ai2TT + ̂  =P"' dx dxdy 

d2u .r.Vv d\ dat .. 

B 
d £2, „„dv . ~-

(6.1) 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

where 

_ (l-v)E _ vE _ (l-v)E 
11 (l + v X l - 2 v ) ' A l 2 (l + vXl-2v) , A 2 2 " (l + vXl-2v)' 

(6.4) 

B= 7" ,v, J=pf-. 
fr_2 

12 
(6.5) 

Efr2 

12(l-v2): 

W e have assumed here that the y direction is orthogonal to the layering, (fx, fy) and mz 

are body force and body moment respectively; E, v are the layer Young's modulus, and 

Poisson's ratio, G"=G=Zs/2(l+v), b is the layer thickness, p is the density and J is the 

rotational inertia per unit volume. 

In such a continuum three types of waves exist: longitudinal, shear and rotational, the 

latter being associated with the Cosserat rotation. For a particular case of zero body 

forces and body moment, iefx=fy=mz=0 we consider the propagation of harmonic waves 

of the form: 

u 

\ V 

k 
- = •> 
N B2 

Ai 

i\(x-vpt) ir)(.y~vPvt) 

ye -e = 

5, 

B2 >e 
•(Jj*+Ttt>-0>0 

(6.6) 

where £ and rj are wave numbers in the x and y (parallel and perpendicular to the 

layering) directions respectively, v={vpx, vpy) the phase velocity, co= typx +r\vpy 

frequency. 

Substitution (6.6) into (6.l)-(6.3) yields the following homogeneous system of 

equations: 

A.c^+A^Ti^-pco^O, 
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Al2^]Bx + G%
2B2 + A22y]

2B2 + G'ilfi, - PCO
2J52 = 0, (6.7) 

B\2B, - G"ilfi2 + G% - M
2B3 = 0. 

The system has non-trivial solution if its determinant vanishes: 

Au£
2-pco2 A12£TI 0 

A12c>i GV+A2V2 "PO)2 G% =0. (6.8) 

0 -G% BZ,2+G"-M2 

This leads to a bi-cubic equation with respect to the frequency 

- p2Jco6 + (pJAxxZ>
2 +pJG%2 + pJA22r\

2 + p2fl£2 + p2G")to4 + 

{-JAXXGV -JAXXA2£\2 -pAxxBl
4 ~pAnG%

2 - (6.9) 

-pG'Bl,4 -PA22firi
2^ -PA22G'TI2 + AX2

2Jl\2)y>2 + 

AXXG"B^ + AuA22B^\
2 + AA2GW -A12

2^4n2 - A122G'^2TI2 =0 

or, after the normalization, 

1 + v " '" l-2v' A 2"l-2v' 12(l-v) 
-1, A,, - A22 - G =1/2 (6.10) 

-p27co6 + p (-42/v + pb
2 +187 + 247v2 - 2pZ"2v)^2 + 6(v - jjlpv + 2r\2Jv - p - 2T]27 ) 4 

(l-2vXl-v) 12 

1 (4p&2v-127v2+:247v-127-3p&2)£V2(v-l)(-6pv-n2^ 
(l-2v)(l-v) 

co2 + 
24 

1 -^(v-l)^ 6 + 2 ^ V - 1 2 ( v - l X 2 T 1
2 _ 0 (6.11) 

24 (l-2vXl-v) 

Bearing in mind that the validity of the Cosserat continuum theory is restricted to a long 

wave asymptotics, so that the layer thickness b to wave length L ratio must be b/L«l, 

we now consider the limiting case for small br\ and b\. Assuming br\«l, bt,«l, 

J -pb1 the equation (6.11) can be simplified: 

.2^4 1-v 
po, pfe

2+ ̂ y+—J— bi2(b2V + n TI2)=O. 
l _ 2 v

K V b ^ 12(l-2v) v ' 
(6.12) 

The discriminant of the resulting bi-quadratic equation is 
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r _ 3 ( l - v )
2 f e 2 + n 2 ) 2 - ^ 2 ( ^ 4 + l 2 t 1

2 ) ( l - 2 v ) 

3(1-2v)2 • (6'13) 

In (6.13) the term l%2= ^2b%4 can be neglected with respect to the term £2T|2 if T]^0 

and with respect to the term £4 if n,=0. Then the discriminant in the long wave 

asymptotics (6.13) assumes the form: 

D = P^i2Wf-4^>0. (6,4) 
(l-2v)2 ' * l-2v 

With these assumptions, the dispersion relations are obtained as 

Formula (6.15) gives two solutions for the square of the phase frequency co. It is clear 

that because of the absence of the thickness of the layer b in (6.15), the frequency, given 

by a homogeneous function of the first order w(fc£,A*r|)=&co(£,r|), is formally valid for all 

wave numbers even if tit, and bx\ are not small. It also contains no information on the 

layer orientation in this approximation since wave numbers £ and r| can be interchanged 

without effect on the frequency. 

For the further investigation of the wave propagation problem it is convenient to use 

the polar coordinates: £=rcoscp, r|=rsincp. Then (6.15) becomes 

r 1-v , 1 (l-v)2 sin22cp 

^ = r j w ^ ) ̂if^f-i^ • (616) 

It appears from (6.16) that the frequency is proportional to the absolute value of the 

wave vector r 

VpG\2~
r- (6-17) 

The frequency according to (6.16) is given by the cone for the first solution and the 

group of four cones for the second. Figure 6.1 shows the cross-sections (the fixed r) of 

these surfaces for different Poisson's ratios v=0.1, 0.3, 0.45 in the polar coordinates for 

0<cp<27t. It is seen that the first solution is sensitive to Poisson's ratio: the higher v, the 

more strongly the velocity depends on the direction of the wave vector. The second 

solution is insensitive to Poisson's ratio. 
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Figure 6.1. Cross-sections ofthe surface representing the first (a) and second (b) 

solutions for the phase frequency. 

Next we find the components ofthe phase velocity v={vp^, vpy). Since co= \vpx +x\vpy 

and 

one obtains that 

(y x „ dco dco 

_ dco _ dco 

(6.18) 

(6.19) 
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By differentiating (6.15) with respect to \ and i\, the components of the phase velocity 

can be found 

( ) 1 > 1-v 
lV ;i>2 2 p c o 1 A - 2 v 

' ± 2 p c o ? , 2 - ^ 
1-v \-2vf^ ^ ' l-2v 

n-1/2 

(l"2v) 
,(6.20) 

( \ 1 1-v 

^ » 2 2pco1 9
T 1l-2v 

' 2 2E2 ̂  
±2pco2 — = i 

1,2 j _ 
l - 2 v ) 2 V ' 1-2^ L(l-2v) 

2 2 

2v 

n-l/2 

.(6.21) 

In (6.20), (6.21) only positive values of the square roots are used, since the negative 

values would correspond to the waves travelling in the opposite direction. 

The case of special interest is the wave propagation in the directions perpendicular 

(£=0) and parallel (*n=0) to the layering. In these directions the second solution 

degenerates because according to (6.15) C02(0,r))=0 and a)2(£,0)=0. It means that the 

waves corresponding to the second solution do not exist in these directions. For the first 

solution the frequency according to (6.15) is 

Vpco, (0, TI) = ̂ j - ^ - T], Vpw. (5.0) = yj-^Z, 

and, subsequently, the components of the phase velocity become 

(6.22) 

(vJ,(0,Tl) = 0, (vpx\(^,0) = ̂ j ^ , (vj](0,n) = j l g , (vJl(S,0) = 0.(6.23) 

It follows from (6.23) that in the direction perpendicular to layering (£=0) the horizontal 

component of the phase velocity is zero and the phase velocity vector is normal to the 

layering. Analogously, in the direction parallel to layering (r|=0) the vertical component 

of the phase velocity is zero and the phase velocity vector is collinear to the direction of 

layering. 

At this stage, it is important to emphasize that generally the direction of the phase 

velocity does not coincide with the wave vector. However, in the directions parallel and 

perpendicular to the layering the phase velocity is collinear to the wave vector due to 

orthotropic symmetry. It is also important to note that in these directions there is no 

dispersion relationship since the components of the phase velocity vector vpx and vpy do 

not depend on the wave numbers t, and r\ (see (6.23)). 

The components of the phase velocity (6.20), (6.21) in the polar coordinates (r, cp) 

read 
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(y_yY__ sin̂ _2cp + \-v_ _ 2sin> 

I \ 1-v coscp ^|(l-2v)2 l-2v ~l-2v 1-v 
lV^"l-2v2Vf7" 

1-v ± 1 (1-v)2 sin22cp (1-v)2 sin22cp 

2(l-2v) 2"V(l-2v)2 l-2v V(l-2v)2 l-2v 
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A z ^ L _ ̂ 2 < P + J^JJ _ 2cos^cp 
( \ 1-v sincp ^|(l-2v)2 l-2v "l-2v 1-v 
v w A.2 i ox> i /T i i • (6.25) 

1 2v 2VP i-y I (1-y)2 sin
22cp / (l-v)2 sin22cp 

V2(l-2v) 2^|(l-2v)2 l-2v "V(l-2v)2 l-2v 

It is clear from (6.24) and (6.25) that the components of the phase velocity do not 

depend on the absolute value of the phase vector {^,r\} r= (£2+TI2)1/2, but only on the 

direction cp=arctan(r|/c;). Thus, in the long wave length approximation, the wave 

velocity depends on the direction of travel (anisotropy), so there is no dispersion 

relationship as such. 

Figure 6.2 shows the normalised V H v^pE~l(l + v), p=l, £/(l+v)=l phase 

velocity for the first and the second solutions in the first quadrant 0<cp<7i/2, other 

quadrants being symmetrical. 
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Figure 6.2. The first (a) and the second (b) solution for the normalized phase 

velocity (v=0.3). 

6.3. WAVE AMPLITUDES 

W e consider now the homogeneous system (6.7) and investigate the ratio of the 

amplitudes: 

B, G% B, Aitn (6.26) 
B2 Btf+G'-to2 B2 AncV-pcD

2 

It is seen from (6.26) that the amplitudes of the longitudinal and shear waves are of the 

same order of magnitude, while the rotational (responsible for bending) wave is 

dominated by them. In other words, the displacements caused by the rotational wave are 
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much smaller than the ones caused by the longitudinal and shear waves: | bB2/B21 « 1 , 

\bB3/Bx | « 1 . Expressions (6.26) after the insertion of the solution (6.15) and the 

normalization (6.10) have, in the polar coordinates, the form: 

ir coscp 
.2„2 1,2 b r'cos'cp , Jr 

+ 1-

-? ,( 

6(1-v) 
1-v + (l-v)2 sin22cp 

l-2v""y(l-2v)2 l-2v 

(6.27) 

{B2j 
l-2v 

coscp sincp 

1,2 1-v , 1-v _ 1 (l-v)2 

cos"cp—; ^ + — '-̂- y 
sin 2cp 

(6.28) 

l-2v ' 2(1-2v) 2)((l-2v)2 l-2v 

Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show the ratio of amplitudes for the first and the second solutions 

respectively in the first quadrant 0<cp<7t/2. 
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Figure 6.3. The ratios of amplitudes for the first solution (v=0.3), b is the layer 

thickness, r is the absolute value of the wave vector. The ratio B\/B2 is independent of r. 
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Figure 6.4. The ratios of amplitudes for the second solution (v=0.3), b is the layer 

thickness, r is the absolute value of the wave vector. The ratio B\IB2 is independent of r. 

N o w the directions perpendicular and normal to layering will be considered. The 

second solution degenerates in these two directions and waves associated with it vanish. 

The first solution gives the following behaviour for the normalized according to (6.10) 

expressions (6.26): 

'B^ 

2?„ 

(R\ 

)\ \B2 , 1-VT1 

~/c; + o(n2) TI-»0, 
B-, 

~—^+O(T)), n->o. 
v r| 

(6.29) 

(6.30) 

Since the amplitudes of waves must be bounded (otherwise the energy would be 

infinite), it follows from the (6.29) that in the direction perpendicular to layering (1=0) 

there is no rotational wave (B3~£JB2, \—>0, B2 is bounded =>fi3=0). There is no shear 

wave (Bi~(£/r\)B2, £—>0, B2 is bounded =>2?i=0) in this direction either. It means that 

only longitudinal waves (B2*0) propagate in the direction normal to layering, while both 

shear and rotational ones vanish. 

In the direction parallel to layering (T]=0) from (6.30) it follows that there is no shear 

wave (B2~(t]/^)BU r\-^0, Bx is bounded =>52=0). There is no rotational wave (B3~tB2, 

TI->0, B2=0 *=>53=0) in this direction either. It means that only longitudinal waves 

(2?i*0) propagate in the direction parallel to layering, while both shear and rotational 

ones vanish. These results are summarized in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Wave amplitudes in directions normal and parallel to the layering. 

1=0 

2?i=0 

2*3=0 

tl=0 

2?2=0 

2*3=0 

It is important to conclude that only the longitudinal wave exists in the directions 

strictly perpendicular and parallel to the layering with both the rotational and shear 

waves vanishing. 

6.4. A POSSIBLE MECHANISM OF IMPACT FAILURE 

Our model offers a partial explanation why a relatively weak, very rapid loading (Figure 

6.5) is sometimes sufficient to break even substantial decks of brittle plates. 

Since only the longitudinal wave is available in the direction normal to the layering, 

the impact energy is transmitted from layer to layer in the most efficient way. Therefore, 

if the impact causes breakage, one can expect that the most possible number of layers 

will be affected. Had the medium been isotropic and homogeneous both longitudinal 

and shear waves would have co-existed in the direction perpendicular to the layering. 

Thus, the impact energy would have been wasted in the shear waves that do not transmit 

the impact to the adjacent layer. Consequently, a non-layered material would be hard to 

break the way the karate expert breaks the pile of slabs. 
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Figure 6.5. Transmission of impact action through the layered material by longitudinal 

wave (a) and the resulting failure (from Halliday et al, 1997) (b). 

6.5. C O N C L U S I O N 

In a Cosserat continuum that models layered material with sliding layers three types of 

waves exist: longitudinal, shear and rotational, the letter being associated with the 

Cosserat rotation. The wave velocity in this approximation depends on the direction of 

travelling but not on the absolute value of the wave vector, so there is no dispersion 

relationship as such. Generally, the direction of the phase velocity does not coincide 

with the wave vector. However, in the directions parallel and perpendicular to the layers 

the phase velocity is collinear with the wave vector. The magnitude of longitudinal and 

shear waves dominates that of rotational waves. Only longitudinal waves exist in the 
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directions perpendicular and parallel to the layers with both the rotational and shear 

waves vanishing. 

The fact that, in the direction normal to layering, only longitudinal waves can 

propagate may have a profound effect on the fracture propagation caused by an impact 

action perpendicular to the layering. Indeed, the impact will be conveyed from one layer 

to another by the longitudinal wave. W h e n the first layer breaks the longitudinal wave 

will transmit the load to the next one with the energy dissipation associated with the 

rotational and shear waves being minor. Thus under the impact the layers will break in 

succession. This is a possible mechanism by which a karate expert easily breaks a pile 

of slabs. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 

In many cases it is advantageous to model real materials with internal microstructure as 

continua based on the well-developed machinery of modern continuum mechanics. This 

can be accomplished by associating each point of the continuum with a volume element, 

which on the one hand is large compared to the dimensions of the microstructure but on 

the other hand must be small as compared to the characteristic dimensions of the 

phenomenon to be modelled. The presence of microstructure implies that at least in 

principle relative movements between the microstructure and the average macroscopic 

deformations are possible. The relative movements may be considered by means of 

additional degrees of freedom. The introduction of additional degrees of freedom leads 

to non-classical continua, the simplest being the Cosserat continuum each point of 

which possesses both translational and rotational degrees of freedom. Proceeding with 

further degrees of freedom, one obtains higher order continua and attains more accuracy 

in the modelling. 

The treatment of a representative volume element as a point of the macroscopic 

continuum imposes a restriction on the scale of the modelling: details smaller than the 

representative volume element are beyond the resolution of the model. It is generally 

believed that this restriction can be overcome by incorporating non-local constitutive 

laws, where, for instance, the stress at a point depends in an integral sense on the strains 

within a volume surrounding the point. For that reason, non-local continua do not obey 

the Cauchy-Euler principle: the stress state of a volume is not completely determined by 

the stresses at its boundary. This makes it impossible to deduce the continuum equations 

of motion from first principles forcing one to either hypothesise on them or to infer 

them from microstructural considerations. 

The introduction of a suitable continuum theory to model a material with a given 

microstructure requires an appropriate choice of homogenisation procedure. In order to 

analyse different homogenisation methods w e considered a model system consisting of 

decoupled periodic ID chains of solid spheres connected by translational and rotational 

springs. The model is simple enough to allow complete analytical solutions for both 

static equilibrium and wave propagation. T w o homogenisation techniques were 

considered: (1) homogenisation by differential expansion and (2) homogenisation by 

integral transformation (Kunin-type homogenisation). The first technique leads to a 

local Cosserat continuum, while the second approach gives rise to a non-local Cosserat 
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continuum theory. The former result offered a robust balance between accuracy and 

simplicity being a long wave asymptotic approximation to the exact model. The second 

technique resulted in a non-local continuum description that yielded an exact solution, 

but at the same time did not really provide any simplification as compared to the exact, 

discrete model. In fact, there is isomorphism between the discrete model and a non-local 

Cosserat continuum. Interestingly, the equations of motion derived for this case using 

the Kunin-type homogenisation of the discrete equations assumed after the introduction 

of invariant deformation measures, the form expected for a Cosserat continuum. 

Another feature of this method is that the non-local and the discrete solutions for ID 

granulates coincide at the centers of the balls. However, between the discrete points the 

Kunin-type homogenisation may lead to unrealistic patterns. In particular, the 

considered non-local model for a vertical duct under gravity showed near boundary 

displacements directed upwards, ie against gravity. These boundary effects are, 

however, limited to distances smaller than the spacing between the particle centres and 

are simply artefacts of the homogenisation procedure. 

Homogenisation by means of integral transformation produces non-local integral 

relations with oscillating kernels. This oscillation is, however, not a direct consequence 

of the strict periodicity of the model system. For instance, randomisation of the spring 

stiffnesses makes the kernels random functions with periodic means. 

The analysis of wave propagation in this model system showed that two types of 

waves exist simultaneously: shear-rotational and rotational-shear waves, the latter being 

the faster ones. A s the wave number tends to zero (long wavelength limit), the shear 

component is predominant in the shear-rotational wave, while the rotational component 

is predominant in the rotational-shear wave. Further analysis of the Cosserat model 

showed that in the limit of infinite rotational stiffness (when particle rotation is 

suppressed) the rotational-shear wave disappears, while the velocity of the shear-

rotational wave becomes independent of the frequency indicating the absence of 

dispersion. The rotational-shear wave was found to be faster than the conventional shear 

wave. Therefore, when experimental measurements of wave velocities are conducted by 

registering the time of first arrival, one can expect that this rotational-shear wave will be 

registered first. This will lead to the measured wave velocity being higher than predicted 

by the classical elasticity, thus providing grounds for the experimental detection of 

Cosserat effects. 
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Homogenisation by differential expansion was then generalised to model the 

macroscopic behaviour of 3 D granular materials with particles interacting through 

contact forces and moments. This was accomplished by considering a statistically 

representative particle and Newton's equations of motion and applying the 

homogenisation procedure. The result was a 3 D Cosserat continuum. Constitutive 

relations for the components of the stress and the moment stress tensors were obtained 

for isotropic and spatially homogeneous distribution of the particle contacts. The elastic 

moduli were expressed in terms of the contact stiffness, the solid volume fraction, the 

coordination number and the sphere diameter. 

The model obtained by differential expansion was also generalised to cases involving 

large deformations. Frame invariant constitutive relations were derived by introducing 

corresponding objective deformation measures. The advantage of this approach over 

purely phenomenological developments is that as a by-product one obtains 

approximations for the macroscopic flow and the deformation properties expressed in 

terms of microstructural variables such as contact stiffness and coordination number. 

After demonstrating that the Cosserat continuum provides a reasonable compromise 

between accuracy and simplicity, w e turned to another case with clearly identifiable 

rotational degrees of freedom - layered materials with sliding layers. In this case the 

Cosserat rotation may be interpreted as the rotation of the cross-sections of the 

individual layers; the bending moment per unit area is the moment stress of the Cosserat 

continuum. 

Excessive bending of layers leads to fracture. Sequences of bending fractures may be 

regarded in the continuum description as special cracks, so-called disclinations. W h e n 

layers can slide freely, the dislocations and disclinations create stresses that concentrate 

on an axis normal to the direction of layering. As a result, the bending fracture zone will 

propagate normally to the direction of layering. This is a consequence of the fact that 

the fundamental (homogeneous) solution values occur predominantly in the direction 

normal to layers. 

B y virtue of the continuum description only distances much greater than the layer 

thickness can be addressed, which implies that only far-field asymptotics should be 

considered for dislocations. Focusing on the asymptotics greatly simplified the analysis. 

Furthermore, comparison of the asymptotic and exact solutions showed that these 

asymptotics are quite accurate. It was shown that a dislocation with the Burgers vector 

perpendicular to layers produced in the direction perpendicular to layers only a shear 
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stress with a y" singularity, while a dislocation with the Burgers vector parallel to 

layers did not produce stresses. A disclination represents a constant jump in the Cosserat 

rotation; it has an inverse square root singularity in both the normal stress acting in the 

direction normal to layers and the moment stress. The moment stresses may create a 

fracture that develops as a progressive rupture of layers in a narrow zone propagating as 

a "bending crack". This crack being a distribution of discontinuities in Cosserat rotation 

presents a new, independent fracture mode. The concentration of bending moments at 

the tip of the bending crack is singular, increasing as r m, where r is the distance from 

the crack tip. This concentration is, however, weaker than the stress singularity at the tip 

of a conventional crack. The moment stress singularity is governed by the moment 

stress intensity factor that in the case of finite crack uniformly loaded by distributed 

moments is proportional to the 1/4 power of the crack length. 

The Cosserat continuum is characterised by the presence of three additional degrees 

of freedom corresponding to three components of independent Cosserat rotation. 

Consequently, three additional crack modes (Modes IV - VI) should exist. These cracks 

can be regarded as discontinuities in the corresponding components of the Cosserat 

rotation and can be modelled as distributions of disclinations (or disclination loops). 

Growth criteria can then be formulated by generalising the concept of path independent 

integrals for the Cosserat continuum. Path independent integrals were derived from the 

invariance of the deformation energy of a Cosserat continuum with respect to rigid body 

translations and rotations. The translational invariance yields three path independent n-

integrals, which for vanishing internal length reduce to the familiar J-integrals. The 

rotational invariance (in the case of isotropy) yields an additional set of three path 

independent integrals. 

Analytical (closed form) solution for the problem of semi-infinite bending crack was 

obtained using the Wiener-Hopf technique. The application of this solution to modelling 

fracture propagation shows that the fracture length almost linearly increases with the 

applied point moment. 

The analysis of wave propagation in a layered Cosserat material shows that three 

types of waves exist: longitudinal, shear and rotational, the latter being associated with 

the Cosserat rotation. The wave speed depends on the direction of propagation but is 

independent of the absolute value of the wave vector; hence a dispersion relationship as 

such does not exist. Generally, the direction of the phase velocity does not coincide with 
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the wave vector. However, in the directions parallel and perpendicular to the direction 

of layering the phase velocity is collinear with the wave vector. The magnitude of 

longitudinal and shear waves dominates that of rotational waves. Only longitudinal 

waves exist in the directions perpendicular and parallel to the layers with both the 

rotational and shear waves vanishing. 

The fact that, in the direction normal to the direction of layering, only longitudinal 

waves can propagate may have a profound effect on the fracture propagation caused by 

an impact action perpendicular to the layers. Indeed, the impact will be conveyed from 

one layer to another by the longitudinal wave. W h e n the first layer breaks, the 

longitudinal wave will transmit the load to the next one with the energy dissipation 

associated with the rotational and shear waves being low. Thus under the impact the 

layers will break in succession. This may serve as a possible mechanism by which a 

karate expert easily breaks a pile of slabs. 

In conclusion, the framework of the Cosserat continuum theory was found to provide 

accurate descriptions of materials with different types of microstructure. The Cosserat 

effects are responsible for the increase in measured wave velocities in granular materials 

as compared to the classical calculations that ignore rotational degrees of freedom. 

Cosserat continua allow independent disclinations that are not reduced to linear 

distributions of dislocations and, consequently, new, independent fracture modes. As the 

granular and layered materials considered have a c o m m o n occurrence in nature and are 

widely used in engineering, these theoretically predicted features can be of significant 

importance for engineering applications. 
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8. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

Based on the results and conclusions of this project, it is possible to outline the 

directions for further research. It is perceived that the research should be furthered in 3 

main directions: homogenisation procedures for granular materials resulting in 

additional degrees of freedom, constitutive relationships with non-linearity caused by 

fabric transformations, wave propagation and fracture modes associated with rotational 

degrees of freedom. In particular the following issues can be recommended for 

investigation. 

8.1. Homogenisation procedures for granular materials 

The homogenisation based on differential expansions has been investigated in the thesis 

and used for developing the Cosserat theory for granular materials for infinitesimal and 

large deformations. It would be interesting to include higher order terms in the 

differential expansions and follow the appearance of new degrees of freedom and higher 

deformation measures. 

8.2. Non-linear constitutive laws for granular materials associated with fabric 

transformations 

The homogenised constitutive relationships derived in the thesis depend upon the 

distribution of contacts between the particles. In the process of deformation, especially 

when large deformations are involved the distribution of contacts can be changed. These 

fabric transformations will make the constitutive relationships both non-linear and 

dependent upon the loading history. Proper description of this non-linearity will pave 

the way for realistic modelling of deformations in granular materials. 

8.3. Wave propagation in granular and layered materials 

It has been demonstrated using the simple structure of ID chain of spheres that the 

rotational degree of freedom leads to increase in the measured elastic wave velocity. 

Therefore, the wave velocity measurements can serve as indicators of the effects 

associated with the rotational degrees of freedom and can be used for experimental 

verification of Cosserat-type theories. Subsequently, the research in this direction 
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should concentrate on two issues. First, the analysis of the Cosserat effects in wave 

propagation should be extended to 3 D cases of granular and layered materials. Second, 

proper experiments should be devised and conducted to observe and measure these 

effects. 

8.4. Fracture modes associated with rotational degrees of freedom 

In the 2D Cosserat continuum for the layered materials, only one rotational degree of 

freedom was present resulting in only one additional fracture mode. In addition, the 

analysis was greatly simplified by concentrating on the case of sliding interfaces only. It 

is n o w necessary to consider a general case of layered materials by introducing elastic 

interfaces and proceeding to 3 D formulations. A general theory of disclinations has to 

be developed and all three additional fracture modes introduced and analysed. 
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APPENDIX A 

AI. The derivation ofthe stiffness matrices (3.10) and (3.12) 

For the sake of simplicity let us denote Fn = F, Mn = M , Aun = Au, Acp" = Acp. We 

can decompose the force and moment vectors into sums of vectors normal and parallel 

to the tangential plane of a contact as follows 

F = Fn+Fs,M=Mn+Ms. (Al) 

The same can be done with the relative displacements and relative rotations vectors: 

Au = Aun + Aus, Acp = Acp„ + Acp,. (A2) 

From (Al) 

Fs=F-Fn,Ms=M-Mn, (A3) 

or taking into account the linear response to force and moment 

Fs = ksAus = ks (Ail - Aun )=ks (Aii - Aunn) = ks (Ail - Au^ti), (A4) 

M, =*9,A$, =^(Acp-AcpJ=^(Acp-Acp/!n)=/:tPs(Acp-Acp,.n(.n). (A5) 

The projections to the normal of force and moment give 

Fn = Prn- F > ^n =
 Fn" » Fn = Fini = K^Pl> (A6) 

Mn = Pr„- M ,Mn=Mnn,Mn= Mtnt = k^ Acp,«,.. (A7) 

Then (Al) in coordinate representation becomes 

Fj = Fnj + Fsj (A8) 

Fj = knAuininj + ksAUj - ksAuinin) = {kn - ks )Aw,n,ra; + ksAufiy = Ki}Au,, (A9) 

Mi=Mn +MS (A10) 

Mj=k<faA(pininj+kvA(pj -k<pA(pininj=(k<Pn -k^ininj +^Acp;8, = L,yAcp,., 

(All) 

which proves (3.10) and (3.12). 
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AIL Derivation of formulae (3.43) and (3.44) 

Let us calculate 

Ay = lAn^jdn. 
a/2 

W e consider the following combinations 

Ju = jninjdn = -jninjdn, 
a/2 ^ a 

where 

(A12) 

(A13) 

n = {cos <|> sin 0, sin § sin 0, cos 0}, dn = sin QdQd§ 

It is obvious that 

(A14) 

J,=\B^, 

and 

(A15) 

r nx
 2? cos2<|) } , 

B l 2 = \ \ 2\dn=\\ [#jsin30</0; 
^ n , i sin2(t) J

0 

71 71 71 

| sin3 0</0 = J" sin 0(1 - cos2 0)d0 = - J (1 - cos2 0)d cos 0 = 
f A cos30^ 
COS0 

4 
3 

B 
271 

• » = / • 

cos2(j) 2rl±cos2(l)^ 4 4 
1 -< / < & • — = — 7t ; 

o 2 V 3 3 

,</(|)fsin30d0= f 
sin2<J> J J

0 ' 

2TT rt 

/33 = J n
2dn = f ̂ f cos2 Osin QdQ = -27^ cos2 OdcosO = -2n 

cos30 

0 0 

47t 

T 
271 

Hence, Jtj = — 8 , y . Consequently, 

Ay = JAn,njdn = — 8tf, 
a/2 " 

(A16) 

which proves (3.43). 

Terms Amn (formula (3.44)) can be found analogously by computing corresponding 

integrals. One can see because of (A14) that the only combinations of indexes giving 

non-zero Ay/,„ are those ones where each index appears even number of times. For the 

fourth order tensor it means reoccurrence of either two or four. The direct computing of 

the corresponding integrals gives: 
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Alll --^2222 ~ 4-333 = 

10 

If 

A122 = A 133 = A233 = ~, 

or in the generalised form: 

(A17) 

(A18) 

Aijlm = JAninjnlnmdn = ±-{SijSlm +Su8jm +6^8,} 
a/2 JV 

(A19) 

AIII. Consistency of stress definition 

Let us show that with the adopted accuracy the equation (3.112) can be obtained 

from the equation (3.113). Introducing relative displacement and rotation of the 

neighbouring particle with respect to the reference one, (as in (3.6) and (3.7) 

respectively), equation (3.112) can be written in the form: 

O",, ; = 
6v, 

7tD: 
JAFi

ndn = -^zrJA[K(u" -u + Dnx<p + — «x(cp" -$))]ldn = - - *?*-
2 

7tD3 
3v * 

U[K(un-2u + u-n)ldn + -^- fA[nx(cp" -y-n)\dn. 
TtD' 

(A20) 
a/2 '"-' a/2 

Replacing the u- and cp- differences with the corresponding Taylor expansions and 

neglecting the terms higher than second order in D (see (3.24)-(3.27)), one has 

6v, 
[(kn -ks)AljlmuLmj+ksAljUuj +ksAljBilkq>kJ]+0(l) (A21) 

On the other hand, based on the equation (3.113), the term Ojij can be obtained with the 

same accuracy in the following way: 

( 

°JU = ^1 
nD 

-\AFi
nnjdn 

\ 3v. 

nD' 

c D 
J A[K(u" -u + Dnxip + — n x (cp" -cp))],.w7dn 

~\ 

3v, 

nD' 
JA[K(un-u-n)lnjdn 
a/2 

^ + 3 v.t/ 

7tD 
f2A[nx$](nyJn 

a/2 

+ 

+ 
3v,*f 

( 

2nD 
j A[n x (cp" - 2cp + cp_n)],. rijdn 
a/2 
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= ~nt^" -k>)A>J*»u<-»>J+ksAj»uj +KAvSukVt.j]+0(X), (A22) 

which concludes the comparison as the leading terms (the least order in D) of the 

equation (A21) and (A22) coincide. 
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A P P E N D I X B 

B L The derivation of the disclination density (5.106) 

To obtain the disclination density by using (5.104), first we calculate &(p). The 

equation (5.103) reads 

1 77 

*"(/>) = " i ^ 
2niX-(p)l t 

^E°(0X
+(0 , . C 

•dt + 
P- X~(p) 

rr 0. 
\i„ (*) = < ? , a>0, p_=p-i0. 

Choosing the branches for functions X+(p), X'(p) in (5.100) one obtains: 

t1'4, t>0 fc 

x+(o = 

For convenience we rewrite (Bl) as follows 

VM, r>0 

\t\ , t<0 

*~(p) = 
1 

•L + -
2niX~(p) X-(p) 

where 

L = -ih+(l+i)I2, 

lire_JfL_duh - J -
^-«y/4 

P-
J?, 

P-

3/4 
&/ 

(0. = 
r3/4, t>0 
_-'3jt/4L|3/4 

f , ? < 0 

(Bl) 

(B2) 

(B3) 

(B4) 

(B5) 

(B6) 

(B7) 

The function (t)3/4 is the boundary value of the analytic in the lower half-plane function 

e3/4 

The integrals I\, I2 are computed by using Jordan's lemma. Since the exponential 

function e'iat decays in the lower half-plane we close the contour in the lower half-plane 

(see Figure Bla and b respectively). 
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© © 

(a) 

t<=* U 
(b) 

Figure Bl. Closing the contour for calculating integrals I\ and 22 by using Jordan's 

lemma: (a) - contour for integral I\, (b) - contour for integral 72. 

The integrands in (B6) have a pole in the lower half-plane. Then using Jordan's lemma 

and the residue theorem one obtains 

3/4 -iap 
/, =-2ni(pyre-mp. 

+°° -rtljtt3/4Jt 

I2 = -27i/p
3/V"*©^) + ie-™% f £ _ i _ ^ , 

where 0(/?) is the Heaviside step function. 

N o w (B4) yields 

3/4 -iap 

®-(p) = i— + (1 + 0 
X~(p) 

Jpe-iapQ(p) e-
3in/* *7e-*l3Ud% 

• + 

2ijid2 2nX~(p){ i$+p 
+ • 

X~(p) 

The insertion of (BIO) into (5.104) gives 

2nCxAQ'z(t) = —i=le-
i{l-a)pJp~dp ±=\ei(,-a)p Jp~dp 

24nl2{ 2Vrc/2J
0 

+ 

-3m/8 +-

+a+oVJ«"**
s/4*J 

g * ^ , ~ ? g
,,p^ _ 

•+ 
271 X~(PM+P) LX'(P) ej-

em/4T(3/2)] 
2^n/2 

3/2-
[(-t + a + i0yi/-(t-a + i0)-3"] + 

+ (1 + 0-
-3m/8 +~ 

27U 
je-^/4I(^,t)d^+CJ ~ 7 e"

pdp 
X~(p) 

where 

/(W=J: 
+°° «''/" e""d> 

0X'(p)(^+p) 

Choosing the appropriate branches of the power function, one obtains 

(B8) 

(B9) 

(BIO) 

(BID 

(B12) 
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H + iO)-3/2-(f + i0) 
-3/2 

(r-l)r3/2, t>0 
„ .,11-3/2 rt = "(1 -0K sgnr 

(1-0M , t<o 
W e then rewrite (Bll) in the following form 

n>„r* \r\'t+\ 1 — l in/4 *v7t i 1-3/2 . . 

2nCjAfll(0 = — ? = = e p-a\ sgn(t-a) + 
2VTI/2 2 

(B13) 

+ (1 + 0 -
-3m/8 

271 

f°° /IP J 

(B14) 

-f-OO 

K(t,a)=le-%"4l(l)dl. 
o 

Integral 7(^,0 (equation (B12)) can be represented as follows: 

/(W 
24n/2 

(-e*/4Jx+J2), 

(B15) 

(B16) 

Wd 
e " ^ ^ 

{P"4(P-^ 
, J 2 

S) 
(B17) 

W e calculate integrals J\ and J2 by using Jordan's lemma again. Since the 

exponential functions e'"p and eltp decay in the lower and upper half-plane respectfully, 

we close the contour in the lower half-plane for J\ and in the upper half-plane for J2 (see 

Figure B2a and b respectively). 

© 

(b) 

Figure B2. Closing the contour for calculating integrals J\ and J2 by using Jordan's 

lemma: (a) - contour for integral J\, (b) - contour for integral J2. 

The integrands in (B17) have poles at i\ and -i\ respectively (£>0). Then using 

Jordan's lemma and the residue theorem one obtains 
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W8K 
e'^dt] 

Jrf4(Tl + £) 
(B18) 

J-, =e~ 
" t i 

e~^dr\ 

iVi"<!\ + Z) 

From (B16) w e have 

Subsequently, (B15) gives 

_f(g-,7i/8-g3'"/8)4y e-'Vn 

2VTC72 ]TI,/4(TI + 0 

(l + i> -m/8 +~ + ~ -tx\ 

2VS72 J
0
 SJ

0t|"("l + S) 

or 

K(t,a) 
(\ + i)e -m/8 

2V2 a3/ 
1 r ^ 

KaJ 

where 

(B19) 

(B20) 

(B21) 

(B22) 

Kr^=l^t 
dx 

(B23) 
iTU\l + T)(l + Tx)3'2' 

Substituting (B22) into the equation (B14) and remembering that the last term in 

(B14) is the homogenoeous solution (5.850 ofthe integral equation (5.78), we arrive to 

the disclination density written in the way given by formula (5.106), ie 

27tC1AQ'(0 = - ^ ^ + - -
2 \t-af2 2TI V2V/2 

(t\ ~ 1 
Kr - +C—,t>0 
\aJ 

(B24) 

BII. Asymptotic behaviour of function Kr(x) asx- •00 

The function Krix) 

™ = [^TT+ 
dx 

can be written as follows 

(1 + x)(l + xx) 

1 

3/2 

Kr(x) = — T ( x ) , 
x 

(B25) 

(B26) 

where 

file:///t-af2
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dy 

Oy"\l + l)(l+y)^ 
(B27) 

The integral T(x) is convergent, because the integrand decays at infinity as yul4 and has 

integrable singularity y'U4 at y=0. 

Next we consider an auxiliary integral 

7 1 
jra+y) 

3/2 
1 — 

1 + 

rfy 
y J ̂'Vi-i.,,̂ '* J 

dy 

yl"(i + yY .1/4/1 . ?> 
°yu*a+-ya+y) 

X 

3/2 

On the one hand, 

(B28) 

-t-« 

1 
1/4/1 • ,.\3/2 

sra+y) 
i— 

i + ^ 
dy = 0 m 

^ ; 

Indeed, 

7 » 
J „wn4 

1 

v1/4(l + y) 3/2 
1 — 

1 + 
V x J 

dy=j 
3/4 

J
0(x +y)(l + y) 

3/2 dy 

y3/4 ^3/4 

*°(i + % + >-)3 
JC 

,2 ' J(^+y)(l+y)3/2 

(B29) 

1 3/4 

0.287 1 , V W / 4 V 2 + 1 V2 ... x1/4V2 7l 
x xV442 VI-x1/4V2 + l *3" 

arctan 
VJc-1 

On the other hand 

x _> +oo (B30) 

rfy 
J„" 4 n + ,A3/2 J A,1^ 

dy 
.3/2 

1.695. 
iyll4a+y)3'2 ~iy"*a+yy 

Taking into account (B29) and (B31), the equation (B28) gives 

T(;c) = 1.695 - a(jc), a(x) = 0-1 

which together with (B26) yields 

(B31) 

(B32) 
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„ , . 1.695 ccOO 1.695 f 1 ^ 
Kr(x) = — — zmr = —T77- + O ,3/4 

* 3 / 4 JC3/4 ,7/4 (B33) 

The last formula gives the asymptotic behaviour of the function Kr(x) as JC—>oo (5.108). 


